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Examining the Experts: Science, Values, and Democracy
Abstract
This dissertation examines the role of experts in democracies, with a focus on
issues that involve the translation and use of science in political decisions.
Conventional accounts of the relationship between expertise and politics have
assumed the validity of a Weberian division of labor, in which experts provide a
neutral assessment of the facts, while citizens and their representatives supply the
values necessary for political judgment. I challenge this model on the grounds that it
presupposes an outdated view of scientific inquiry as a value-free process, and
develop a new normative theory for the use of expertise in politics that builds on a
wide range of recent work in the philosophy of science that shows how the values,
assumptions and purposes of experts shape the production of scientific knowledge.
My main argument is that the role of values in science makes it problematic to leave
the determination of the science entirely to scientists in policy decisions. I argue on
both epistemic and democratic grounds that scientific claims must be submitted to
critical democratic scrutiny to prevent democratic policy from being guided by the
unexamined judgments of experts on scientific issues such as climate change,
biotechnology, obesity, nuclear weapons and environmental safety.
The basic argument is simple, but demonstrating its plausibility requires
addressing three important challenges, which correspond to the three parts of the
project. The first challenge is to trace the theoretical link from a particular philosophy
of scientific knowledge and uncertainty to the necessity of particular forms of
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democratic (rather than scientific) contestation, and to provide an account of what
democratic scrutiny could accomplish on scientific issues. The second challenge is to
show how democratic debate on science should be structured in order to realize the
epistemic and democratic goals outlined in the first part. I develop an institutional
proposal for publicly-monitored, adversarial science courts with citizen juries,
designed to overcome the difficulties of deliberation between those who have
asymmetric knowledge and authority, and the difficulties of democratic participation
and accountability on complex issues in a public sphere that is often highly distortive.
The first two parts take the science as given and focus on its use in political decisionmaking. But the agenda for political debate on science is largely determined by earlier
decisions about which research should be pursued and how, typically made at the
funding stage. In the third part, I turn to institutions of public funding for science, and
develop a theory of the proper forms of democratic input into science funding to
enhance the possibilities for the democratic use of expertise at the decision stage.
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to believe that there is expert opinion, he ought (methodologically) not make up his
own mind.”
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Introduction

On October 22, 2012, in the small Italian town of L’Aquila, seven earthquake
experts were convicted of manslaughter and sentenced to six years in prison.1 The
prosecutor claimed that they had failed to adequately assess and communicate seismic
risks to the city ahead of the earthquake in 2009, which resulted in the death of 309
residents. In the three months preceding the earthquake, the city had experienced
about two or three low-level tremors daily – an event that experts call a seismic
swarm.2 An additional 57 tremors took place in the five days before.3 Residents were
unnerved and looked to experts for guidance on whether these tremors signaled a
major earthquake, and if so, whether they should evacuate the city. Their worries were
exacerbated when a local lab technician named Giampaolo Giuliani began to predict a
major earthquake on the basis of his measurement of radon gas levels.4 The scientific
community had repeatedly rejected the reliability of radon measurements for shortterm predictions of earthquakes, and Giuliani had been denied funding for his
research several times because his work was insufficiently scientific.5 This did not
stop him from setting up a website to post daily radon readings and sharing his
predictions with the locals. A few days before the earthquake hit, the mayor issued a
gagging order on Giuliani for fear that his website would provoke panic in the
residents.
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Elisabetta Polovedo and Henry Fountain, “Italy Orders Jail Terms for 7 Who Did Not Warn
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Stephen S. Hall, “Scientists on Trial: At Fault?” Nature, 14 September 2011, Web.
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John Dollar, “The Man Who Predicted an Earthquake,” The Guardian, 5 April 2010.
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It was in this context that the Italian Civil Protection Department and local
officials decided to hold a meeting with seven seismologists to assess the probability
that the seismic swarm in L’Aquila might precede a major earthquake. The current
scientific wisdom is that this is quite rare. A 1988 paper found that seismic swarms
precede a major earthquake only about 2% of the time.6 According to the meeting
minutes, Enzo Boschi, one of the scientists participating in the meeting, said, “It is
unlikely that an earthquake like the one in 1703 could occur in the short term, but the
possibility cannot be totally excluded.”7 The meeting was very short and was
followed by a press conference in which Bernardo De Bernardinis, vice-director of
the Department of Civil Protection, announced that the situation was “certainly
normal” and added, “The scientific community tells me there is no danger because
there is an ongoing discharge of energy.”8
This press conference was the ground for the charges that led to the conviction
of the experts. The charge was not a failure to predict the earthquake, which the
prosecutor recognized was not possible given the current state of scientific
knowledge, but rather the misleading assurance by a group of experts that there was
no danger. He claimed that this message had led residents – and especially the
younger and more educated ones – to change their plans and stay in L’Aquila, with
disastrous consequences.9
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Guiseppe Grandori et al., “Alarm Systems Based on a Pair of Short-Term Earthquake
Precursors,” Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, 78 (4), 1988.
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This small but dramatic episode illustrates some of the key features of the use
and misuse of expert advice.10 On the one hand, it shows the dependence of citizens
and public officials on scientific expertise on a matter literally of life and death. The
residents of L’Aquila turned to science for an explanation of the frightening and
unknown natural event they were experiencing and expected an assessment of the
risks of a potential disaster. The science was absolutely everything on this issue.
Attempting to express the problem as a conflict over values, such as whether the
residents were the sorts of people who would leave their city when faced with an
existential threat, would be to miss the point completely. The questions that mattered
here were factual: What was the likelihood of an earthquake, and if an earthquake hit
the city, what was the risk of harm to the residents of a city with so many old
buildings?
On the other hand, the incident also shows the potential limitations of
scientific knowledge. Like many other areas of science, though more so than most,
earthquake science is uncertain and inexact. Scientists have become increasingly
capable of predicting the likelihood that an earthquake will strike a given area within
a given time period, but there is still no accepted scientific method for reliable shortterm prediction.11 The seismologists who were consulted had some data on the
likelihood of a major earthquake in the days following a seismic swarm, but these
findings were far from conclusive.
After the highly publicized trial, scientists and scientific associations around
the world protested the conviction on the grounds that it penalized scientists for
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See Melissa Lane, “When the Experts are Uncertain: Scientific Knowledge and the Ethics
of Democratic Judgment,” Episteme, 11 (1), 2014 for a detailed discussion of the role of
values and uncertainty in this case.
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making a prediction that turned out to be incorrect. The President of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science wrote a letter to the President of Italy,
arguing that this kind of treatment would have a chilling effect and discourage
scientists from public engagement. While the scapegoating of scientists through the
criminal system was clearly not an appropriate response to what had taken place, this
reaction was a symptom of the mishandling of expert advice before the earthquake.
The officials had denied the public a chance to understand the content and uncertainty
of the science, instead delivering an authoritative judgment with an appeal to the
views of “the scientific community.” This had created a false sense of security that
arguably led to a higher death toll from the earthquake. It had also deprived citizens of
the ability to evaluate the information for themselves and to reach an informed
decision about the level of risk they would be willing to accept.
Thinking about the mistakes made in L’Aquila involves asking three
interrelated questions: 1) What kind and level of public engagement with the content
of the science was appropriate; 2) How the answer to this depended on the epistemic
status of earthquake science – its certainty, reliability and applicability to that
particular time and place; and 3) How the answer to these two questions depended on
the circulation of pseudoscientific predictions that spread panic among citizens. This
dissertation addresses these questions in the broader context of the use of scientific
expertise in politics.
***
The L’Aquila case is a particularly dramatic example of a community’s
dependence on expert advice and the potential consequences of its misuse, but it is
hardly unique. Our ability to act on some of the biggest problems of our times, such as
climate change, biotechnology, nuclear weapons or environmental safety, requires
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relying on the knowledge provided by scientists and other experts. The modern state
has struck an unprecedented partnership with science as its designated source of
knowledge and as a means for bringing about better outcomes. New scientific
research determines what we take to be our problems, as well as the range of options
we have for solving them.
Meanwhile, contemporary political life is increasingly characterized by
pathological treatments of expertise, with denials of science and distrust of scientists
on the one hand, and appeals to the authority of experts and complaints about the
ignorance of the citizenry on the other. These attitudes are often intensified in reaction
to one another: frustration with denial and pseudoscience leads to increased appeals to
the authority of scientists, which in turn generates resentment – and more denial. It is
a vicious cycle. In the L’Aquila case, the local officials’ appeal to the authority of
science to reassure the public was an ill-conceived attempt to respond to the panic
caused by Giuliani’s scientifically dubious alarmism. The officials’ appeal, in turn,
precipitated a public backlash against scientists after the earthquake. Climate change
provides a similar story: for a long time, the widespread response to the denial of
climate change in the United States was to appeal to the consensus among 97 percent
of scientists, which created the impression that the public was being asked to take the
agreement of experts as a substitute for scientific evidence.
The partnership between democracy and expertise is intrinsically unstable.
Democracy holds out the promise that the people will rule themselves by shaping the
laws that will be binding upon them, either directly or through elected representatives.
Expert knowledge threatens to alter or limit the possibilities for democratic action. It
presents a rival source of authority in the public sphere, one that is based on truth,
rather than agreement. This creates the constant danger that the authority of experts
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will be used to circumvent democracy and that claims to scientific knowledge will
crowd out the space for deliberation over how to shape a collective existence.
At the same time, expertise has no direct access to political power; it is a
source of authority that lacks the means to coerce. Even though the truth of scientific
claims does not depend on the number of people who believe in them, their uptake in
politics inevitably goes through persuasion. In the realm of politics, scientists must
convince people who do not share the scientific community’s practices for settling the
truth of competing claims. Citizens and their representatives always retain the right to
reject scientific knowledge – a right that they exercise quite often.
Efforts to eliminate this inherent tension would be problematic for both
science and politics. Determining scientific truth democratically can have disastrous
consequences, while justifying democratic decisions by appeal to standards of
scientific correctness risks jeopardizing the legitimacy of democratic decisionmaking, especially when it falls clearly short of the relevant standard. The challenge
is to devise ways for expertise and democracy to coexist productively. Expert
knowledge could be used to expand the power of politics, or it could lead to the
alienation of citizens from a politics that seems to defy their control. The success of
the relationship between democracy and expertise depends on whether democracies
can find ways to use expertise to further their own ends and produce good outcomes.
Recent failures in the use of science for political decisions on issues such as climate
change, vaccines, GMOs or earthquake warnings suggest that it is necessary to rethink
how the relationship between science and politics should be structured. These are not
just failures of political practice; they are also failures of political theory.
The tension between expertise and democracy is by no means a new problem,
but the alliance between the state and the scientific enterprise, cemented with the
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provision of large amounts of public funds for science, is an unprecedented midtwentieth-century development. Earlier thinkers such as Mill and Dewey, who were
concerned with problem of expertise in politics, wrote with a very different model of
scientific inquiry in mind – one that consisted of the private activities of curious
individuals. The idea of a professional scientist was a novelty, as many scientists
lacked formal training. The term “scientist” was coined by Whewell in 1833.12 This
earlier picture of science as an amateur project stands in stark contrast with the
sophisticated, highly professionalized and expensive scientific enterprise that was
established in the latter part of the twentieth century. The emergence of an insulated
and self-regulating scientific community with shared credentials, norms and
standards, whose findings have direct influence over the policymaking process, has
given the old problem of experts an entirely new aspect. This calls for new answers.
It has also become increasingly obvious that a widely accepted model for the
relationship between expertise and politics has serious limitations. The twentiethcentury solution to the problem of expertise, developed mostly in the context of social
science and especially economics, was to maintain a division of labor between experts
and laypeople, modeled after the Weberian account of the relationship between
bureaucracy and political leadership. On this view, experts would provide a neutral
assessment of the facts, while citizens and their representatives would supply the
values necessary for political judgment. Although Weber was pessimistic about the
ability of bureaucracies to be truly neutral, he held this up as the ideal to strive for.
Isaiah Berlin gave a clear expression of this same view in the opening lines of his
famous 1958 essay “Two Concepts of Liberty”: “Where ends are agreed, the only
questions left are those of means, and these are not political but technical, that is to
12

Laura Snyder, Reforming Philosophy: A Victorian Debate on Science and Society. Chicago,
IL: University of Chicago Press, 2006.
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say, capable of being settled by experts or machines, like arguments between
engineers or doctors.”13
Even scholars such as Habermas, who were deeply concerned with the
encroachment of technical expertise into the political sphere, nonetheless accepted the
validity of this division of labor. In Toward a Rational Society, Habermas deplored
the fact that the exigencies of new technologies were increasingly supplanting the
decision-making power of political leaders and that value judgments were being
displaced by objective necessity.14 He was concerned that this “rationalization” of
politics would result in science and technology usurping the realm of ends, such that
political power would become an empty fiction and all practical matters would be
formulated as problems that experts could solve. But he did not question the
assumption that the experts could be trusted to settle problems about the means in a
purely technical and rational way.
The problem with Habermas’s argument was that it never examined the
limitations of science as a tool of instrumental rationality. Habermas was not
interested in the epistemic status of scientific claims, nor in the uncertainty and
fallibility of science. He took for granted that the natural sciences were successful at
providing accurate predictions for rational control over nature and he was not
concerned with the inner workings of science beyond this general point. His one brief
mention of uncertainty reveals this attitude: he claimed that the reduction of all
practical decisions to “choice under uncertainty” would be the very culmination of
13

Isaiah Berlin, “Two Concepts of Liberty.” In Isaiah Berlin, Four Essays on Liberty, Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1969.

14

Jürgen Habermas, Toward a Rational Society. Trans. Jeremy Shapiro. Cambridge: Polity
Press, 1987. Also see Habermas, Knowledge and Human Interests. Trans. Jeremy Shapiro,
Cambridge: Polity Press, 1987.
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rationalization. This ignores the fact that choice under uncertainty necessarily requires
assumptions about morality: should one maximize expected utility, avoid the worst
consequences or something else? The answer depends on the moral theory accepted
by the decision-maker, as well as on normative assumptions about rationality and
orientations toward risk. Furthermore, such decision calculations will be possible only
if the uncertainty is determinate and calculable. Habermas did not even consider the
possibility of radical uncertainty of the sort that cannot be expressed in probabilistic
terms and that defies scientific attempts at calculation – the kind of uncertainty
involved in the science of climate change, earthquakes, floods and hurricanes, for
instance.
Habermas’s “pragmatistic” solution to the problem of technocracy was to
orient scientific developments toward the needs, interests and value orientations of the
lifeworld. Scientists must be attentive to the practical implications of their work, and
politicians must consult with scientists in accordance with practical needs. This
required more communication between scientists and the public. The main departure
of the pragmatistic solution from the classic division of labor was in conceptualizing
the relationship between science and politics as a dialectic in which social interests
and needs would be reevaluated in light of technical possibilities and the development
of science and technology would be shaped according to public needs. This
thoroughly Deweyan proposal emphasized the importance of a communicating public
in shaping science and technology and being shaped by it in turn.
This was a democratic reimagining of the Weberian model, but one that
nonetheless fully accepted the premise that experts could be trusted to determine the
technical means for value-beliefs supplied by non-experts, whether citizens or elites.
Although Habermas acknowledged that science was not value-free, he shared many of
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the assumptions of a positivist view of science as the source of objective, value-free
knowledge. His conviction of science’s capacity for prediction and technological
control played a far more important role in his theory than thorny questions about the
relationship between the practice of science and its epistemic standing raised by his
own pragmatist conception of truth.
Habermas is one of the most influential thinkers to address the relationship
between science, technology and politics, but he is by no means alone in assuming the
continued validity of this division of labor. Recent scholarship in democratic theory
implicitly or explicitly falls back on the same assumption in addressing the question
of how ordinary citizens of a democracy should evaluate expert advice. Recent work
on this problem has taken one of two main approaches: The first is to argue that
laypeople cannot evaluate the content of expert claims and that the focus must be on
the possibility of second-order judgments based on the trustworthiness, sincerity or
credentials of the expert. The second is to argue that first-order evaluations by
laypeople are possible and to think about how this could be done. Both sides,
however, have operated with a naïve view of expert knowledge.
O’Neill and Anderson have recently defended the first position.15 They argue
that the problem of expertise in politics should be addressed by focusing on how
laypeople can judge the credibility and character of the speaker, rather than the
content of the speaker’s claims. “I simply wouldn’t know how to appraise the
evidence even if you gave me all the detail. I want to know not if the evidence
supports this or that conclusion, but whether I have good reason to trust those who

15

John O’Neill, “The Rhetoric of Deliberation: Some Problems in Kantian Theories of
Deliberative Democracy,” Res Publica 8 (3), 2002; and Elizabeth Anderson, “Democracy,
Public Policy, and Lay Assessments of Scientific Testimony,” Episteme 8 (2), 2011.
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offer it,”16 O’Neill writes. Anderson similarly argues that judgments of credibility can
be taken as a reliable substitute for judgments of content: “The solution to our
problem is therefore to show that laypeople have the second-order capacity to judge
trustworthiness and consensus, and access to the information needed to make such
judgments.”17
Those who argue that laypeople can assess experts only based on credibility
judgments face the challenge of developing criteria for assessing credibility that can
track knowledge and competence,18 but credibility assessments are notoriously
difficult. The attribution of credibility to a speaker depends upon many social and
cultural factors, which may or may not track competence. Demeanor, age, gender,
appearance or clothing can play a role in determining whether a person is regarded as
credible. Anderson proposes a set of criteria that includes honesty, responsiveness to
criticism, openness to peer review and the presence of conflicts of interest. Since each
of these can be assessed based on information accessible and comprehensible to
ordinary citizens, she concludes that citizens can distinguish between competing
experts without understanding the substance of their claims.
O’Neill takes a different route, focusing on the role that rhetoric can play in
generating trust between experts and laypeople. He argues that credibility is not only
found in observable qualities of the expert, but is also constructed through the
dialectical relationship between expert and layperson. He rejects the Platonic view of

16

O’Neill, “The Rhetoric of Deliberation.”
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Anderson, “Democracy, Public Policy, and Lay Assessments of Scientific Testimony.”
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Alvin Goldman, “Experts: Which Ones Should You Trust?” Philosophy and
Phenomenological Research, 63 (1), 2001 is the classic article on this question.
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rhetoric as necessarily manipulative and incompatible with reason,19 and defends the
Aristotelian view, which does not dispense with reasoned arguments but gives them a
different role. On this view, evidence and arguments cited by the expert are not meant
to persuade the listener directly of the validity of a conclusion (since the listener
cannot evaluate these) but are used to demonstrate the speaker’s credibility.20
Reasoned argument becomes a testimony to the speaker’s good character. The work
of persuasion is done by demonstrated trustworthiness, rather than by the content of
what is said.
Trust is a central component of expert-layperson relationships,21 but it is
dangerous to reduce the role of experts in politics to a matter of trust cultivation.
Neither the demonstrated ability to make reasoned arguments, nor honesty and
responsiveness to criticism is a perfect tracker of scientific knowledge. Second-order
assessments will be helpful in distinguishing between experts and frauds, but they will
not be enough to judge the views of genuine, trustworthy experts who disagree. 22
Moreover, focusing on second-order assessments limits citizens’ power vis-à-vis
experts. This approach assumes that the task of laypeople is to identify a trustworthy
19

O’Neill joins Garsten and others who have called for a revival of rhetoric. See Bryan
Garsten, Saving Persuasion: A Defense of Rhetoric and Judgment. Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2006; Garsten, “The Rhetoric Revival in Political Theory,” Annual Review
of Political Science, 14, 2011; Danielle Allen, Talking to Strangers: Anxieties of Citizenship
Since Brown v. Board of Education. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2004; Arash
Abizadeh, “The Passions of the Wise: Phronesis, Rhetoric and Aristotle’s Passionate Practical
Deliberation,” Review of Metaphysics, 56, 2002; Bernard Yack, “Rhetoric and Public
Reasoning: An Aristotelian Understanding of Political Deliberation,” Political Theory, 34,
2006; and O’Neill, “The Rhetoric of Deliberation.”
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Allen makes the same point in Talking to Strangers.
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Mill puts it well: “But when all is done, there still remains something which they must
always and inevitably take upon trust: and this is, that the arguments really are as conclusive
as they appear; that there exist no considerations relevant to the subject which have been kept
back from them; that every objection which can suggest itself has been duly examined by
competent judges, and found immaterial.” (The Spirit of the Age, Part II. In The Collected
Works of John Stuart Mill, J.M Robson ed. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, Vol. XXII).
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See Lane, “When the Experts are Uncertain.”
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expert and defer to her claims. The framing of the problem as one of whether and how
laypeople can identify the correct experts allows laypeople only a narrow and passive
role. The possibility that they might have something to contribute to knowledge or
that they might question the claims of a “correct” expert is precluded.
It might be possible to carve out a more active role for citizens from within the
second-order framework trust and credibility. O’Neill’s analysis of rhetoric and trust
could be extended to go both ways. Laypeople could perhaps be taught how to make
better arguments that demonstrate their credibility. Although conceiving of experts
and laypeople as both speaker and listener in turn would be an improvement,
ultimately the point that reasoned argument is a way of demonstrating the speaker’s
credibility favors expert credibility over the credibility that laypeople could claim in
expert-layperson interactions. Not only do experts have a natural advantage in this
form of trust-building, but any attempt at making the rhetorical performance of
laypeople more like that of experts might distort what they would like to
communicate and how. A more equal two-way interaction would require revising both
the scope and the content of how rhetoric can play a role in generating trust. In its
current form, the framework is not well-suited to enabling citizen participation in
debates about knowledge.
The second view argues that it is both possible and necessary for laypeople to
evaluate first-order claims. Lane, Kitcher and Keohane et al. have argued that citizens
and their representatives must be able to understand and evaluate at least some of the
content of scientific and technical knowledge since they are ultimately responsible for
making the political decisions that rest on scientific findings.23 Lane focuses on the

23

Lane, “When the Experts are Uncertain;” Philip Kitcher, Science, Truth, and Democracy.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001; Robert Keohane et al. “The Ethics of Scientific
Communication Under Uncertainty,” Politics, Philosophy & Economics, 13 (4), 2014.
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importance of uncertainty in the relationship between science and politics and argues
that laypeople can exercise good political judgment on scientific issues only if they
have a good grasp of the nature of scientific uncertainty. Kitcher focuses more
generally on how scientific findings can be translated for laypeople to allow for
informed decisions. His ideal involves scientists and citizens deliberating under
idealized conditions of mutual engagement to make decisions that reflect the moral
commitments and priorities of a democratic public. All of these scholars are
concerned with making science comprehensible to ordinary citizens and politicians so
that they can participate meaningfully in the decision-making. They have focused
especially on how experts can communicate their findings in language that is
accessible to ordinary people24 and how they can be more transparent about their
methods, data and interpretation.
But much like Habermas, O’Neill and Anderson, these theorists assume that
experts can be trusted with the content of science. Their goal is to ensure that political
decision-making in light of scientific issues can proceed with full information. Their
main concerns are external to the science; and they take the science as a given once it
is ready for use in politics. It is telling that Kitcher uses the word “tutoring” to
describe how laypeople should be taken behind the scenes by experts to be given indepth information; his view of democratic engagement over science is primarily as an
educational process.25 He wants decision-making to be more inclusive and
participatory, but only once the facts are provided by the experts.
Deliberative experiments such as citizen juries, deliberative polls and
consensus conferences have taken a similar approach. Their implicit expectation is
24

Keohane et al. “The Ethics of Scientific Communication Under Uncertainty.”
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Kitcher, Science, Truth, and Democracy.
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that citizens will accept the expert views more or less at face value and deliberate on
the basis of these facts, rather than examining the facts themselves. This educational
orientation is reflected in the institutional design of existing models. Their expert
panels typically consists of one expert from each relevant field, which makes it
difficult for citizens to see the weaknesses of expert views or to get a sense of possible
alternatives. Furthermore, the effectiveness of these institutions are measured through
before-and-after surveys that use the degree of citizen uptake of information provided
by experts as an indicator of success.26
This is not meant as a critique of the methodology of these deliberative
experiments. Their purpose is to assess whether and when the communication of
expertise is successful and their design is appropriate for this purpose. 27 It is
important to know what kinds of techniques allow laypeople to process technical
information better and make more sophisticated decisions. My point is that most
treatments of the role of experts in democracies in recent political theory have been
stuck in a rather narrow framework that has not given enough thought to the
possibility – even the necessity – of laypeople questioning expertise. Despite their
marked differences, both those who focus on second-order credibility assessments and
those who advocate democratic engagement with the content of science have
effectively assumed that laypeople can accept the facts provided by a “correct” expert.
I have criticized both of these positions for putting citizens in the passive role
of taking science on authority from experts, but it may not be obvious why this is a
26

Robert Goodin and John Dryzek, “Deliberative Impacts: The Macro-Political Uptake of
Mini-Publics,” Politics and Society, 34 (2), 2006.
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Experiments conducted so far show that these kinds of efforts at improved communication
do produce good results, at least in small deliberative settings See e.g. Goodin and Dryzek,
“Deliberative Impacts;” Archon Fung, “Survey Article: Recipes for Public Spheres: Eight
Institutional Design Choices and Their Consequences,” The Journal of Political Philosophy,
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problem. Since experts possess more knowledge in their area of expertise, it might
seem both unnecessary and epistemically arbitrary for laypeople to examine the
content of expert claims. This view is implicit in both approaches discussed above,
and it assumes the validity of the division of labor between experts and laypeople
mentioned earlier, which suggests that technical or factual matters could safely be left
to experts.28
The continued reliance on this division of labor between experts and politics is
puzzling because the view of science it presupposes has been widely criticized in
decades of research in the philosophy and sociology of science. After the explosive
impact of Kuhn’s Structure of Scientific Revolutions and the early debates between
Feyerabend, Lakatos, Toulmin and Popper, it became difficult to maintain that values
played no part in the production of science.29 Scholarship in the philosophy and
sociology of science in the decades after Kuhn focused on how values shaped
scientific findings and what this meant for the general reliability of scientific claims.
It is rare to find scholars today who subscribe to a version of the naïve positivist view
of science. Yet there hasn’t been a revision of the political division of labor model
that takes seriously these developments in theories of science. This is problematic
because how we answer the question of the proper use of expertise in politics depends
on the role that social and moral values play in the production of science. The validity
of the division of labor model presupposes an outdated view of science: Leaving the
means to experts is acceptable because the determination of the means to attain
28
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independently decided ends is assumed to be a purely technical task – one that could
be settled by experts or machines. If there is reason to think that the particular
perspective, priorities and social context of the experts making the knowledge claims
shape the knowledge that is produced, then we must reevaluate how such knowledge
should be used for political purposes. This is what I aim to do in this dissertation.
Although I am critical of many aspects of the postwar structure of the
relationship between science and politics in the United States, I am indebted to it in
one crucial respect. One of its remarkable features was how a set of philosophical
views about scientific progress became the foundation for a comprehensive structure
for the proper relationship between science and politics that had implications for the
use of science in policy, the responsibilities of scientists in the public sphere, and a
long-term strategy for science funding. Abstract philosophical debates about scientific
progress were elegantly linked first to a political theory for the role of science in a
modern democracy and secondly to a blueprint for long-term science and technology
policy. This dissertation borrows this structure of following a theoretical thread that
runs from the philosophy of science to democratic theory to institutions for funding,
but fills it in with new arguments.
I start from a philosophy of science that takes into account the role of values,
backgrounds assumptions and uncertainty in scientific claims – that is, one that takes
seriously the developments in the philosophy of science in recent decades. I then
develop the implications of this philosophy for how science should be used in
political decision-making. Finally, I trace the implications of these arguments for
funding strategies for science both in the short and long term. My main argument is
that the role of values in science makes it problematic to leave the determination of
science entirely to scientists in policy decisions. I argue on both epistemic and
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democratic grounds that the content of expert claims must be submitted to critical
democratic scrutiny and that citizens must have a chance to question the evidence
supporting various claims, their level of uncertainty, and possible background
assumptions made by scientists.
The basic argument is simple, but demonstrating its plausibility requires
addressing three important challenges. The first is to show at a theoretical level what
exactly the purpose of democratic participation would be and what it could
accomplish. This requires tracing the link from a particular view of science to the
necessity of particular forms of democratic input. The second challenge is to show
how democratic debate on scientific issues should be organized in order to realize the
epistemic and democratic goals outlined in the first part. This involves developing
institutional structures designed to overcome the obstacles to deliberation on complex
issues, focusing especially on the asymmetries of knowledge and authority between
experts and non-experts.
The first two parts of the argument focus on how science should be used in
political decision-making. The problem with focusing only on decision-making is that
the possibilities for politics at the decision stage are largely determined by earlier
decisions about which research areas should be pursued and how they should pursued.
These decisions, typically at the funding stage, shape the agenda for politics and
determine which choices will be available for decision-makers. Citizens can question
the science, examine its assumptions and decide whether to accept uncertain claims,
but they cannot procure a different kind of science; nor can they wish away findings
once they are public.
The third challenge is therefore to revisit the structure of public funding for
science in light of the argument of the first two parts and develop a theory for science
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funding that complements the democratic deliberation and decision-making further
downstream. Scholars studying the relationship between science and politics often
draw a distinction between science for policy and policy for science.30 The former
describes the science that informs policy decisions, while the latter focuses on the
rules and regulations designed to oversee the conduct of science. This thesis treats the
two as interdependent and argues for democratic input at both stages.
There are two important concerns about this project that are worth dispelling
from the start. The first is that raising questions about the objectivity of scientific
findings will devolve into radical skepticism about the ability of science to deliver
reliable answers. This will blur the distinction between science and politics and
encourage disregarding expertise and replacing it with common sense, anecdotal
evidence or wishful thinking. It will become clear in the following chapters that this is
not my argument. The starting point of this project is that expert knowledge is
indispensable in a modern democracy and experts have superior knowledge and
understanding on many crucial questions of fact. The question of how we should
respond to climate change, for instance, cannot be settled by our experience of the
weather, nor can it be resolved by deliberating about how much we care about nature
or future generations. The answer requires knowing how much the earth will warm
and what the impact will be on different regions. We depend on scientists for these
answers.
The point of thinking about the implication of the role of values in science is
not to delegitimize scientific claims, but to be clear about why and how citizens must
examine expert claims and what room there is for citizen input on scientific issues.
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We don’t need to believe that science is infallible to make productive use of it. My
claims is that what we know about the ways in which it is fallible should influence the
appropriate attitude to take toward knowledge claims and the correct institutional
structures for handling them. To quote Clifford Geertz, “I have never been impressed
by the argument that, as complete objectivity is impossible in these matters (as, of
course, it is), one might as well let one's sentiments run loose. As Robert Solow has
remarked, that is like saying that as a perfectly aseptic environment is impossible, one
might as well conduct surgery in a sewer.”31 This project considers how to change the
way we do surgery once we realize that the environment is less aseptic than originally
believed.
The second concern is that even if this theory is careful about the status of
scientific claims and the proper balance between scientific evidence and democratic
decision-making, it might nonetheless have the unintended consequence of increasing
mistrust of scientists and disregard for evidence. The argument for democratizing the
use of expertise inevitably involves drawing science and scientists onto the political
stage and exposing their weaknesses. Given the widespread denial and mistrust of
science today, this might embolden those who disregard or discredit scientific
evidence. Would it not be more appropriate for theorists today to think of ways to
shield expertise from politics rather than exposing it to further scrutiny?
This is a serious challenge, especially since I argue in Chapter 5 that
researchers must bear some responsibility for the unintended but foreseeable
consequences of their research and that democracies may withdraw support from
scientific research if it appears likely to cause certain kinds of grave harm. Still, I
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think it is dangerous to respond to pessimism about the current state of democracy and
worries about the ignorance of citizens by retreating from democratic principles and
removing more and more issues from public input. This response avoids dealing with
the root causes of the problem and might lead to a backlash against expertise, as the
L’Aquila case demonstrates.
People often feel anxious and fearful about scientific or technological
developments because they cannot reconcile new truth claims with their deeply held
values and cultural commitments. Scientific claims do not intrinsically favor one
worldview or set of values over another, but those who control how science is used in
public life wield significant power in determining which worldviews or values will
appear compatible with the knowledge claims of experts. If decisions about findings
are accepted as true for political purposes and what new knowledge becomes
available for use are removed from democratic influence, citizens might find
themselves reduced to a choice between between deference to the judgments of others
or a rejection of the authority of science altogether. This disempowers the public and
encourages unaccountable and irresponsible policy-making. Expanding the
possibilities for democratic engagement over science is a way to avoid this stark
choice and open up more flexible options for reconciling science with politics. This,
in turn, can only be done by reinvigorating existing democratic institutions and
imagining new ones.

Scope of the Argument
A few clarifications about the scope of the argument are in order. This project
focuses on expertise in the natural sciences and draws the line at the social sciences.
The distinction is admittedly arbitrary since the theory of natural science developed in
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Chapter 1 challenges the conventional distinction between natural and social sciences
as value-free and value-laden respectively. The philosophical views of science that I
draw on treat the natural science and social sciences as continuous, rather than
different in kind. Still, I have two mainly practical reasons for drawing this line. First,
this is a widespread distinction both in theory and in practice. Philosophers of science
typically focus on one or the other or compare the two with the assumption that they
are distinct enough, both in subject matter and in methodological challenges. Political
institutions such as legislative committees, executive agencies and funding institutions
also treat these two areas separately.
Secondly, even if the natural and social sciences lie on a spectrum, it is
difficult to deny that the social sciences lie at the end of the spectrum where
predictions are less reliable; there are fewer well-established findings, and greater
difficulties with concept formation and measurement. In addition, there are wellknown methodological challenges specific to explaining and predicting human
behavior. On the one hand, these factors might make the social sciences a more
fruitful, less controversial and overall easier target for an argument that starts from the
epistemic status of knowledge claims to argue for democratic scrutiny of science. On
the other hand, the same reasons make the social sciences a less challenging and
rewarding subject for this project because I suspect that few would disagree with the
argument. Moreover, if this argument succeeds in the case of the natural sciences,
then a fortiori, it should also apply to the social sciences.
Another clarification concerns the applicability of the argument within the
natural sciences. Is it meant to apply to all natural sciences or only to some? Do we
want democratic participation on all issues or can we leave some safely to experts?
These questions are more difficult to answer because they depend importantly on
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which scientific issues become politicized and how. The easy part of the answer is
that the argument applies to science that has some relevance to policy. It is not
concerned with science in the lab that acquires no relevance for public affairs, except
for the discussion of funding for basic research in Chapter 4.
Within the politically relevant sciences, I think the argument will be most
salient on issues that are highly uncertain, with many unknown variables and
relatively scant evidence, and especially in cases where the political stakes are high.
Although we could try to classify sciences according to their level of certainty –
earthquake science and climate change being far less certain than physics or chemistry
for instance – it would be a mistake to try to be more specific about which particular
scientific areas are likely to fall in this category. I do not meant to suggest that every
technical issue should be politicized – if a bridge needs to be built, we could safely
leave it to engineers – but rather that the question of which issues should be or will be
politicized is not one that can be specified in theory.
The point about uncertain and high-stakes science suggests another reason
why this project is timely: The big scientific question of our time – climate change –
has been marked from the beginning by a high degree of uncertainty and
disagreement among scientists, as well as high political stakes. That there is
anthropogenic climate change may not be in dispute among scientists anymore, but
the key policy-relevant details about how much warming there will be and how it will
affect different regions remain unclear. Different climate models prioritize different
epistemic values and make different background assumptions about the historical
record, future human behavior and the importance of certain risks over others. These
features make it particularly clear why the democratic engagement over climate
change must be over the content of the science and involve some scrutiny of
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competing models, rather than a debate about moral values that could be addressed
independently from the facts. This has not always been the character of the scientific
issues that have commanded national-level attention. The most important scientific
issues on the political agenda after the Second World War – the bomb, the space
program – were cases where the science was not in dispute. The dilemmas they raised
were moral ones about the responsible use of the science. If the division of labor
model seemed appropriate for the scientific problems of those times, the more
thoroughly democratic model proposed in this project will be more appropriate for
ours.

Plan of the Work
The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 1 makes the philosophical
case for why the role of values in science requires democratic scrutiny of expert
claims. Drawing on case studies from evolutionary biology, climate change, AIDS
and nuclear waste, as well as philosophical work by Kuhn, Feyerabend and feminist
philosophers of science such as Helen Longino and Miriam Solomon, I show that 1)
the link between evidence and hypothesis always rests on background assumptions
about the world; 2) the choice between equally well-supported theories requires tradeoffs between epistemic values, which, like ethical values, are subjective and cannot be
settled by evidence; and 3) the move from experiment to real life requires judgments
about the sufficiency and significance of the similarity, and both sufficiency and
significance are relative to a purpose.
I argue that scientific claims require democratic scrutiny on three grounds: 1)
that a democratic public has the right to understand claims that rest on values they
may not share and whose consequences will affect them 2) that assumptions and
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values that are widely shared among scientists may be difficult to detect and challenge
within the scientific community and 3) that laypeople may possess valuable
knowledge that can improve findings.
Chapter 2 develops an account of the political treatment of scientific
uncertainty through a conceptual distinction between belief and acceptance. While
belief aims at the truth, responds only to epistemic factors and is context independent,
acceptance – defined as the attitude of taking something for granted in the background
of one’s deliberation and planning – responds both to practical and epistemic factors
and depends on the context, the stakes and the purposes of the agent. Science is
primarily concerned with acceptance rather than belief, and evidence alone cannot
determine the acceptance of a hypothesis. What is required is the judgment that the
evidence at hand is sufficient, and what constitutes sufficient evidence depends on the
stakes and the context. Scientists’ professional goals determine what they take to be
the appropriate threshold for scientific acceptance. These goals include the discovery
of the truth, but also the fruitfulness of the hypothesis for future research, a desire to
minimize error and a priority for long-term success over short-term considerations.
Politics has a different set of considerations, which means that what
constitutes sufficient evidence for the acceptance of science in politics will be
different than scientific acceptance. Political acceptance depends on the stakes, on
whose interests will be affected, on the urgency of the problem and on the
opportunities for action. Since acceptance requires deliberation on the practical
considerations relevant to the political context, stakes and so on, laypeople have both
the competence and the right to participate in the decision about the acceptance of
scientific findings for political purposes. This chapter also suggests that political
theory would benefit from more attention to this distinction, since in many cases what
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we care about is not what individual citizens believe, but what they will accept for a
specific political purpose and context.
Chapter 3 develops an institutional proposal to facilitate democratic
engagement over science. I identify two challenges to interactions between experts
and non-experts in the public sphere: how to make it possible for non-experts to
examine competing expert claims and how to overcome the difficulties of mutual
deliberation under conditions of asymmetric knowledge and authority. To address
these challenges, I propose a publicly monitored science court with adversarial
proceedings where experts are brought in to make the case for different views on a
scientific question. A citizen jury then interrogates the experts and delivers a decision,
which is fed directly into the policymaking process in an advisory role. The adversary
structure of the proposal is designed to expose the background assumptions behind
factual claims and to reveal their level of uncertainty. The separation of scientistadvocates from citizen-jurors avoids the difficulties of mutual deliberation under
conditions of unequal authority, while allowing citizens to be active participants
despite their lack of expertise. I also suggest that theories of democracy would benefit
from paying more attention to the role of questioning as an empowering mode of
communication that can facilitate participation in situations of asymmetric knowledge
and power. I conclude by responding to two possible objections: that this institution
puts scientific truth to a popular vote and that it overestimates citizen competence.
Chapter 4 focuses on funding committees as the site for longer-term and more
foundational democratic input into science. The question that motivates the chapter is
whether there should be political input on decisions about the distribution of funds
among scientific projects, and if so, on what grounds. I frame the issue of public
funding for science as lying at the intersection of two normative issues that political
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theorists have neglected: the provision of public goods and political significance of
knowledge creation. Following a distinction made by Rawls, I first argue that public
funding for science must be thought of as a discretionary public good, rather than one
required by justice. Justifications for public support of science must therefore appeal
to the needs and interests of the public. I show that this has indeed historically been
the case.
I then trace how postwar structures for funding basic research have justified
giving a high degree of autonomy to scientists on the basis of Polanyi’s view of
scientific progress as a linear and cumulative process, in which the greatest public
benefits will be realized through the trickle-down effects of scientists pursuing their
curiosity. I show that Kuhn’s account of scientific revolutions seriously challenged
this view and argue that extrapolating Kuhn’s views to a system of science that
depends on funding suggests that a closed community of scientists sharing a paradigm
may end up extinguishing truly radical views if they also control the allocation of
funding. Outside intervention with the scientific community may thus be necessary to
ensure support for dissenting views and the continuation of the most innovative
scientific discoveries.
The chapter then turns to the question of continued public funding for
scientific issues that have already become politicized. Since the stakes and potential
consequences of these issues are more certain than in the case of basic research, I
argue for more political input into these decisions. I outline three different reasons for
political intervention with funding decisions: the importance of agenda setting for
research on the basis of democratically determined priorities; the need to support
dissent and diversify funding in order to ensure that a robust democratic debate on
scientific issues will be possible; and the possibility that not having certain kinds of
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new knowledge can be empowering in cases where the new knowledge is likely to
threaten a democracy’s capacity to take action.
Chapter 5 explores the question of whether a democracy may restrict certain
lines of inquiry altogether by withdrawing funding on the basis that they pose a risk of
harm to society. It is widely accepted today that research projects may be restricted if
they pose harm to human subjects participating in the research process. Far more
controversial is the suggestion that a project may be restricted on the grounds that the
findings pose a risk of harm to society, even if the research is ethically conducted and
the findings are true. Two claims justify drawing a moral distinction between harm to
subjects during the research and harm to society from the findings. The first is that
knowledge is never intrinsically harmful and that harm only results when knowledge
is used or abused by people with bad intentions. The second is that it is not
permissible to restrict the activities of scientists for harms that other people inflict
using their findings. We can hold scientists responsible for the harms that they
intentionally inflict on participating subjects, but nothing more.
I argue that even if we grant the first claim, we should reject the second. In the
first section, I defend a more robust understanding of responsibility that is sensitive to
the context in which scientific research takes place and that involves assigning
scientists some responsibility for the foreseeable consequences of their research, even
if they themselves neither inflict nor intend harm. I argue that in cases where
scientific research is likely to lead to significant harm to a large of number of people,
a democratic society would be justified in preventing the research from going
forward. In the second section, I shift the focus from the magnitude of the harm to the
specific people affected. I argue that in cases where a line of research is likely to
disproportionately harm marginalized groups and reinforce existing inequality and
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discrimination, a democracy’s commitment to ensuring the equal standing of citizens
would justify limiting scientific inquiry. I make the case through a discussion of
research in biology involving race and gender.
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Chapter 1: The Role of Values in Science

Political theorists have not been attentive to recent developments in the
philosophy and sociology of science, but scholars in these disciplines now widely
accept that knowledge is value-laden and influenced by the social context in which it
is produced. Exactly what role values play in science and the quality and objectivity
of the resulting findings are more contentious. The claim that science involves values
takes different forms. One way the argument has been made is to claim that the
personal interests or beliefs of scientists cloud their judgments, sometimes
unintentionally. Charges of financial conflicts of interest in medical research and of
ideological bias in studies of IQ differences between races and genders fall into this
category. These are cases where the validity of the results and even their standing as
science may rightly be called into question because the science is distorted by the
researcher’s personal prejudices and interests. This is a problem that, at least in
theory, could be corrected by exposing and checking biases and conflicts of interest.
Although this may be difficult to achieve in practice, the charge is theoretically less
serious because it shows only that individual researchers allow their biases to play an
objectionable role in their research, not that science itself is always value-laden. If
only researchers were more careful or vigilant – if only human error could be
corrected – science would remain free of social values.
A second argument, made by sociologists of science, focuses on the role that
social relationships, hierarchies and power dynamics play in the research process.32
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This argument sees scientific knowledge as the product of power struggles, clashes of
interest, negotiation and compromise. What counts as scientific knowledge in a
community is explained with reference to interests and power, rather than epistemic
criteria such as evidence and logic. Science is politics by other means. Latour’s
analysis of how scientific acceptance depends on the success of scientists in enlisting
a network of allies, patrons and supporters is a classic example of this kind of
argument.33
This line of research has contributed a lot to our understanding of how science
works, but it goes too far in repudiating the possibility of a normative theory of
scientific knowledge. Concepts such as evidence, logic, truth or reasons all but lose
their justificatory significance except insofar as they can be used to explain the
discourse and self-understanding of scientists. This is difficult to accept: If
justification were entirely socially constructed, it would be impossible to account for
why some knowledge generating processes are more successful than others in
explaining natural phenomena. Furthermore, this view provides no guidance for
deciding how to structure these processes when there is a choice between alternatives.
A third way of making the argument is to start with a normative account of
scientific justification and shows how it necessarily incorporates value judgments at
different stages. This approach rejects the possibility of a value-free method and
argues that the logic of scientific inference is necessarily context-dependent. While
the first view retains the ideal of value-free science and the second pushes toward
collapsing the distinction between science and power, the third view revises the ideal
without renouncing it. In doing so, it opens up the conceptual space for productive
University Press, 1993; Karin Knorr-Cetina and Michael Mulkay eds. Science Observed:
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debates about which values and whose values should appropriately shape scientific
knowledge, rather than urging the chimerical task of removing all values from science
or giving up the possibility of useful scientific knowledge altogether. The account I
will develop in this chapter falls in this third category.
The scientific research process can be represented schematically as involving
the following stages: the selection of research questions, the generation of theories,
the design of experiments, the collection and analysis of data, and the judgment that
the evidence supports a theory. The literature commonly distinguishes between
external stages such as the selection of the research question and the application of
findings, and internal stages, such as theory construction, experimental design and
inference. I say more in Chapter 4 about the politically crucial question of selecting
research areas, mostly in the context of public funding for science, but I will bracket
that here and focus on the the role that values play at the other stages of scientific
research.
The chapter is organized in four sections. The first three sections develop an
account of the role of background assumptions and values in scientific discovery and
justification, each focusing on one of the key stages of the research process. The
fourth and last section argues that the role of values in science requires submitting
expert claims to democratic scrutiny before they are used in political decisions in
order to prevent the values of experts from encroaching on popular sovereignty. I
conclude with a discussion of the possible contributions that democratic participation
could make on scientific issues.
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I. Evidence and Theory
It is fairly straightforward to say that scientific hypotheses should be accepted
or rejected on the basis of evidence, but whether the evidence supports a hypothesis is
not a self-evident matter: evidence does not say what it is evidence for. A set of
background beliefs, also called auxiliary hypotheses, which are held by the person
making the inference, are necessary to determine whether a state of affairs supports a
hypothesis. The same evidence can be taken to support quite different hypotheses
depending on one’s background beliefs. There is thus always a gap between
observation and hypothesis; evidential relations are more properly thought of as threeway relationships between evidence, hypothesis and background assumptions.34
Background assumptions can sometimes simply be rules of syntax or logic.
The move from evidence sentences to hypothesis sentences in these cases will be a
task for philosophy alone. Theories in physics that relate a given number of variables
to one another in fixed proportions, such as Boyle’s Law and Pascal’s Law, are some
examples. Logical positivists maintained that all scientific inference would be like
this. It soon became clear, however, that this would limit science to a small area of
physics resting on generalizations from a finite set of observed relationships between
variables.35
In most cases of scientific research, background assumptions will involve far
more than rules of logic: they will necessarily bring in other beliefs about the world.
Some of these will be previously accepted theories, in which case the judgment that
34
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these previously accepted theories are evidentially supported will involve further
background assumptions. Some, however, will be assumed without evidence, or even
without awareness that they are assumptions because they will seem to the scientist to
be just the way things are. The claim that something is evidence for something else
always implicitly introduces a judgment about what other things are taken to be true
about the world and relevant to a particular evidentiary relationship. Two people can
agree on a description of the evidence, but disagree about what it is evidence for.
This implies that theories cannot be falsified by evidence alone: where the
evidence does not appear to support a hypothesis, a scientist can do one of three
things: reject the evidence, for instance as noisy or poorly measured; reject the
hypothesis; or change her background assumptions. If a scientist observes that two
objects falling from the same height do not hit the ground at the same time, she can
either decide that the measurement was faulty, she can reject Galileo’s theory of free
fall or she can question one of her assumptions, for instance the assumption that
gravity is the only force acting on the objects. Whether to take the hypothesis or one
of the background assumptions to be false is not a decision than can be made on the
basis of evidence alone.
Thomas Kuhn argued that mature sciences have a shared network of
background beliefs, theories and assumptions – a paradigm – in light of which
scientists judge whether new evidence supports or contradicts a hypothesis.36 The
paradigm ensures agreement over what constitutes evidence for what among
practitioners in the same area. Scientific results can rapidly accumulate when
scientists stop questioning assumptions and concentrate on solving puzzles. Kuhn
called these periods of stable growth normal science. When a paradigm begins to fail
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in solving important problems, another paradigm can replace it, but only after a
radical revision of the fundamental beliefs, assumptions and standards of the field: a
scientific revolution. Under the new paradigm, the same set of evidence will be seen
as supporting different theories because background assumptions have changed.
One of Kuhn’s classic examples was of the discovery of oxygen: although
Priestley and Lavoisier ran the same experiment of heating red oxide of mercury in a
test tube, they reached different conclusions about the hypothesis it supported because
they had different background assumptions about the behavior of air. Priestley took
the lively combustion he observed to be a sign that the tube was depleted of its usual
amount of phlogiston, whereas Lavoisier claimed that it was evidence of the
production of a new gas – oxygen. Lavoisier reached this conclusion because he
assumed that specific proportions of air and metal could combine to produce a new
substance. This was conceptually impossible under the phlogiston theory, which
Lavoisier took for granted.
There are many other examples. In the seventeenth century, Tyco Brahe
argued that the failure to observe stellar parallax (the visible shift of a distant star
against background objects) was evidence that Copernican heliocentrism could not be
true. He concluded this because he assumed that the stars could not be as far away as
would be implied if heliocentrism were true. Others who assumed heliocentrism to be
true took the same observation about stellar parallax as evidence that the stars were
very far away indeed.37
In Kuhn’s examples, the gap between evidence and hypothesis is invariably
filled by scientific theories. What interests me here is the possibility that what fills the
gap are social and contextual assumptions that are not backed by evidence, that are
37
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simply taken for granted by the scientist. Feminist philosophers of science building on
Kuhn, but pushing his argument in more radical directions, have shown how
unexamined assumptions about gender norms shape scientific findings. Longino
demonstrates how a male-centered paradigm dominated research in human
evolutionary biology on the origins of anatomical and behavioral development.38 The
paradigm’s central assumption was that the figure of man-the-hunter is key to
explaining the trajectory of the species. Researchers interpreted new evidence about
the timing of the emergence of tool use, changes in canines and the increase of brain
size in light of this background assumption. The timing of tool use was taken to
support the story that male hunters developed tools to hunt more effectively. The use
of tools freed them from having to show aggression by baring their teeth, which
relieved the selective pressure on big canines. Finally, the increase in brain size was
thought to be due to the intelligence and cooperation required in hunting.
Although the man-the-hunter story – like Ptolemaic astronomy or the
phlogiston theory – did a good job explaining available fossil records, Longino points
out that female scientists started questioning why male hunting and aggression – the
epitome of masculinity by twentieth century standards – should be central to the
evolutionary story. They proposed instead a female-the-gatherer hypothesis, which
assumed that changes in female behavior played the central role in evolution. The
same set of evidence supported quite different hypotheses once scientists made this
assumption: the evidence about the timing of tool use supported the hypothesis that
the female’s need to cope with the difficulty of gathering food for herself and her
infants under changing ecological conditions provided the impetus. The increase in
brain size was due to the female’s need to show resourcefulness when faced with this
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survival challenge, and the smaller canines in males were selected because females
preferred mates who displayed more cooperation and less aggression.
That evidentiary relationships depend on background assumptions is not in
itself a problem for science. It only becomes problematic if the possibility of
questioning and revising assumptions is foreclosed. Idiosyncratic individual
assumptions pose the least difficulty for science because they can easily be spotted
and challenged by the many other scientists who do not share them. Assumptions that
are widely shared among a community of scientists are more troublesome. These can
reach the status of incontrovertible truths and become difficult to notice, let alone to
challenge. Criticism from outside the community may be necessary to expose these
assumptions.
Kuhn argued that it might not be possible to settle debates about theory choice
rationally across rival paradigms: paradigms determine scientists’ worldview to such
an extent that different ways of seeing the evidence become impossible. This has the
ironic result of once again closing the gap between evidence and hypothesis.
Scientists cannot agree on the merits of rival paradigms because their observations,
standards of evaluation and even conceptual vocabularies are paradigm-dependent
and different paradigms are incommensurable. Justifications and assessments that
make sense in one paradigm have no meaning or purchase for scientists in a rival
paradigm and scientists trying to communicate across paradigms speak past one
another. Kuhn rather controversially concluded that paradigm shifts would result from
arational acts of conversion rather than rational persuasion.
We can admit the difficulty of communication and agreement across
paradigms without following Kuhn to incommensurability. Kuhn’s critics have
pointed out that neither historic experience nor linguistic analysis supports the claim
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that different paradigms are incommensurable.39 Critical evaluation of paradigms is
possible and can be essential to scientific progress. Theories of incommensurability
face the charge of relativism unless they admit the possibility of comparison.
Relativism maintains that justification is always relative to shared and
unacknowledged standards and that these standards cannot be justified independently.
This charge can be avoided by accepting the possibility that shared assumptions may
be exposed and either revised or justified.
Feyerabend criticized Kuhn for ignoring the role of critical discussion among
alternative views in the advancement of science. He proposed combining Kuhn’s
argument about the tenacity of scientists working in a paradigm with Popperian (or
Millian) discussion and criticism.40 The problem with Kuhn’s argument was that it
took for granted the continued emergence of alternative views capable of precipitating
a revolution, but provided no reason to believe this would be true, especially since
normal science is structured precisely to extinguish this possibility. Feyerabend
argued that the dogmatic tendencies of normal science had to be countered actively by
encouraging the emergence of new and imaginative alternatives in order to ensure the
continuation of innovative discoveries. This stood in tension with Kuhn’s claim that
there could only be one dominant paradigm in an area at any time, but Feyerabend
pointed out that this was neither an accurate description, nor a healthy prescription.41
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A critical exchange between rival paradigms was the best way to expose the problems
of existing views and move science forward. This required ensuring the proliferation
of views.
Feyerabend’s critique of Kuhn has important implications – not only
scientific, but political. In Kuhn’s account of science, the mundane and narrow
activity of specialists turns out to lead to the most innovative and radical discoveries.
The structure bears some resemblance to Adam Smith’s invisible hand. Just as the
invisible hand argument is taken to support laissez-faire economic policies, Kuhn’s
picture of science implies that scientists should be left alone to pursue their seemingly
unimportant puzzles without questioning the assumptions of their paradigm because
this will lead to the greatest discoveries. Shared and unquestioned assumptions are
necessary for scientific progress, rather than a potential obstacle.
Feyerabend rejects this and argues that there isn’t enough reason to believe
that normal science can lead to good outcomes without interference. If assumptions
are shared, internalized and immune to rational debate as Kuhn claims, it will be
difficult for the scientific community to generate paradigm changes from within. It is
necessary to take active steps to ensure that there is enough criticism to expose the
assumptions of the dominant paradigm. This critique takes added political
significance in light of the work of feminist philosophers of science mentioned above,
which shows that these background assumptions can be socially determined, rather
than strictly scientific. If scientists working in the same area share the same
assumptions, criticism from outside the community will be necessary to expose them.

Smith, Theory and Reality. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2003 for an overview
of this debate.
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II. Underdetermination and Epistemic Values
A second point at which values play a role is in the choice between two or
more scientific theories that are equally well supported. This is called the
underdetermination of theory by evidence. Underdetermination can be permanent or
transient. Permanent underdetermination means that no possible evidence could settle
the debate between two alternative theories. Philosophers have generated imaginary
cases that logically fit this description, but these are often far-fetched.42 It is difficult
to find real life examples, especially because of our ignorance of what kinds of
evidence may become available in the future. Many scientific problems that appeared
to have reached a permanent impasse at one point have later been resolved with the
emergence of new evidence or of different ways of thinking.43
The transient form is more modest: it states that the evidence available now
does not allow scientists to rule in favor of one theory or another, although evidence
to be discovered in the future may well change this. Unlike permanent
underdetermination, this is a fairly pervasive state in science and does not particularly
worry scientists: even if the evidence available now cannot settle the matter, they can
count on the choice being resolved in the long run once more evidence becomes
available.44 This appeals to the Peircean idea that investigation carried far enough will
yield truth, correct mistakes and settle open debates. Although this long-term view is
42
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useful as a regulative ideal for science, it hardly eliminates the problem that the
underdetermination of theories by evidence poses in the present. Even if future
evidence could settle scientific debates in the long run, this does not obviate the need
to make theory choices today. The right evidence that will settle the matter may not
arrive for centuries. Meanwhile, science has to move forward and a decision between
rival theories has to be made based on something or another.
In cases where the evidence cannot settle the matter, the decision has to be
made based on other features that are valuable in a theory besides how well it is
supported by the evidence. One could decide to withhold all judgment until further
evidence becomes available, but that, too, involves a value judgment, namely that it is
better to wait and that we can afford to do so. This is not feasible in many cases.
Accepting a theory is crucial for continuing research in an area and is often necessary
for discovering those new pieces of evidence that could confirm or contradict the
theory. It is unusual for scientists to pause a research field because two theories seem
equally well supported by the evidence at hand. More typical is to accept a theory and
carry on, even while knowing it could later turn out to be false.
The question, then, is how these choices should be made in cases where the
evidence does not settle theory choice. Philosophers of science, including Kuhn, have
argued that it is acceptable to use so-called epistemic values to make this choice, but
not social or political ones.45 Kuhn listed the values of simplicity, scope, theoretical
elegance and fruitfulness as examples of the sorts of values that could play a
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legitimate role in filling the gap left by evidence.46 The typical justification for
separating epistemic and non-epistemic values and allowing only the former a
legitimate role in scientific research is that only epistemic values can be conducive to
the generation of knowledge. Selecting theories based on how well they conform to
moral or political values would be to assume that nature must reflect our moral
sensibilities, and there is no reason to think this is true. How we want the world to be
is not a reliable guide for understanding how the world is.
This argument is plausible, but it makes more of the distinction between
epistemic and non-epistemic values than can be justified. Epistemic values are still
values and they will run into the some of the same problems as moral values. All of
the arguments about contextualism and relativism with respect to ethical values could
be repeated in connection with epistemic values. The choice among different
epistemic values cannot be determined by physical evidence, nor can their content be
established by precise rules. Disagreement in epistemic values is just as likely and
difficult to resolve as disagreement in moral values. To see why, we should submit
epistemic values and their relationship to the knowledge-generating properties of
science to closer scrutiny.
Many different values are classified as epistemic, but there are important
differences in how they contribute to achieving epistemic goals, as well as in what is
meant by epistemic in each context. Let’s take Kuhn’s proposed list of epistemic
values. Some of these, such as accuracy and scope (defined as a theory’s ability to
extend beyond the particular observations it was designed to explain), are values that
depend directly on empirical success in the world. These are fairly uncontroversial
46
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values that scientific theories should realize. Others, such as consistency with earlier
findings and fruitfulness for future research, are values specific to the internal
purposes of the scientific community. It is important for the scientific enterprise to
preserve important findings that support others and to open up avenues for future
research by raising interesting new puzzles or connections, but these are hardly
epistemic values in the sense of directly enhancing a particular theory’s ability to
explain things in the world.
Values such as the elegance or beauty of a theory are purely aesthetic, while
simplicity could either be thought of as aesthetic or as serving the purposes scientific
community, for instance because simple theories are easier to work with than complex
ones. More interestingly, it could also reflect a metaphysical assumption about how
the world is actually structured. Assuming that the basic principles of the universe
could be expressed by a set of relatively simple fundamental laws or regularities was
fairly standard among scientists, at least until recently. Many of the epistemic values
that are regarded as acceptable in determining theory choice are values derived from
the practical purposes of scientists, aesthetic preferences or metaphysical assumptions
not supported by the evidence. These values are epistemic only in the sense that they
are related broadly to the purpose of knowledge acquisition, not because they have a
bearing on the level of evidential support of the theory being tested.
Different values can favor different theories and trade-offs may be necessary if
improvement in one value is costly with respect to others. The theory that has the best
predictions, for instance, might be unwieldy and difficult to work with. There may be
disagreement over how trade-offs should be made in these cases, even if everyone
agrees about the relative merits of competing theories, but agreement on the merits of
theories cannot be taken for granted, either: What counts as a fruitful or elegant theory
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is a subjective matter. Epistemic values exhibit the same problems as kindness and
goodness, from an epistemological point of view.47
To give an example, epistemic values play an important role in the study of
climate change, where scientists have to make these kinds of choices among a wide
range of climate models that enjoy similar degrees of support by the evidence. The
complexity of the Earth’s climate system, coupled with the difficulty of collecting the
kind of evidence that can clearly confirm or disconfirm a climate model make it
difficult for scientists to speak of having confidence in the likely truth of one model
over the others. The choice requires appealing to epistemic values that are seen as
more desirable. The trade-offs in the climate case include choosing between simple
models that are easier to work with and more accurate models that use hundreds of
thousands of lines of computer code; between predictive accuracy and explanatory
power, between system-level accuracy and process-level accuracy, and accuracy at
different time scales.
These judgments about epistemic values cannot be made except with reference
to practical considerations. Scientists can make these choices based on their
professional purposes, for instance about which theories will be more productive for
future research or easier for them to work with. Alternatively, they can make these
decisions based on what they think is more important from a social perspective. The
important point is that working with the goals, values and priorities of different people
will yield different choices under the same evidentiary circumstances. Scientific
communities with different moral or political values – for instance, scientists in
different countries – may also disagree on epistemic values.
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The particular menu of values is also open to debate. Feminist philosophers of
science have challenged the widely accepted list above and suggested alternatives
inspired by a feminist outlook. Longino proposes novelty over consistency,
ontological heterogeneity over simplicity, and complexity of interactions between
causes over reductionism.48 Accessibility and instrumental efficacy could be added to
the list. Like Kuhn’s epistemic values, these are derived from aesthetic preferences,
practical purposes and background metaphysical assumptions – only different ones.
It is possible to try resolving these value disputes by arguing that a set of
values – the values that are currently popular, for instance – have been selected over
time for their conduciveness to truth.49 This must be true to an extent: comparing
Kuhn’s list to some other epistemic values held in the past, such as compatibility with
a religious text or consistency with traditional beliefs, supports the view that the
values in use today are more successful than some earlier ones. But it is difficult to
conclude that current values are superior to all past ones, or that their success must
have been the reason for their selection. This generalization requires a confidence in
the success of current theories that cannot be justified under a moderate degree of
fallibilism. There is also the possibility that different values that have not been tested
or even imagined will outperform the values currently in use. The point of the
feminist critique is precisely to challenge default assumption that theories exhibiting
simplicity and homogeneity are more successful at representing the world than
theories that exhibit different values.
I have argued that the significance of the fact that values play a role in theory
choice should not be diminished by drawing a line between epistemic values and
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moral or political ones. Acknowledging the role of values in science makes possible
two kinds of discussions. The first is a more abstract normative debate about which
values should play a role and how trade-offs among competing values should be
made. The feminist argument that scientists should opt for novel and complex theories
over simple ones because the quest for simplicity reflects a physics-driven and
patriarchal worldview is an example of the kind of argument that might be made in
such a debate. Marxist philosophers of science have made similar arguments in the
past about the need for dialectical relationships in scientific theories. Such arguments
can be made on the grounds that theories displaying certain values are metaphysically
superior, that they are more suited to the purposes of science, that the purposes of
science so far have been guided by the wrong values and so on. The second-order
arguments for and against first-order epistemic values can involve social and political
considerations, as well as competing views about the purposes of science.
These debates will be difficult to settle at a general and theoretical level, much
like debates about moral values. It is naïve to think that we possess enough
knowledge about the success and truth of theories with different epistemic values to
determine which ones scientists should prefer when the evidence does not settle the
matter. A general, context-independent answer may not even be possible. More
important are case-by-case discussions that expose how scientists use these values to
settle theory choice in particular cases so that others can challenge them and suggest
alternatives. This is a more modest approach, but it can prove more effective in
practice for questioning and revising the choice of values.
The arguments in this section apply to cases where the evidence supports two
or more theories equally, so it is natural to think that the debate about epistemic and
non-epistemic values will not be significant in practice. First, no matter how scientists
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make this temporary choice, it won’t matter in the long run because future evidence
will lead them to converge on the empirically better supported theories. Kitcher
makes this argument and concludes that scientists should not worry about transient
underdetermination. Secondly, it might be rare for the evidence to actually support
two theories equally, which means that it might never be necessary to appeal to these
values as tiebreakers.
The first point may be true, but its truth would only be reassuring from the
perspective of the scientific enterprise in the long run. That the truth may be
discovered in an unspecified future is not helpful from the perspective of practical
affairs today. Only in the more abstract sciences, which are removed from any
practical or political applications can this be enough; for sciences that have some
implication for our lives today, what matters most are these temporary theory choices
in conditions of uncertainty. Value trade-offs will be of great importance in such
cases.
The second point is an empirical one: how often do scientists come across
cases where the evidence does not settle the choice between two or more theories? It
is difficult to give a precise answer, but Stanford argues that the historical record
suggests that recurrent transient underdetermination is very much our epistemic
predicament, rather than a speculative possibility.50 He points out that the examples of
Aristotelian, Cartesian, Newtonian and modern mechanics; phlogiston and oxygen;
Ptolemaic and Galilean astronomy; corpuscular theories of light, wave theories of
light and quantum theories; germ-plasm theory, Mendelian genetics and molecular
genetics all demonstrate that at one point two or more theories enjoyed equal support
by the available evidence. Of course, these examples also show that future evidence
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will settle the choice, but it is enough for my argument here that there can be long
periods, sometimes centuries, in which the evidence cannot determine the choice
between two or more theories. If evidence is scarce, it is more likely that several
theories will be equally supported and that this situation will persist for a long time.
The prevalence of underdetermination may vary across the different sciences, but
Stanford’s examples show that underdetermination is found in many fields.
In sum, theory choice cannot be explained only with reference to the evidence.
The background assumptions of scientists determine what they will take evidence to
be evidence for, and the weights they give to different values will determine how they
adjudicate between equally well-supported theories. Both of these highlight an
important feature of science: that it is always possible for scientists to accept theories
that are empirically adequate without being true. An important implication of this is
that the knowledge produced will depend on the imagination of those who construct
theories. If social beliefs and other background assumptions play a role in determining
our theories, and there could always be other theories that do as well or better, it
becomes important to make sure that these beliefs, assumptions and values are
exposed and questioned. This is especially true if the particular piece of knowledge is
not of purely abstract scientific interest, but has significant social and practical
implications. It is possible that one day new evidence will lead climate scientists to
converge on the empirically best supported climate model, but this is hardly
reassuring from the perspective of decision makers today. Especially in cases of high
uncertainty and high stakes, such as climate change or the Zika virus, what we care
about from a political perspective is precisely how these value trade-offs are made
between rival theories that are equally supported by the evidence.
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III. From Lab to Life
So far I have focused on the role of background assumptions in determining
the fit between evidence and theory, and the role of values in determining theory
choice. Another point in scientific research where the values, assumptions and
practical judgments of the researcher play a role is in the decision that an experiment
is an appropriate “stand-in” for the real life phenomenon it is designed to explain. All
scientific inference from one state of affairs to another relies on the validity of such
standing-in relationships – or metonymic relationships, as Shapin has aptly called
them.51 What the researcher cares about is not just the local and specific result
obtained under particular conditions, but the generalization that can be drawn from it.
This requires a judgment that the experiment is sufficiently similar to the object of
interest and that the similarity is in the relevant dimension. But of course both
sufficiency and relevance are relative to an assumed purpose.
When Pascal sent his brother-in-law up the Puy-de-Dome with a barometer on
September 19, 1648 and asked him to measure the drop in the level of mercury, he
was counting on the validity of at least three different standing-in relationships: first,
that the behavior of the mercury in the glass would stand-in for the weight of the
atmosphere; second, that this particular change in weight would stand-in for what
would happen if one were to go up even higher in the atmosphere; and third, that what
happened to that particular barometer on September 19, 1648 would stand-in for what
would happen to other barometers at other times and places. Similarly, when Robert
Boyle performed his famous air pump experiment by placing a barometer in an air
pump and vacuuming the air, he was taking this to be a stand-in for what would
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happen to a barometer were it possible to take it to the top of the atmosphere.52 These
relationships are crucial for science not only because they make the move from
particular to general possible, but also because they allow scientists to draw
conclusions about phenomena they cannot experience from observations that are
readily available to them. Scientists who find innovative ways of making
experimental conditions stand for real life thereby push the boundaries of attainable
knowledge. At the same time, their findings are valid only insofar as the underlying
metonymic relationships are legitimate.
The difficulty is that the link between the particular event and the general
conclusion, or between the experimental contraption and the real life phenomenon
cannot be established deductively. It must always be supported inductively, with
reference to other beliefs, assumptions and findings. The inference from an
experimental object to a similar but distinct non-experimental object requires
analogical reasoning: that two things share some relevant features is the basis for the
inference that what is true of one will be true of the other.53 The assumption that what
happens in an air pump represents what would happen at the top of the atmosphere, or
that the behavior of laboratory rats in medical experiments represents the behavior of
humans involve this kind of reasoning.54 Inferences from analogy are necessarily
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incomplete: as long as two things are not identical, what is true for one may turn out
not to be true for the other. Relying on analogies is therefore a second-best option,
useful when it is not possible to conduct experiments directly on the object of interest,
for instance because of the impossibility of carrying a barometer to the top of the
atmosphere or the ethical impermissibility of testing risky drugs on human subjects.
Analogical inference requires two kinds of judgment. The first is about what
constitutes a sufficient degree of similarity between two objects. This depends on the
purpose and the stakes of the study. The intrinsic properties of the objects alone
cannot determine whether they are sufficiently similar. During the Cold War, nuclear
missile tests in the U.S. were conducted on an east-west trajectory. No missile had
ever flown the north-south polar trajectory that would have to be flown in case of an
actual attack on the Soviet Union. Would an east-west test be an adequate stand-in for
a north-south one?55 Given the consequences of being wrong, it seems unlikely that
the answer would be yes. Judgments about sufficiency rest on practical and contextual
factors, rather than epistemic ones.
A second kind of judgment concerns whether two things are in fact similar
and whether the similarity is relevant to what is tested. In some cases, this will depend
only on background scientific knowledge. The determination of whether a vacuumed
air pump is similar to the top of the atmosphere is a question that can be settled with
reference to widely accepted facts from physics about conditions at the upper levels of
the atmosphere and the principles of vacuums.
In other cases, these judgments rest on socially determined beliefs and
assumptions. Lloyd provides an example of this from studies in evolutionary biology
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on the relationship between female sexuality and reproductive capacity. For a long
time, researchers mistakenly concluded that female sexuality must be tied to the
reproductive cycle, with peak sexual desire occurring at the time of peak fertility,
because they assumed that the sexual behavior of female mice and dogs, whose
hormone levels fully determine sexuality, was analogous to that of human females.56
Years later, clinical trials with human females revealed that only about 6 to 10% of
women in fact experience peak desire around the time of ovulation.57
On one level, the mistake in the earlier studies was due to the researchers’
inadequate knowledge of female sexuality. They did not have sufficient evidence to
assume that female human sexuality was analogous to the sexuality of female mice
and dogs. They could also be blamed for negligence: if the researchers had asked
some women about their levels of sexual desire over the course of their menstrual
cycles, it might have become clear that the analogy was not reliable. If one of the
scientists had been a woman, that might have made a difference as well. But Lloyd
makes a further and more interesting point: She argues that the researchers weren’t
simply carelessly assuming an analogy based on no knowledge at all. That might
simply have been dismissed as bad science. They were rather operating with the
traditional assumption that female sexuality could be fully understood by its function
of childbearing – an assumption that was entrenched and widespread in society at the
time. Against this shared social background, it was not careless to assume that studies
in female mice and dogs could be extended to humans.
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Lloyd’s case study illustrates how social assumptions can influence science
and shows that judgments about similarity depend on the researcher’s beliefs and
assumptions.58 It also points out how non-experts can challenge the social
assumptions of scientists. Uncoupling women’s identity and sexuality from their
reproductive capacity was a major battleground for second wave feminists.59
Women’s struggle to establish the distinction between sexuality and reproduction
could have changed approaches to the scientific study of the subject if biologists had
taken seriously the possibility that this social critique had scientific implications.60
The failure of analogies can also cause problems at the stage of applying
findings from controlled laboratory environments to real life settings. Scientists
conducting the experiment may not know enough about the local conditions in which
their findings will be used, and might make the wrong assumptions about the
similarities between experimental and actual conditions. Wynne’s study of Cumbrian
sheep farmers illustrates this problem.61 In 1986, after the Chernobyl accident, upland
areas of Britain suffered from deposits of radioactive cesium isotopes. Scientists and
political officials immediately dismissed these deposits as negligible because
scientific models predicted that the cesium would be absorbed by the soil and
immobilized before it could pass into the vegetation. They also predicted that this
58
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process would take about three weeks, so a three-week ban was placed on the
movement, slaughter and sale of sheep in these areas. The radiation levels did not go
down after three weeks, however, nor did they change throughout that summer. The
ban was extended indefinitely, with the sheep facing starvation and the farmers the
loss of their livelihood.
It turned out much later that the prediction about the chemical absorption of
cesium isotopes was made based on a model that assumed alkaline clay soils, whereas
the upland areas had acid peaty soil, which allows cesium to move around and
become absorbed by plant roots.62 Wynne argues that the Cumbrian farmers had
valuable knowledge about the local environment that could have assisted scientists in
better understanding upland conditions, even if the farmers couldn’t put their
knowledge in the technical language of the experts. This source of knowledge was
untapped because the farmers were not included in decision-making over the issue.
The water crisis in Flint, MI involved a similar, though probably more culpable
disregard of evidence provided by local residents, who insisted to the authorities that
their water was contaminated, even as scientists continued to assure them that it was
safe.
A final example is from randomized control trials, where scientists’ judgment
about the appropriateness of different stand-in relationships was contested by lay
activists in highly publicized cases such as cancer and AIDS drug trials. The
controversy was over the appropriate composition of trial populations. Some scientists
insisted that the composition of a trial group could be decided on purely scientific
grounds, much like the question of how to construct an experimental contraption that
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would adequately represent the top of the atmosphere. In the AIDS case, the accepted
scientific wisdom was that homogenous populations, excluding blacks, women and
intravenous drug users, and composed of patients taking no other medications, would
form the ideal trial group.63 AIDS activists rejected this and argued that what
constituted a good study population had to be defined relative to the practical
purposes of the study. Homogenous populations and subjects who had no other
medical problems would not be an appropriate stand-in for real patient populations if
the purpose were to treat people, rather than to answer purely theoretical questions.
Epstein documents how the AIDS movement succeeded in changing the
scientific attitude towards RCTs. Scientists began to recognize two scientifically valid
approaches to the design of trials.64 The first is the “pragmatic” approach, which
prioritizes the practical purpose of solving problems that may arise in clinical
practice.65 Homogenous populations with patients taking only the drug under study
are not the ideal population for these studies because these groups are not suitably
analogous to the target patient population. Clinical practice is messy: Patients will
have different conditions and proclivities and will be taking many medications at the
same time to increase their chances of survival. A drug tested on a pure trial
population may therefore not produce the expected effect in real patients. The second,
“fastidious” approach is the more traditional. Here the purpose of the trial is to
understand as clearly as possible what effects the drug produces in the human body.
This requires an artificially controlled, homogenous trial group and yields less
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ambiguous, more secure findings. The weakness of this approach is that the tested
drug may not produce the same results in real clinical subjects.
All three examples demonstrate how the similarities assumed in scientific
studies may turn out to be inadequate or wrong. This may result in false findings or in
a mismatch between laboratory findings and their practical applications. Of course,
mistakes are possible at many other points in the scientific process. But mistaken
assumptions about analogies are different than, say, errors in measurement because
the former involve background knowledge and beliefs, and therefore cannot be
corrected simply by repeating the experiment. When assumptions are widely shared
among scientists, people with different backgrounds will be better placed to challenge
them than those with more scientific knowledge.

IV. The Role for Politics
I showed in the last three sections how background assumptions and values
play a role in scientific research. The recognition that science involves values does not
make expert claims hopelessly relative, but it does have important consequences for
the political use of expert knowledge. In some cases, such as the Cumbrian sheep
farmers or AIDS drug trials, the failure to examine background assumptions can result
directly in harms to people. In others, such as the studies on female reproduction or on
the evolutionary origins of anatomical and behavioral development, the values
embedded in scientific findings can lend support to views about social relations that
reflect a partial social perspective disguised as an objective scientific one. Moreover,
examples such as Ptolemaic astronomy or the man-the-hunter theory of evolution
show that even scientific theories that are empirically successful may turn out to rest
on questionable or false assumptions.
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Since the logic of scientific discovery necessarily involves values, it is
unrealistic to expect scientists to remove their values from science altogether. It is
more productive to understand how values and unexamined assumptions shape
science and then consider which values and whose values should properly influence
findings. This requires exposing the contingency of knowledge claims by submitting
them to the critical scrutiny of others, especially of others with different views and
assumptions. The argument here is Millian: individuals are fallible, but critical
discussion between competing viewpoints can help correct errors, piece together
partial truths and facilitate the collective discovery of truth. 66 I will argue that this
critical scrutiny must be democratic and that the public and its representatives must
participate in examining expert claims before they are used in policy decisions. But
first I want to consider an alternative.
Philosophers of science such as Longino and Solomon have argued that a
critical discussion among different viewpoints is necessary to reconciling the valueladenness of science with its claims to objectivity, but they have limited participation
to the scientific community. This may be adequate for philosophers of science
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primarily concerned with the implications of the role of values for the possibility of
truth, objectivity and progress in science in the long run. But for those concerned with
the moral and political implications of using scientific findings as the basis of public
policy, leaving out citizens and their representatives from a critical evaluation of the
assumptions and values that shape knowledge claims cannot be acceptable.67 I will
give three arguments for this claim. The first follows directly from my analysis of
scientific knowledge. The second is rooted in normative democratic theory and the
third is about the knowledge of laypeople.
First, democratic participation can play an important role in exposing
background assumptions and values. Democratic engagement on scientific issues
should not be thought of only as having non-experts identify the “correct” expert and
then deferring to her claims. It is more importantly about allowing non-experts to
assess the normative judgments behind expert claims and determine which ones are
compatible with their values.
Even a demographically diverse community of scientists may fail to generate
sufficient diversity in viewpoints to adequately question and challenge each other’s
claims. For one thing, the scientific community today is not particularly diverse, but
even if it became more diverse demographically, selecting on demographics is a blunt
instrument for ensuring a diversity of viewpoints. Non-scientists, especially those
engaged with social and political issues, may be more sensitive to hidden social
assumptions than even a diverse body of scientists. Scientists are not trained to
question or recognize social assumptions; the critical abilities required to spot
assumptions about gender, for instance, are different than the training required for
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scientific research. Feminists activist who challenged the biological study of female
sexuality were able to do so because of their different background assumptions.
Ordinary citizens also bring a different perspective – different purposes,
interests, goals and priorities – to these issues, which cannot be replicated by any
amount of demographic diversity within a professional community of scientists. And
this difference in perspective may well be the most crucial kind of difference. Even a
diverse body of scientists will be alike in their professional goals, interests and
commitments. The professional goals of scientists play a role in the choice of theories,
the weighing of competing epistemic values and the design of experiments. The
discovery of truth may be the central goal of science, but scientists also have an
interest in continued scientific progress, the productivity of their paradigms and the
expansion of future research areas. These purposes affect the scientific choices they
make, especially where the evidence cannot determine the choice between rival
theories, and trade-offs between competing epistemic values are necessary. Nonscientists will often favor prioritizing different things and therefore making different
choices under the same evidentiary circumstances because of their different
commitments. The AIDS case I described earlier provides an example of this.
My second argument for democratic participation is rooted in a normative
theory of democracy. A democratic public has the right to understand and question
claims that rest on values and assumptions that they may not share, but whose
consequences will affect them. Scientific findings have a direct political impact when
they are used as the basis of policy decisions, and they have an indirect impact in
shaping what citizens and politicians take to be the facts about the world they live in.
Scientists’ decisions about evidence, and their choices between competing theories
determine the beliefs of non-scientists about the feasibility, efficacy or correctness of
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different courses of action. Failure to detect and question the assumptions and values
embedded in knowledge claims will result in democratic policy being guided by the
unexamined judgments and purposes of the experts making knowledge claims. If in
the end citizens or politicians do take expert views wholesale, it is important that they
do so with the assurance of having examined the view in a democratic process,
instead of taking it completely on authority.
The third and final argument in favor of democratic participation is that
laypeople may actually possess knowledge that could lead to the revision of
assumptions made by scientists. Although some areas of science, such as certain kinds
of physics, have moved far beyond the everyday experience of citizens, others, such
as ecology, biomedicine and psychology still rest on observations that are within the
realm of lay experience.68 Laypeople can provide information about local conditions,
their environment or their own bodies that are inaccessible to scientists. Brian
Wynne’s study of Cumbrian sheep farmers provides one example of this possibility.69
Of course laypeople will not be able to produce their own research, and will
ultimately depend on experts for new knowledge. Their participation will be in the
form of a critical and reactive audience to public exchanges between different
scientists. Laypeople can question the claims and counterclaims of competing
scientists, with the goal of exposing background assumptions and value choices. Even
those who do not possess knowledge can still play a valuable role by exposing
problems with other people’s claims. Mill observed that most people are suited for
68
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this form of discussion because it requires “less study and less real knowledge” of its
participants than other forms of inquiry.70 Even those who do not possess knowledge
can serve a valuable purpose by exposing the indefensibility of other people’s claims
or by supplying partial truths that can be pieced together to reach the whole truth. An
important underlying principle of a critical exchange is that the truth is unknown and
that individuals are fallible, but that others might be able to expose one’s errors – even
others who possess less knowledge than the claim-making person.
Discussions between scientists and laypeople can focus on three kinds of
criticism, which map onto the three stages discussed earlier where the assumptions
and values of scientists influence knowledge claims. The first would aim to expose
the background assumptions that fill the gap between evidence and theory. What
assumptions are scientists making in concluding that a piece of evidence can be taken
to support a theory? Are these assumptions backed by other scientific theories, or are
they social or metaphysical assumptions? Are they defensible, and if so based on
which arguments or evidence? What are some plausible alternatives?
The second category would focus on the values that determine the choice
between two or more equally supported theories. On what grounds have scientists
decided to select one theory over the others? Which epistemic values or purposes
have played a role in the decisions? How are these values related to epistemic,
scientific or social goals? Do scientist agree on the trade-offs between values or are
there unresolved value conflicts within the scientific community that cannot be
resolved by the evidence?
Finally, the third category would expose the assumptions that determine that a
scientific experiment is adequate to the phenomenon it is designed to explain. This
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requires questioning the assumed similarities between the experiment and local
conditions. Are the similarities relevant to the purpose of the experiment and if so, are
the similarities sufficient? What did scientists take to be the purpose of the experiment
and does the experiment serve this purpose? Are scientists aware of the particularities
of the local conditions? What assumptions have they made to simplify the real
conditions and are these reasonable? These questions can guide the examination of
competing expert claims by non-experts.
Before concluding, I want to discuss the practical implications of these
arguments. To be clear, my basic claim is not that lay citizens should enter the science
lab or contribute to peer review, but that there should be better discussion about
science in the democratic public sphere. This will be both more likely and more
important on scientific issues that have some bearing on policy. The examination of
expert claims that I have argued for applies at the stage where scientific research is
required for political decision-making. Exchanges between scientists and nonscientists can take place in a wide range of venues including publicly monitored
debates between scientists, scientific advisory boards, congressional hearings, local
town-hall meetings, protests and rallies – different venues will be appropriate for
different issues.
Of course, such venues already exist for the discussion of science, so it is
important to clarify exactly what my argument would change. The argument in this
chapter has three main practical implications for how scientific issues should be
addressed in the democratic public sphere. The first is that it is important for nonexperts to participate in debates about the use of science in politics. This implies that
non-experts should be included in the relevant venues that already exist, and also that
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there would be benefit in increasing the institutional spaces where such interactions
can take place.
The second point is about the role non-experts should play when they
participate. While other scholars have also called for more democratic participation on
technical issues, my argument differs importantly from others in the literature in the
way I theorize the possible contribution of democratic input: while other scholars
have assumed that democratic processes will supply value judgments about how to act
on the basis of knowledge provided by the experts, I argue that a democratic process
should be extended to questioning the value choices and purposes driving the
knowledge claims themselves.
The third implication is about the content of the arguments that will be
appropriate in debates over scientific claims in the public sphere. I have argued that it
would be a mistake to think that evidence alone is relevant to discussions about what
facts or theories to accept as the basis of political decisions. Arguments about values
and purposes have a role in shaping not just what to do in light of the facts, but also
what to accept as the factual background of political decisions, alongside the
evidence. This of course implicitly provides support for the second point just
mentioned – that discussions about the content of expert claims must take place in the
political realm.
These three points in turn will have implications for institutional design. If we
believe science must be examined democratically, we need to consider what kinds of
institutional arrangements and rules can facilitate the participation of non-experts as
equal and active participants rather than a passive audience to be educated by experts.
I turn to this question in Chapter 3.
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Conclusion
Political theorists and philosophers of science have stopped short of extending
the Millian ideal of free and public discussion to technical or scientific subjects on
which there are qualified experts. Political theorists have limited the scope of
democratic deliberation to moral and political beliefs, while philosophers of science
have limited participation in critical exchange over scientific claims to the scientific
community. Both have assumed that discussions of natural science with a lay
audience would not serve its primary epistemic purpose of enabling the discovery of
truth, though it might have educative benefits. The view of science I developed in this
chapter challenges the accepted wisdom that scientific facts are best left to experts
and that the non-expert public can take facts as provided by the correct expert. I have
argued that it is necessary for scientific claims to be subjected to critical democratic
scrutiny because of the role of unexamined assumptions and values in science.
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Chapter 2: Belief, Acceptance, and Evidentiary Standards

The conventional view of practical reasoning is that we seek to realize our
intentions and satisfy our desires in light of our beliefs.71 On this view, the cognitive
background of our planning and actions can be explained simply by our beliefs, which
are generally taken to be responsive only to the evidence for their truth.72 This
framework falls short in accounting for some complexities: It cannot explain cases
where we act on things that we do not believe or believe things that we would not act
upon. Nor can it account for how practical pressures, such as the context, the stakes
and the agent’s goals, shape the cognitive background of planning and deliberation.
This chapter has two main goals. The first is to sketch a conceptual distinction
between the cognitive attitudes of belief and acceptance – specifically, acceptance in a
context or acceptance for a purpose – and argue that using acceptance resolves some
of the problems with the belief-action framework by accounting for the role of
practical factors in the background of deliberation toward a decision or action. The
second and more important purpose is to argue that this philosophical distinction,
developed in the context of individual practical reasoning, can illuminate parallel
complexities about the factual background of collective deliberation and decisionmaking in the sphere of politics, focusing especially on taking scientific knowledge
from experts for use in policy decisions.
The belief-action framework assumes that the factual background of decisionmaking appeals only to epistemic factors. This provides support for the view that it is
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unproblematic for a democratic public to take scientific knowledge on authority from
experts and then deliberate about what to do in light of it, as long as scientists do not
make practical judgments about how to act. The arguments for the distinction
between belief and acceptance show that such a neat line between the epistemic and
the practical is difficult to maintain. Evidence can provide support for the truth of a
proposition, but evidence alone cannot motivate acceptance. What motivates
acceptance is the judgment that the evidence is sufficient, and the judgment of
sufficiency is always relative to a purpose. Since the practical pressures on acceptance
are different in the scientific and political realms, different evidentiary standards for
acceptance will be appropriate in each. What scientists accept may not be accepted for
political purposes, and vice versa.
The chapter has four sections: The first section focuses on the philosophical
grounds for the belief-acceptance distinction, drawing on work by Michael Bratman.
The second provides an account of the distinct and central role of acceptance in
scientific research and the role of practical factors in scientists’ acceptance of
hypotheses. The third focuses on the practical pressures on acceptance in the political
realm and argues that they justify using different evidentiary standards for political
purposes than for scientific purposes. The last section argues that decisions about the
appropriate evidentiary standards for politics must be made democratically, rather
than having scientists set their evidentiary standards based on their own assessment of
the social and political consequences.
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I. Belief and Acceptance
Michael Bratman defines acceptance as the attitude of taking something for
granted in the background of one’s deliberation and planning.73 It is an active
commitment to including a proposition or rule among one’s premises in deciding what
to do or think in a particular context and given a particular purpose. When we accept a
proposition, we adopt a policy to reason, plan and act in that context as if the
proposition is true. This might sound like supposition or hypothesis, but we do not act
upon things that we merely suppose; the distinctive feature of acceptance is precisely
that we act upon things we accept. Supposing the world will end tomorrow is very
different than accepting that it will.
The best way to clarify the properties of acceptance is by contrasting it with
belief. I’ll start with some widely accepted properties of belief and show how the
properties of acceptance differ from these.
1. Belief is responsive to epistemic factors, but not to practical ones. It is
justified only by the evidence in favor of its truth. Although individuals can
have valid reasons for believing or wanting to believe things that are not true,
these reasons would not justify the belief itself. They may justify the
individual’s believing, but not the content of the belief.
2. Belief is not subject to direct voluntary control. We cannot believe or
disbelieve things at will. We may be able to exert indirect control over what
we believe, for instance by exposing ourselves to certain kinds of evidence or
intentionally seeking out or omitting certain sources, but our control invariably
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goes through the evidence in favor of belief. We cannot simply choose our
beliefs without regard for their truth.74
3. Belief is context-independent. At any one time, an individual reasonably either
believes something or does not believe it (or has some degree of confidence in
it). Her belief does not change across contexts. Moreover, beliefs tend to
exhibit inertia across time: once a belief is formed, it remains unchanged
unless or until it is disturbed by new evidence. Contrast this with, for example,
emotions, which may dissipate simply with the passing of time.
These criteria suggest that belief is a relatively passive mental state. An agent can
control the epistemic activities and processes that lead to belief, but not the eventual
outcome of belief formation. Acceptance differs from belief on all of these points. It is
responsive to both practical and evidentiary factors; it is subject to voluntary control;
it involves active decision or commitment; and it can vary with the context. I will
demonstrate these points with some examples. First, an example from Bratman:
“Suppose I have a chair and a two-storey ladder. In each case I think it equally and
highly likely that it is in good condition. Indeed, if you offered me a monetary bet
about whether the chair/ladder was in good condition I would accept exactly the same
odds for each object. But when I think about using the chair/ladder things change.
When I consider using the chair I simply take it for granted that it is in working order;
but when I am about to use the ladder I do not take this for granted.”75
The example captures how belief and acceptance come apart. I have the same
degree of belief that the chair and the ladder are in good condition and nothing about
the evidence changes at the moment I contemplate using them. But practical
considerations – that is, the asymmetric cost of being wrong – make me prepared to
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act on this belief in one case, and not in the other. I accept that the chair is safe, but
not the ladder, even while my degree of belief is the same and remains unchanged in
both cases. The example also suggests that different tests are appropriate for belief
and acceptance. An individual’s belief or degree of belief can be discovered by asking
whether she would accept certain bets. The test for acceptance, on the other hand, is
whether she would act or plan around the proposition. Willingness to bet on the truth
of something does not imply being prepared to act on it – that is, being prepared to
accept it – and vice versa.
Bratman’s example is a case of believing something without being prepared to
accept it. Here’s an example that illustrates the reverse, where I accept something that
I do not believe76:
Suppose I find myself by a river and the nearest village is on the other side. The
current is fast and dangerous, and I’m not a good swimmer, so trying to swim across
is not option. But I need to get across. It is very cold and I will freeze if I don’t reach
the village on the other side before the night falls. There is a cable ahead that I could
possibly use to haul myself across, but I don’t know whether it will carry my weight. I
inspect the cable and I don’t think there is sufficient evidence to believe that it will in
fact carry my weight. I wouldn’t bet money on it, if somebody offered me the chance.
But I can’t say for sure that it won’t either. I just can’t tell. Given the fact that I know
that I will freeze if I don’t get across, I decide to accept that the cable will carry me
and proceed to try hauling myself across.
In this case, I do not have sufficient evidence for belief, but I do not believe
that the cable is unsafe either. If I believed it to be unsafe, I wouldn’t, perhaps even
couldn’t act on it. Despite the fact that I don’t believe it to be safe, I still accept it in
my decision-making because acceptance is clearly the superior strategy given the
practical considerations. Note the interplay of evidentiary and practical factors in
determining acceptance: First, I check to see whether the proposition that the cable
will hold my weight has plausibility. Then, I evaluate the practical factors and
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determine what I will accept. Both kinds of considerations affect the decision, but
evidentiary considerations have lexical priority. If the evidence settled the matter one
way or the other, then practical considerations would not play any role in my
deliberation.
Both of these cases could be redescribed in terms of an expected utility
calculus based on the agent’s subjective degrees of belief, although Bratman never
mentions this. In the case of the chair and the ladder, we could say that what I really
believe is that there is, say, an 80% chance in each case that the object is in good
condition. The 20% chance that the ladder is not in good condition multiplied by the
high negative payoff of falling off the ladder yields a negative utility, which suggests
that I should not act on this degree of belief. In the case of the cable, even a relatively
low degree of belief in the cable’s safety can be the grounds for acceptance because of
the extremely high cost of not accepting. This observation raises the worry that the
concept of acceptance may turn out to be redundant after all.
One argument against the charge of redundancy is that acceptance provides a
more accurate way of describing a person’s mental attitude in cases of partial belief
than expressing it in term of subjective probabilities. Someone who wants to reduce
everything to degrees of belief – say a radical Bayesian – may explain my behavior
ex post by my having assigned a certain probability to the chair and ladder being in
good condition and having made expected payoff calculations on its basis. But it
would be reasonable for me to object that I do not recognize this as the correct
description of my mental state at the time; I really believed both the chair and the
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ladder were in good condition. Beliefs may not be as fine-grained as the Bayesian
assumes them to be.77
An example provided by Robert Nozick supports this point. Nozick writes:
“I believe my new junior colleague is not a child molester. (Asked to list the people in
the philosophy building who are not child molesters, I unhesitatingly place his name
on the list.) Now the context changes; I need someone to watch my young child for
two weeks. A mistake here would be serious—the stakes have escalated. Now I think
more carefully. It is not that I did not believe in my colleague’s innocence before. In
that context, for those purposes, I did believe it; I did not consider, or assign a
probability to, the possibility of his being a child molester. In this context, with high
stakes, I consider what probability that might have.”78
To insist in this case that I must only have partially believed that my colleague
is not a molester from the beginning would strike me as a mischaracterization of my
attitude. Nozick’s own proposal for resolving this duality is to contextualize belief: In
one context I believe the proposition; in another I have a partial degree of belief in it.
But this, too, is rather odd and runs afoul of some of the widely accepted properties of
belief listed above: that belief is not context-dependent, that it exhibits some inertia
across time and that it responds to evidence, but not to practical factors.
The belief-acceptance distinction can make sense of precisely these kinds of
situations where I may be reluctant to act on propositions I genuinely would say I
believe, and it does so without going against widely accepted properties of belief. I
did not and still do not believe that my colleague is a molester, but given the stakes, I
think it is best for me to act as if he might be.
These two examples show how evidentiary standards for acceptance can vary
with the stakes in cases of uncertainty. The concept is also helpful in making sense of
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cases where we may accept things that we know to be false if doing so is justified by
practical reasons, such as special commitments to loved ones or the pressure to avoid
very bad consequences. An example from Peter Railton’s defense of consequentialism
illustrates the latter case.
“Imagine an all-knowing demon who controls the fate of the world and who visits
unspeakable punishment upon man to the extent that he does not employ a Kantian
morality. (Obviously, the demon is not himself a Kantian.) If such a demon existed,
sophisticated consequentialists would have reason to convert to Kantianism, perhaps
even to make whatever provisions could be made to erase consequentialism
from the human memory and prevent any resurgence of it.”79
In explaining the example, Railton draws on the distinction between belief and
acceptance: “Does this possibility show that objective consequentialism is selfdefeating? On the contrary, it shows that objective consequentialism has the virtue of
not blurring the distinction between the truth-conditions of an ethical theory and its
acceptance-conditions in particular contexts.”80
The truth conditions of a theory determine what we should believe; our goals
in a particular context determine what we should accept. This maps onto the
distinction between p being the rational thing to believe and accepting p being the
rational thing to do. The practical goal of the consequentialists in Railton’s example is
to avoid unspeakable punishment at all cost. Even if this requires accepting an ethical
theory they believe to be false, it would be rational to accept it. This does not mean
that the threat persuades them of the truth of Kantianism; only that it has made
acceptance rational for them in this particular circumstance.
Acceptance here and in general should not be confused with wishful thinking
(or believing). Although both allow practical considerations to determine a cognitive
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attitude, their logic is quite different. Wishful thinking is the formation of beliefs
based on wishes, or on whatever is likely to give pleasure, satisfaction or relief. The
reasoning in wishful thinking takes the form “I wish p to be true, therefore p is true.”
Beliefs formed in this way would be unreliable and would make it difficult for the
person to attain her goals in life, assuming she has other goals besides immediate
psychological satisfaction. Wishful thinking, then, is likely to be an irrational practice.
Acceptance is the opposite. When we accept things based on non-evidentiary
considerations, we do so precisely because doing so would be the best means to
achieving our ends. Acceptance aims at practical rationality, and the cases where it
involves accepting false propositions are cases where cognitive and practical
rationality come apart.
Acceptance has more in common with Pascal’s wager than it does with
wishful thinking.81 Pascal famously argued that it would be rational to wager that God
exists, regardless of the available evidence, since the expected utility of believing in
God is infinite. As long as there is a positive chance that God exists, however small,
the infinite utility from salvation would trump any finite amount of disutility on the
other side of the balance. Even if one cannot will oneself to believe, a rational person
should take the necessary steps to cultivate belief in God. The difference between
Pascal’s wager and the concept of acceptance is that religion would presumably
require real belief; accepting that God exists and making it a premise in one’s
deliberation and action would not be enough. At best, it might be a starting point for
trying to cultivate the belief. Pascal suggested that the person should start by acting as
if they believed, for instance by taking the holy water, attending mass etc. with the
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hope that these may eventually lead to genuine belief. Acceptance, however, cannot
constitute a reason for belief because it would be the wrong kind of reason.82
Despite the conceptual differences between belief and acceptance, in practice
they will be closely connected. One might wonder whether it would be
psychologically possible for a person to accept something she does not believe. This
may be easy in cases of uncertainty, where I may not believe that what I accept is
true, but do not believe that it is false, either. It may be more difficult to accept
something that directly contradicts my beliefs. In some cases, the only way to
deliberate and act as if something is true may well be to find a way to believe it.
I have illustrated the key features of acceptance and clarified how it differs
from belief. The examples in this section are not meant to be exhaustive of the
concept’s possible applications. The next two sections will illustrate further
applications and demonstrate the concept’s usefulness in contexts beyond individual
decision-making. First, I will take up the distinct and important role of acceptance in
the context of scientific research.

II. Scientific Acceptance
We typically care less about what scientists believe and more about what they
accept. There are a couple of reasons for this. The first is that the concept of belief has
been defined and developed mostly for the purposes of epistemology and does not
travel well to the domain of science. The standard practice in epistemology is to
identify believing p with believing p is true. Although this works for factual
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propositions such as “the sky is blue,” it does not work so well for scientific theories,
which we rarely know to be true. In fact, the history of science suggests that most of
the scientific theories we currently accept will turn out to be false. This may not make
them any less useful or adequate for practical purposes, but it does pose a problem for
belief in the usual sense. For those sensitive to the historical record, the rational
attitude to take toward a theory we believe is to say, “I believe this theory, but I know
it is most likely false.”
This may be an awkward attitude, but it does not preclude belief. Indeed, it is
common for scientists and laypersons alike to believe current, well-supported
theories, even while acknowledging that they may turn out to be false. The point is
not that scientists do not or should not believe, but rather that acceptance is often the
more accurate and informative concept for describing the appropriate attitude to take
toward scientific theories. This is especially true of theories we already know to be
false or partially false or false in some domains. The belief-acceptance distinction
makes sense of the fact that there are nonetheless good reasons to accept and rely on
these theories. Strictly speaking, it would be wrong to believe Newtonian mechanics,
but it is perfectly sound to accept it in some domains, such as for the purposes of
engineering. Acceptance may also be the appropriate attitude to take toward theories
we do not (yet) know to be false, but that we already recognize as inconsistent or as
making inaccurate simplifying assumptions and therefore do not believe.83
Another reason acceptance is more central to science than belief is that the
professional goals of science require a commitment to shared evidentiary standards
for acceptance, which may or may not match the individual scientist’s standards for
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belief. Scientists have to make a decision about whether to accept or reject the
hypothesis being tested, but this decision cannot be made based on the evidence
alone. What is required is the judgment that the evidence is sufficient, and what
constitutes sufficient evidence is always relative to the context and the purpose:
Sufficient for what?
In an alternative world, scientists could accept hypotheses based on whether
they found the evidence personally persuasive. This would close the gap between
belief and acceptance: sufficient for acceptance would mean sufficient for the scientist
to believe. This is not the practice in science today because the social nature of the
scientific enterprise and the dependence of scientists on each other’s findings render it
necessary to have shared standards for sufficiency. The exact threshold is determined
by the particular goals of science. For instance, in cases where evidential support can
be quantified and expressed probabilistically, it is common to look for 95 percent
statistical significance before accepting scientific hypotheses.84 The specific level
varies with the field, but findings within a field are typically expected to conform to
the same level.
The practice of looking for the relatively high standard of 95% statistical
significance reflects an interest in avoiding mistakes. Since new scientific research
builds upon earlier results, scientists have a strong preference for not accepting false
results. Science has a long time horizon and can afford to wait a long time for positive
results. At the same time, an even higher threshold would be counterproductive
84
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because of the need to accept a reasonable number of hypotheses in order to allow
research to move forward, even if some of these results later turn out to be false. Of
course, drawing the line at 95 percent, rather than at 94 or 96 is arbitrary, just as any
other evidentiary threshold would inevitably be, but the decision to draw the line in
that general region, rather than at, say, 80 percent or 99.9 percent, can be explained
with reference to the goals of science and scientists.
The belief of individual scientists is separate from this professional process of
acceptance, just as the belief of an individual juror is separate from her verdict as a
juror. The individual scientist who believes the truth of a theory can be compared to
the juror who is convinced that the defendant is guilty. Both may nonetheless
conclude that the evidence does not meet the required standard for acceptance. Belief
and acceptance come apart in these cases, though of course they are not fully
independent. Scientists’ belief in their theories can be very important in motivating
research, especially when the belief precedes the accumulation of evidence sufficient
to meet professional standards of acceptance. Both Planck and Einstein passionately
believed the theory of special relativity, far before the evidence was sufficient to gain
acceptance in the community.85 William James anticipated this when he noted that
individual scientists who passionately believe their theories and desire to get their
beliefs confirmed can play a crucial role in the progress of science.86
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The reverse can also happen: scientists can accept theories in order to explore
their implications without believing them to be true. The meaning of acceptance here
is different than the more technical use of scientific acceptance above. Here, the point
is that scientists can treat their hypothesis as if true and carry out their research on that
assumption in order to trace the implications of the theory and see where it might
lead, even if they don’t think it is the most likely or believable. In practice, this kind
of exploratory acceptance may be more fruitful if accompanied by some degree of
belief. After all, if scientists believe that a new avenue is unlikely to be true, they
might find it difficult to be motivated to pursue it – being the devil’s advocate may
not be the preferred role for any individual scientist seeking success, even though the
discipline might need benefit from some people playing the role.87 Scientific progress
may well require individuals who genuinely believe outré ideas and pursue them with
dedication, as Feyerabend famously argued.88

III. Science and Politics
Decisions about what to do or how to act in the sphere of politics require a
shared background of facts. In order to determine what is morally right or what best
realizes a set of values and commitments, individuals participating in a decision need
to reach an agreement about what is effective, what is possible and what
consequences they can expect from different alternatives. Individual beliefs will
inevitably diverge on these points, both among laypersons and experts. This
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disagreement over the facts must first be resolved before a group can reach a decision
about how to act.
What is accepted in a context depends on the beliefs of the agents participating
in the decision, but it cannot be reduced to a simple function of those beliefs, for
instance as an aggregation of or agreement in individual beliefs since different factors
play a role in determining belief and acceptance. The determination of the factual
background of political decisions therefore requires something more than appeals to
the evidence. I will describe four kinds of practical pressures that can influence
decisions about the acceptance of scientific findings in the public sphere. The first
three are analogous to the cases discussed in the first section in the context of an
individual agent, while the fourth is unique to collective decision-making.
First, there are considerations about the stakes in a particular decision context.
When we are deliberating about what to do collectively, what matters is not whether
we would take certain bets on the truth of something, but rather whether we would be
willing to make plans and take actions based on it. The situation is similar to that of
the professor trying to determine if his colleague is a child molester, given that he has
to decide whether to leave his child with the colleague. The facts that a group would
be willing to accept as the basis of a policy decision in high stakes cases could be
different than what most members of the group believe.
Recall the example from Chapter 1 about Cold War nuclear missile tests.
Nuclear missile tests in the U.S. were conducted on an east-west trajectory. No
missile had ever flown the north-south polar trajectory that would have to be flown in
the case of an actual attack on the Soviet Union. Would the east-west tests provide
sufficient evidence to accept that the north-south test would work and use this as an
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assumption as the basis of future political decisions?89 Given the consequences of
being wrong, it seems likely that the answer would be no, even though this is
compatible with most people individually believing that the north-south tests would
work, as many physicists did at the time. This is a case where the evidentiary levels
for acceptance may be different than that of belief, based on the high cost of error.
Special commitments provide a second reason for varying evidentiary levels
for acceptance. If my mother is in a coma and the doctor says that it is very likely that
she will never wake up, I might not consider this sufficient certainty to accept the
claim and base my actions on it, for example by allowing her to be removed from life
support. The doctor, however, might think “very likely” is good enough and consider
the matter settled. While the small chance that my mother may not be dead means a
lot to me, the doctor is motivated by different practical considerations. There is
nothing irrational in my refusing to accept this until there is a bit more evidence –
even while the doctor’s conclusion that she is dead is also justified.
Bratman gives the similar example of a friend who is charged with a terrible
crime.90 The evidence against her is strong, but my friend insists that she is innocent.
In such a case, my friendship gives me a strong reason to accept my friend’s word and
assume she is innocent. At the very least, I might require more evidence before I
accept her guilt. If there is smoking gun evidence, it might be difficult for me to carry
on with the assumption that she is innocent, but until then, I can take her innocence
for granted. At a societal level, we may take a similar approach about scientific
findings that appear likely to disproportionately harm marginalized groups and
reinforce existing inequalities. For instance, a democracy’s moral commitment to
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ensuring the equal standing of citizens and protecting the vulnerable can justify
raising the standard of evidence required for accepting the results of research in
sociobiology on IQ differences between races and genders, if it looks likely that
accepting these results will have harmful consequences for certain groups of citizens.
I pursue this thought further in Chapter 5.
Thirdly, acceptance of an uncertain theory may be the precondition for any
action at all. A Kantian example will illustrate this point: I may not believe I have free
will, but I must take for granted that I do to be able to engage in practical reasoning at
all.91 There might be analogous political situations where acceptance of an uncertain
theory may be the precondition for any collective action at all, for instance in
potentially catastrophic scenarios, such as nuclear destruction or climate change.
There might be scientific evidence that shows that an apocalyptic scenario is quite
likely, but our ability to engage in productive political action may rest nonetheless on
our assuming the possibility of survival because apocalyptic scenarios would lead to
fatalism and paralysis. I make this suggestion tentatively since others might argue the
opposite: namely, that fear-based politics could be an effective spur to action on these
types of issues.92 The important point here is that this kind of political discussion is
relevant and necessary in decisions about the kinds of scientific theories accepted for
political purposes, alongside the evidence for rival theories.
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A final practical pressure on acceptance is unique to the case of collective
decision-making: this is the necessity of overcoming disagreement and achieving
cooperation. When individual beliefs about scientific facts diverge and there is no
possibility of acquiring more evidence to persuade people of the truth of one view, the
recognition that we need a determinate commitment can make it reasonable to simply
agree to accept something. This does not mean the agreement should be arbitrary; the
decision should be made as carefully as possible, taking into consideration all the
available evidence and so on. The point is that the need for agreement can be a good
reason to lower evidentiary standards and accept something, even though the accepted
proposition may not meet most people’s standards for belief.
As I hope has become clear by now, the broader conclusion I would like to
draw from the theoretical groundwork laid out so far is that the appropriate level of
evidence for scientific acceptance need not be appropriate for accepting scientific
findings as the basis of political decisions. I have showed that acceptance depends on
the context, the stakes and the purpose of the agent. Science and politics are activities
with different stakes and different purposes. Although both have an interest in finding
out the truth, which justifies giving priority to the evidence in determining what to
accept, both have other goals, which exert different practical pressures on the level of
evidence sufficient for acceptance.
The discovery of truth is the central goal of science, but science also has an
interest in continued progress and the expansion of future research areas. If the only
goal of science were to accept true hypotheses and true hypotheses alone, it could
reach its goal simply by accepting fewer hypotheses. The need to ensure the
continuation of scientific progress is a reason to lower evidentiary standards so that
there are a reasonable number of accepted findings that other scientists can build
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upon, some of which will turn out to be mistakes. The scientific enterprise can (very
schematically) be seen as aiming to strike a balance between accuracy and
fruitfulness.
Politics, on the other hand, is not primarily aimed at the discovery of truth –
certainly not of scientific truth – although truth is necessary for anchoring politics to
reality and instrumental for attaining goals. Politics aims at other things: realizing the
common good, achieving justice, ensuring peace and stability, bringing about good
consequences, protecting the vulnerable, solving coordination problems among many
others. Although both science and politics share an interest in the truth, their other
aims diverge. These divergent aims exert different kinds of pressures on the standards
of evidence appropriate in the two realms. If the stakes are too high and the
consequences of accepting something are too costly for a society, it would be
justifiable to require higher standards of evidence in politics than scientists do.
Alternatively, if there is urgent need for action and the cost of waiting is too high, it
would be justifiable accept something that scientists are reluctant to accept because
their professional standards of evidence have not been met. In cases where the stakes
are extremely high, a society may not be willing to accept any amount of evidence as
sufficient, short of conclusive or irrefutable evidence. Most cases will not fall on this
extreme point, and reasonable individuals will accept some level of evidence as
sufficient.
This argument presupposes uncertainty about the truth. Where there is no
uncertainty, the stakes should not change what we accept; we should accept (and
believe) what we know to be true. For instance, if a village needs a bridge and a group
of engineers know exactly how a bridge should be built, the stakes should not change
whether the villagers accept this bridge-building knowledge. If, on the other hand,
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they need a nuclear reactor and the engineers are uncertain about the physics, the
stakes should rightly determine what the villagers decide to do.
Uncertainty also plays a key role in cases such as the mother in a coma, the
friend charged with a terrible crime and Pascal’s wager, although its role in these
cases is different. These are cases where the agent’s primary aim is not to get things
right; her aim is to avoid terrible consequences or fulfill special obligations. Doing so
may or may not be compatible with believing something that seems supported by the
evidence; the force of the examples is that it looks likely that it will not be
compatible, though we do not know for sure. The plausibility of Pascal’s wager rests
on the assumption that we do not know whether God exists. If we knew that God did
not exist, then there would be no point in the calculus. The role of uncertainty in the
mother and friend cases are mostly psychological: if there were no doubt in my mind
that my mother was dead or that my friend had committed a terrible crime, it may not
be possible for me to deliberate and act as if these were not true.
The comparison with Pascal’s wager raises the question of why citizens
should not simply go all the way with Pascal and believe whatever serves their
interests in the realm of politics, regardless of what scientists say about evidence. One
way to answer this would be to appeal to the intrinsic value of believing the truth: we
want to believe the truth because it is the truth, regardless of whether it serves any
useful purpose, affords us psychological satisfaction or maximizes our utility. While
this may be right, the intrinsic value of believing the truth could be weighed along
with whatever other costs and benefits come from belief before determining what to
believe. If the truth is so valuable for a person that it overwhelms all other
considerations in every single case, then believing the truth and only the truth will be
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the right thing for that person to do. Other people can behave differently depending
on the intrinsic value they attach to the truth compared to other goals they have.
A better response would appeal to the instrumental value of belief. Virtually
everyone values true beliefs at least in part because they are much more likely to
enable us to achieve other things we value in life than false beliefs or no beliefs at all.
Even if believing a single falsehood might not be harmful in the short run, it is likely
to lead to problems in the long run and make us worse off in ways that we may not be
able to predict. Falsehoods will have ripple effects and result in contradictions,
inconsistencies and further false beliefs. After a certain point, we will find it difficult
to piece together a correct and coherent understanding of the world, form new true
beliefs or make good predictions on matters that are important to us. We might thus
eventually lose our anchoring in the world.
This does not provide an answer for why we should never believe what is
more useful or convenient in every imaginable instance, but I’m not sure such a
blanket argument is possible. The flip side of justifying principles instrumentally is
that there will always be exceptional cases where the rule will clearly not apply.
Especially in hypothetical scenarios in which believing a falsehood is absolutely
certain to serve us better, both in the short term and in the long term, and not lead to
any ripple effects, cause incoherence in our future beliefs and so on, I think it is
difficult to say why we should never believe a falsehood.93 Individual deviations from
the rule are perfectly compatible with making it a general principle in life to believe p
when p is true and avoid believing it when p is false. It is because of the all-thingstold advantages of this principle over others in helping us achieve our goals in life and
93
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obtain the things we value that I think we should work with this principle and reject
more radical views that counsel some version of believing what is useful. This doesn’t
require adherence to the rule in every single instance, as long as our guiding epistemic
principle is to evaluate propositions based on the evidence.
Acceptance avoids these dilemmas about ripple effects or the loss of
coherence and consistency in our cognitive background because it is limited to a
particular context and purpose, and the agent who accepts a proposition need not lose
sight of this context-dependence. Her beliefs present a coherent background against
which she decides what to accept in the particular circumstances of a practical
decision.
It may be difficult to envision how individuals can bracket their beliefs for a
particular practical purpose, but there are already important institutions that function
on the assumption that this is possible: The jury trial is one example. Jurors today are
expected not to bring their private beliefs about the defendant’s guilt or innocence –
beliefs based on media reports and their private or local knowledge – to the trial.94
They are asked instead to be impartial and accept that the defendant is innocent until
proven guilty. They deliberate based only on the information provided at the trial.
This is an example of how belief and acceptance are expected to come apart for the
purpose of a particular practice: What matters in the context of the trial is not what
any individual juror believes, but what she and eleven others agree to accept. The
verdict is a statement of acceptance, not of belief.
The challenge at the jury selection stage is to negotiate the possibility that
jurors will in practice be able to bracket any beliefs they may have formed and accept
94
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innocence until guilt is proved. This can be difficult if they have been exposed to
public and private information and reports before the trial. This creates precisely the
dilemma mentioned above: Can a person who has a formed belief accept something
that goes against it for a particular purpose? The answer implicit in the rules of jury
selection is that it is possible, but not always. Many potential jurors are eliminated as
hopelessly biased by the kind of information they have been exposed to. Others, who
may have some degree of belief, are allowed to bracket their beliefs and serve on the
jury.

IV. Who Decides on Evidentiary Standards?
The role of practical pressures on acceptance raises the question of who should
decide on the appropriate evidentiary standards for the acceptance of scientific
findings in politics. Some philosophers of science have used the incompleteness of
scientific inference at the point of acceptance to argue that scientists should determine
the appropriate evidentiary standards in light of the political stakes and context, rather
than based on purely professional or scientific ones. This sort of direct relationship
between science and politics may not be possible in many cases because of the
difficulty of foreseeing the practical application of most scientific research, but where
it is clear that the science is immediately relevant to policy decisions, for instance in
cases such as the Manhattan Project or climate change science, scientists could use
standards of acceptance with particular practical purposes in mind.
This might seem unrealistic today, given the insularity of academic scientists
from the policy sphere, but in the 1940s and 50s, before science had acquired a high
degree of autonomy from the political sphere, physicists such as C.W. Churchman
and Richard Rudner defended an even stronger version of this argument: they argued
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that scientists had a moral responsibility to consider the practical purposes for which
their findings would be used and adjust their evidentiary standards according to the
stakes and the possible consequences. 95 Since statistical inference would always be
incomplete, it should be completed with reference to social and ethical values.96 Of
course the political issue looming in the background of these arguments was the
development of the atomic bomb.
Other scientists took Churchman and Rudner’s suggestion to be a threat to
science’s newly developing aspiration to being value-free. They argued that there
could be no place for ethical and social judgments in a science that aspired to
objectivity.97 At the same time, they had to concede that the judgment about
sufficiency for acceptance inevitably depended on practical considerations. To resolve
this dilemma, Isaac Levi argued that scientists should only allow practical
considerations about the goals of the scientific community, leaving out broader social
and ethical considerations.98 He proposed that the decision about when to accept a
hypothesis should be made based on epistemic values, such as fruitfulness for future
research, simplicity and the need for new findings in the given field. These factors
could be distilled to a more or less uniform standard within each field, obviating the
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need for subjective decisions by individual scientists and providing science the cover
of having allowed only epistemic values in its determinations. 99
This solution turned out to be very successful and shaped the way scientists
handled the incompleteness of statistical inference in the following decades. It also
facilitated the increasing autonomy and insularity of science from social concerns by
removing a serious philosophical obstacle to its realization. Heather Douglas has
recently criticized this turn in the relationship between science and society and has
suggested bringing back the ideal of the socially responsible scientist.100 She has
revived the Churchman-Rudner line and argued that scientists should consider the
consequences of mistakes in deciding how much evidence to consider sufficient to
accept a claim.
But scientists making personal evaluations of the social, political and moral
considerations for acceptance would be problematic for two reasons. First, it is
valuable to preserve the distinction between scientific acceptance, guided by
considerations relevant to the long term professional goals of science, and acceptance
for political purposes, guided by practical considerations relevant to the society at a
particular time. Just as scientific standards of evidence cannot be transposed
unproblematically to the political realm, it would not be appropriate for social and
political considerations to determine standards of evidence for organized science. The
99
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underlying principle is that the point and purpose of a practice should determine the
rules and standards that apply to it.
The second and more important problem with this proposal is a worry about
representation. The kind of judgment required for the determination of evidentiary
standards is a political judgment, not an epistemic one. It requires weighing the
importance and urgency of the matter, balancing the different stakes for different
people, and evaluating the consequences of acceptance. Scientists have neither a
claim to superior knowledge on these kinds of matters, nor a claim to being
authorized representatives of the public with a right to make decisions in its name.
These are political matters that must be settled through the regular channels of
democratic decision-making and representation. The judgment about evidentiary
standards must therefore involve participation by ordinary citizens and their
representatives.
Let me put the argument in a slightly different way: If practical considerations
play a role in the determination of evidentiary standards for acceptance, the reasons
and justifications relevant to debates about whether to accept scientific theories as the
basis of policy will go beyond the evidence for different theories. They will involve
deliberations about the stakes, the possible consequences, the urgency of action and
competing moral commitments. Since these are political considerations by all
accounts, ordinary citizens of a democracy have both the right and the competence to
participate in these debates.
One possible objection is that this approach effectively puts scientific truth to
a vote. This objection misunderstands the aim of acceptance for a purpose. The
decision about what facts to accept for the purposes of politics is not a decision about
what is true; it is a decision about what can be reliably assumed in order to attain a
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particular purpose, given that we do not know what the truth is. The consequences of
different alternatives can justify varying the required levels of evidence. This does not
mean that truth is relative to the context, only that the acceptance of a theory depends
on something more than evidence for its truth. This is a core point about the use of
science in democracy. Of course, it is possible that what is accepted in a context will
also turn out to be true, but this may not always be the case. Political acceptance is not
a method for discovering the truth – certainly not of scientific truth.
Another objection is that neither belief not acceptance matters for politics;
what we care about is action. This objection assumes a strict separation between
cognitive and practical reasoning that I have been arguing against in this chapter.
Even if what we ultimately care about is an action or decision, reasoning about how to
act always refers to a cognitive background. The set of options for actions available to
us is constrained by what we believe or accept. The argument here gives a central role
to decision or action, but questions the adequacy of referring only to contextindependent beliefs in deliberation about how to act, or in explaining an agent’s
actions ex post.
Of course, much of the scientific knowledge relevant to the decision will be
best understood by scientists, and will have to be taken on authority by laypeople.
Political decisions about acceptance can be meaningful only if scientists clearly
communicate the strength of the evidence and its degree of uncertainty.101 Still, there
is an important difference between taking the conclusion of scientists about what to
accept as an exclusionary reason for accepting the same and deciding whether to
accept the conclusion based on a combination of evidentiary and non-evidentiary
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considerations of our own. While the former would affirm Hardwig’s statement that
“the rational layman will recognize that, in matters about which there is good reason
to believe that there is expert opinion, he ought (methodologically) not make up his
own mind,”102 the second model defended here suggests that different interests and
purposes, as well as considerations of moral psychology would justify laypeople
making up their own mind, without meriting the charge of irrationality or rule by
ignorance.
One of the fundamental points of this chapter is that the decision to accept a
theory, whether for scientific or political purposes, is precisely that – a decision.
Although this decision will be related to underlying individual beliefs and the
evidence in support of them, it cannot be reduced to them. A final takeaway from this
is that theorists of democracy should be wary of giving too central a role to individual
beliefs in politics, and would do well to shift the focus to the concept of acceptance
instead.
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Chapter 3: A Proposal for a Science Court with a Citizen Jury

The last two chapters have argued that expert claims must be examined
democratically to ensure that policies based on expert advice incorporate values and
reasons that are acceptable to the public. I listed four main goals for the democratic
scrutiny of science: 1) exposing and evaluating the normative judgments behind
expert claims; 2) judging the sufficiency of evidence for accepting uncertain scientific
claims as the basis of policy; 3) incorporating local knowledge; and 4) legitimating
expertise. In this chapter, I propose institutional arrangements for the public scrutiny
of science designed to realize these goals.
The role of experts and expertise has been a weak spot for theories for
democracy. Scholars have consistently argued for the need to bring experts and lay
citizens together in deliberative venues such as consensus conferences, deliberative
polls and planning cells, but they have avoided dealing with any of the challenges
specific to expert-layperson interactions. This chapter also fills this gap by analyzing
potential obstacles to expert-citizen interactions and developing institutional
arrangements to overcome them.
My most significant departure from existing treatments of expert-citizen
interactions in participatory settings lies in replacing a conventional division of labor,
where experts inform citizens on the facts and citizens deliberate about their values,
with an orientation toward the democratic scrutiny and contestation of expert claims
themselves. Two serious challenges arise from this shift in emphasis: how to make it
possible for non-experts to examine competing expert claims and how to overcome
the difficulties of mutual deliberation under conditions of asymmetric knowledge and
authority. To address these challenges, I propose a science court with adversarial
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proceedings where experts are brought in to make the case for opposing sides of a
scientific question. A citizen jury then interrogates the experts and delivers a decision,
which serves an advisory role in policymaking processes. The adversary structure of
the proposal is designed to expose the background assumptions behind factual claims
and to reveal their level of uncertainty. The separation of scientist-advocates from
citizen-jurors avoids the difficulties of mutual deliberation under conditions of
unequal authority, while allowing citizens to be active participants despite their lack
of expertise. I also suggest that theories of democracy would benefit from paying
more attention to the role of questioning as an empowering mode of communication
that can facilitate participation in situations of asymmetric knowledge and power.
The chapter is organized in five sections. The first section discusses the
challenges specific to lay-expert interactions, focusing especially on the difficulty of
deliberation between those who have unequal knowledge. The second section
recovers a historical proposal for a science court developed in the 1970s by the
physicist Arthur Kantrowitz. The third section makes the case for reviving the science
court, but with the significant departure of replacing the earlier model’s scientistjudges with a citizen jury. The fourth section responds to two possible objections: that
this institution puts scientific truth to a popular vote and that it overestimates citizen
competence. The last section concludes with a discussion of how this proposal
improves upon the treatment of expertise in recent scholarship on citizen juries in the
democratic theory literature.

I. On the Perils of Deliberation Between Experts and Non-Experts
Theories of deliberative democracy have been criticized for setting highly
idealized criteria of equality and reciprocity among participants as a precondition to
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deliberation.103 Critics have pointed out that background inequalities make it
extremely difficult for deliberation to be guided by “the unforced force of the better
argument”104 and have argued that the results of deliberation under conditions of
inequality are likely to be shaped by existing differences in power among the
participants. Structural inequalities affect who is seen as persuasive in deliberative
settings, as well as determining a person’s capacity – and willingness – to express
herself in the reasoned, logical arguments that are the gold standard of deliberation.
In response to these charges, scholars of deliberative democracy have
proposed institutional mechanisms for structuring deliberation in ways that could
offset the known effects of background inequalities among participants.105 They have
also maintained against their critics that properly conducted deliberation could be
instrumental for mitigating existing inequalities: discussion and argumentation could
neutralize the effects of power by exposing it as resting on illegitimate reasons.106
Although these debates have claimed to address the effects of inequality
broadly understood, they have typically focused on inequalities in wealth, class,
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gender and race, and have paid little attention to the specific difficulties caused by
inequalities in knowledge and expertise. The neglect in the literature is understandable
since it is not clear at first whether asymmetry in knowledge among deliberators is a
bad thing at all. It is not obvious whether this is similar to inequalities of wealth or
gender in that it should be irrelevant to the outcome of deliberation, or whether it is
more similar to, and perhaps correlated with, the quality of arguments – that is,
precisely what the outcome of deliberation is meant to track.
To determine whether inequalities in knowledge pose a problem for the
deliberative ideal, it is important to be clear about what kind of equality is required for
deliberation. Dworkin’s distinction between equality of impact and equality of
influence is helpful for clarifying the conception of equality required in this
context.107 Dworkin defines equality of impact as the difference a person can make on
his own, by voting for or choosing a decision. The principle of “one person, one vote”
is emblematic of this conception. Equality of influence is the difference a person can
make by inducing others to believe or vote as he does. Citizens who have equal
impact may have vastly different levels of influence due to differences in wealth,
charisma, reputation, skill, knowledge or intelligence. Equality of influence is the
appropriate conception of equality for evaluating deliberative settings since they are
primarily about persuasion and mutual justification, rather than a binding vote.
As Knight and Johnson have pointed out, deliberation cannot aspire for
equality of influence over the outcome; that would defeat the purpose.108 Deliberation
aims to discriminate between competing ideas based on their quality and justifiability
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with the goal of producing better arguments and conclusions. Good and bad ideas
cannot be treated alike, which means that some people will – and should – have more
influence than others. The relevant conception of equality must therefore focus on
procedure, rather than outcome. What we care about is equality of opportunity to
influence the outcome. This requires an equal chance for participants to speak – what
Habermas describes as “a symmetrical distribution of the opportunities for all possible
participants to choose and perform speech acts.”109 It also requires that differences in
influence over the final outcome of deliberation be insensitive to inequalities in
factors such as resources, power, gender or race, which should be irrelevant from the
perspective of the better argument. Inequalities in influence should be due purely to
the differences in the quality of the reasons and arguments.110
At first, this definition may seem to affirm the view that inequalities in
expertise are of the acceptable sort, and should be reflected in the outcome of
deliberation, assuming that experts will be better at providing good reasons and
arguments for their positions. But the requirement that participants must have equal
opportunity to influence the outcome should give us pause. In deliberation over an
issue requiring expertise, those who do not possess expertise will not have a
meaningful opportunity to influence the outcome. By definition, they will not have the
knowledge required to counter expert claims, and they will not be able discuss the
merits of an expert’s evidence using expert vocabulary. Even if they attempted to
contribute to the discussion, it is highly unlikely that they would be able to out-argue
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experts in their area of expertise. Although it is difficult to be precise about what
equal opportunity would require – equal knowledge? equal capacity to formulate
arguments on the subject? equal education levels? – laypeople will fall short vis-à-vis
experts on any reasonable formulation of the concept.
The asymmetry in knowledge can also create an asymmetry in epistemic
authority between experts and laypeople. This is different than saying experts will
inevitably be more persuasive. There is nothing wrong with differences in the ability
to change other people’s beliefs by giving good reasons; that is the aim of
deliberation. Authority differs from persuasion in being a content-independent and
preemptive ability to change someone’s beliefs, to put it in Raz’s well-known
terminology.111 Content independence means that others believe a claim because the
authority has said so, rather than because of the content of what they have said.
Preemptiveness means that the authority’s claims override a person’s own
deliberation on the matter. An expert possesses epistemic authority if non-experts take
the advice of the expert to override their own conclusions, even where they could
weigh the reasons for and against a claim.
This definition reveals why asymmetries in epistemic authority are
problematic for deliberation. Deliberation requires that individuals weigh reasons and
arguments, whereas epistemic authority preempts such weighing. Deference to the
authority of experts short-circuits deliberation. This may not always be a problem. In
certain contexts, the expert’s role may simply be to educate non-experts so that they
can go on to deliberate about other things on the basis of what they have learned. But
I have argued that such educational interactions will generally not be enough in cases
where expert advice must be used for policy purposes; non-experts must scrutinize
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expert claims before they are used in policy decisions to make sure that the values of
experts are not driving policy.
Of course, experts may not always enjoy epistemic authority in the public
sphere. Epistemic authority is as much about credibility and trust as it is about
competence.112 A person with superior knowledge may not be authoritative if people
mistrust her, and a trusted fraud can be authoritative without possessing knowledge. If
laypeople do not regard an expert to be credible or trustworthy, they will not defer to
her claims; they will reject her as an authority. Those who do not want to accept an
expert’s claims, but cannot refute them can always take the route of denying the
expert’s authority. Since epistemic authority is almost always advisory rather than
binding, others will have a choice about whether to accept or reject. But neither
deference to nor rejection of authority is salutary from the perspective of deliberation
since both of these involve content-independent reactions to knowledge claims.
Reasons and mutual justification play no part in either case.
One way to resolve the problem posed for deliberation by differences in
expertise and authority would be to demand that experts give reasons for their claims,
rather than simply making appeals to their authority. This solution would not
eliminate the fact of unequal authority, but it would provide a way for experts to
minimize its effect by opening up their claims to challenge. It would also be an
attitudinal signal that the experts treat non-experts as equal co-deliberators rather than
as pupils to be educated. Knight and Johnson have recommended this solution, and
the idea is in keeping with the spirit of many deliberative theories.113 They conclude
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that authority relations can be acceptable in deliberation as long as authority is subject
to challenge.
But subjecting authority to challenge may prove more difficult. Although it
would be good for deliberation if experts gave reasons for their claims – they should
do this in any case – this might not be enough to meaningfully open their authority to
challenge. For one thing, this solution leaves too much to the good intentions of the
experts. But even if we assume good intentions on the part of experts, the effective
difference between reason-giving and appeals to authority may not be much if the
audience does not have the knowledge to challenge the speaker on the reasons given.
Of course there remains an important expressive difference between giving
reasons for one's claims and asking to be taken on authority. The audience would
appreciate the speaker’s demonstrated willingness to give reasons and might interpret
this as a sign of respect for their autonomy.114 But these more symbolic effects are
ancillary to the main purpose of good deliberation among equals, aimed at reaching
mutually justifiable conclusions.
The difficulty of submitting expert claims to lay scrutiny has led some
theorists to give up on the possibility of meaningful interaction between experts and
laypeople on the substance of technical matters.115 O’Neill has argued that experts
giving reasons should be seen as a rhetorical device to signal credibility and
trustworthiness. The evidence and arguments cited by the expert should not be
interpreted as aiming to persuade the listener of the validity of a conclusion (since the
listener could not evaluate this) but as a demonstration of the speaker’s intention to
share power with the audience.
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The problem with this is that neither the demonstrated ability to make
reasoned arguments, nor openness, trustworthiness or willingness to share power is a
great tracker of correct scientific knowledge. Moreover, focusing on second-order
assessments limits citizens’ power vis-à-vis experts in deliberative settings. This is
designed to enable experts to gain the trust of citizens, rather than helping citizens to
deliberate about expert claims. It also raises the worry that experts might suppress
information,116 or present it selectively in order to make their case seem more
persuasive than it is. They might do it for self-interested motives, which would be
outright manipulation, or they might do it for what they believe to be the benefit of
the audience, in which case we would call it paternalism. Experts might worry that
providing full information may mislead laypeople to see the findings as less certain
than they are, which might lead them to make bad decisions – that is, decisions that
are bad for themselves. This problem has been studied particularly in the context of
the physician-patient relationship.117
There is, of course, no neutral way of communicating facts. The selection and
presentation of statistics, the particular ordering and emphasis of information, the
omission or inclusion of details will always give more support for some conclusions
and interpretations over other. This is how communication works; this is not a distinct
feature of expert contexts. But what makes the problem more intractable in expert
contexts is that non-experts may have no way of discovering the suppressed
information or contesting the selective emphasis. In deliberation among epistemic
equals, if one person suppresses reasons or presents the facts with a certain emphasis,
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there is a good chance that others who disagree will challenge her. In expert cases,
only other experts may be in a position to bring up this kind of information.
There is no easy solution to the difficulties of deliberation between experts and
laypeople under circumstances of unequal knowledge and authority. Nonetheless, I
think we should at least think about institutional arrangements that would be better
suited to realizing this goal, rather than ignoring the problem entirely or tackling the
issue only in terms of second-order trust cultivation in deliberative contexts.118 In the
rest of this chapter, I will propose a new democratic institution for dealing with issues
requiring scientific expertise and give reasons why it is likely to be more effective
than a deliberative set-up in addressing the difficulties described above. I will do so
by first describing a historical institution proposed for a similar purpose and then
offering some modifications to revive it for present purposes.

II. The Science Court
In a series of articles written in the 1960s and1970s, the physicist Arthur
Kantrowitz developed a proposal for a new institution for dealing with controversial
scientific issues in policymaking.119 It was designed to address the problem of expert
disagreement on scientific issues that required political decisions, ranging from
nuclear power and disturbances to the ozone layer to food additives and fluoridation.
Kantrowitz lamented the state of public debate over scientific controversies. He
complained that competing experts made many contradictory technical claims in the
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public sphere, and none of these got challenged or refuted directly. This left the public
in an enormous confusion about the state of current scientific knowledge, weakened
the scientific basis of public policy and heightened mistrust of experts.
His solution was to create an adversarial institution in which rival experts
would defend their case and then cross-examine each other in front of a panel of
impartial scientist-judges. The judges would then reach a verdict on the disputed
scientific points and highlight points of agreement between the two sides. The
proceedings would be open to the public and the decision would serve an advisory
role for Congress and the President. Kantrowitz initially called his proposal an
“Institution for Scientific Judgment,” but the media coined the more pithy term
“Science Court,” which stuck.120
The proposal had three key features. First, it was supposed to separate the
facts and the values involved in scientific controversies and evaluate only the facts.
Kantrowitz complained about scientific advisory committees encroaching upon the
moral and political aspects of scientific issues in their advice, which resulted in
science becoming politicized and losing its claim to impartial authority. Good policy
depended on hard facts and hard facts became obscured if scientists putting them
forward took political positions based on their personal views.
The second key feature was the separation of advocate and judge and the use
of adversary proceedings. Kantrowitz argued that scientists working in area inevitably
became attached to certain theories or developed financial conflicts of interest, which
made it unrealistic to expect them to give unbiased assessments of the merits of
competing approaches. But scientists themselves were particularly well suited to the
role of advocate because they understood the evidence best and had a natural
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commitment to defending their findings. For the same reason, they were best placed
to challenge and examine each other.
The third rule was that the judge or judges had to be scientists, although they
were not supposed to be specialists on the question being judged. Scientist-judges
would have the competence to assess the claims on their scientific merits, without the
potential biases of a scientist working the area. Kantrowitz also believed that their
decisions would carry the presumptive legitimacy of expertise because of their
perceived impartiality and competence. These three features together were meant to
ensure the objectivity and accuracy of science advice to Congress and the President.
By 1975, the science court proposal had acquired great popularity and was
also backed by the White House.121 President Ford created a task force of academics
and government officials within his Advisory Group on Anticipated Advances in
Science and Technology to explore the feasibility of the proposal.122 Kantrowitz was
appointed chairman. The task force decided to run a series of preliminary experiments
to test the science court to better understand its benefits and drawbacks.123 Two
hundred and fifty scientists and legal scholars participated in a public debate
organized to discuss the proposal, and despite some criticism, many of the points in
the proposal met with approval.124 Twenty-eight prominent scientific organizations,
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including the American Association for the Advancement of Science, offered their
support.125
An opportunity for testing the science court came from Minnesota in 1976.126
There was a controversy over the construction of a high-voltage power line that would
cut across 172 miles of farmland. The farmers were deeply upset, not only because
their lands would be appropriated but also because they believed that the selected path
would be particularly harmful for irrigation patterns and other farming practices. They
also had concerns about health and safety issues and the potential environmental
damage that would be caused by the power line. The utility companies, however,
denied that the farmers’ claims had any scientific basis. The Governor of Minnesota
stepped in and proposed to resolve the scientific aspects of this dispute in a science
court. He took on the responsibility of organizing it and tried to persuade the farmers
and the utility companies to participate.
But the farmers refused to participate in a science court under the rules
proposed by the governor, which were basically the rules of the Kantrowitz proposal.
They saw the court’s separation of the factual and political aspects of the problem as a
cover for delegating an essentially political decision-making power to technical
experts. They proposed instead a modified court where the scientific and political
parts would be argued together. Of course, it the facts and values were to be addressed
together, it no longer made sense for the judges to be scientists, so the farmers asked
the governor himself to act as judge. Their two other demands were for funding to
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develop their case and to bring in their own experts, and for the hearings to be
directed at the public.
In the end, the governor rejected the farmers’ demands, and the science court
never took place. All of this took place during a presidential election year. Although
both candidates, Ford and Carter, had publicly endorsed the science court in their
campaigns – thus proving and increasing the popularity of the idea – Carter
completely abandoned the project when he was elected president. The idea silently
disappeared. In the next section I will make a case for reviving the science court, but
in a form closer to the one proposed by the farmers.

III. A Proposal for a New Science Court
The main weakness of the Kantrowitz proposal was its naïve assumption that
the facts of a scientific dispute could be separated from the values involved. Some
critics attacked it on this point when it was first proposed, but they either focused on
the difficulty of drawing a line between the science and its practical applications, or
they argued that most public controversies arose from value disagreements about what
to do in light of the science, rather than the facts themselves.127 The latter rang
particularly true in the 1970s since the most prominent scientific controversy of the
day – nuclear power – was less about the science than about moral and political
disagreements over its use.
Although these early criticisms remain valid, I have shown in the last two
chapters that facts and values are intertwined in scientific claims in even more radical
and thoroughgoing ways. I pointed to the role of background assumptions and values
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in the judgment that the evidence supports a theory, in theory choice, in experimental
design and in the determination of evidentiary standards for acceptance. These show
that the attempt to separate facts and values is difficult not only because of a fuzzy
boundary between science and its applications, as the early critics maintained, but
more importantly because science itself can incorporate questionable assumptions and
values.
Kantrowitz’s hope for an objective and uncontroversial resolution to questions
of fact therefore appears unrealistic. This does not render the institution useless, but it
shows that its key feature of separating facts and values is misguided. This, in turn,
makes it difficult to justify scientist-judges. As Kantrowitz pointed out, scientistjudges would be desirable because of scientists’ superior ability to assess the scientific
evidence presented, and the presumptive authority that this competence would lend to
the decisions.128 If the matter were a purely scientific one, these would be the main
considerations. But given the difficulty of separating the facts and values, the
authority of the judge cannot be justified purely on the grounds of competence. The
inseparability of facts and values suggests that a science court should be treated as a
political institution, which in turn means that the authority of the judge must be
justified on grounds of democratic, rather than scientific authority. An institution for
the democratic use of science in policy cannot have experts decide on the facts and
the facts alone.
Although I depart from Kantrowitz by rejecting the possibility of separating
the facts and values for the purposes of a science court, I share his broader goal of
bringing science and technology under democratic control and removing expert values
from political decisions on science. I therefore think a properly modified science
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court, designed to overcome the difficulties of expert-layperson deliberation laid out
in the first section, would be a valuable institutional innovation for democracies
today.
My proposal is for a new science court, which would address a scientific
policy question in the form in which it would face policy-makers. The court could be
initiated either by citizens or by elected officials. Its decisions would advise ordinary
policy-making processes, but the court would not possess the power to enact policies
without legislative approval. The proceedings would involve competing experts
making the case for different sides of a scientific question, followed by a jury
interrogating the experts about the evidence and then delivering a decision. The jury
would be made up of ordinary citizens selected through random sampling from the
relevant national or local national jurisdiction, depending on the question. The facts
and the values involved in the issue would be addressed together.
I have already explained why facts and the values must be addressed together.
Let me now say more about each of the other features in turn.

A. Adversarial Proceedings
Adversary hearings are designed to examine competing claims over an issue
and to reveal the weaknesses of each through confrontation with opposing views and
arguments. The aim is to expose questionable assumptions and to identify the errors
of all sides. The underlying principle is that the validity of truth claims can best be
tested if they are tried out against the strongest arguments that can be made in
opposition.
Of course, ordinary discussion can also bring opposing views into conflict and
produce the same results. Mill held this up as one of the chief benefits of free
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discussion in On Liberty. He praised diversity of opinion precisely because he thought
it would lead to the kind of critical exchange that he believed was crucial for the
discovery of truth and the examination of the grounds of widely held beliefs.
However, it cannot be assumed that freedom of discussion alone would be sufficient
to ensure that opposing views would emerge and that a critical examination of
opinions would take place. Nor could the creation of deliberative bodies ensure this.
Critical exchange is not precluded in deliberation, but it is not guaranteed.
The crucial difference between adversarial and non-adversarial arrangements
is that the former forces a confrontation between opposing views by design, while the
latter does not. Adversarial institutions are therefore desirable in cases where there is
reason to believe that opposing views may not be found or defended naturally, and
also where it is crucial for them to be heard.129 The practice of providing defense
lawyers even to criminals who are caught red-handed, or the Catholic Church’s
practice of appointing a devil’s advocate at the canonization of saints are both
examples of cases where these two conditions make adversary procedures particularly
appropriate.130
The two conditions – the importance of scrutinizing claims and the difficulty
of it happening naturally – are also met in expert-lay person interactions. Expert
claims are best tested against opposing expert claims. Laypeople would have
difficulty challenging experts or examining the grounds of their knowledge claims
without rival experts arguing for alternative scientific views. At the same time, it
would be best for experts to be responsible for presenting their own findings and
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mounting challenges to opponents. Not only are experts themselves most qualified for
the task because of their knowledge and experience on the topic, but they also have a
natural incentive for defending their case in the strongest possible way– more so than
defense lawyers or devil’s advocates appointed to do defend positions often against
their convictions.
The same factors, however, make it unlikely that experts will be the best
judges. Even if we bracket personal conflicts of interest and assume that scientists are
motivated solely by the pursuit of the truth, their commitment to and deep familiarity
with their own research will inevitably make them biased in favor of it. This bias may
also extend beyond the findings to the endorsements of practical implications and
policy preferences. The advantage of adversary institutions is that they do not require
the objectivity of participants; they are structured precisely on the assumption that no
one can be expected to be so. What follows from this is the fairly intuitive thought
that advocates should not be judges in their own case.

B. Citizen Jury
My proposal’s most significant departure from Kantrowitz’s science court is
its replacement of scientist-judges with a lay jury. I defend this primarily on
democratic grounds; the main point, to put it in Tocqueville’s words, is that a jury in
this context should be considered primarily a political institution, rather than a
scientific (or judicial) one.131 Arguments in favor of this proposal will be analogous to
arguments for jury trials. I will provide the three main justifications for jury trials and
show how each of these can be transposed to the context of a science court.
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The first and most important justification for juries is that they are an
expression of popular sovereignty – of the people’s control over their agents in
government.132 Juries allow citizens to check the power of the state, of judges and (in
civil trials) of corporations. While voting and elections empower citizens every few
years, serving on a jury gives ordinary citizens direct decision-making power over an
area of government on a daily basis. Their power is consequential and immediate.
Along with voting, serving on a jury is one of the rare acts of direct self-government
in modern representatives democracies.
The use of citizen juries in science courts would be justified on the same basis.
Ordinary citizens would have the opportunity to check the claims of experts and
participate in the shaping of policy on scientific issues. It might seem counterintuitive
to require participation by ordinary citizens on issues that are the most difficult for
them to understand, but it is precisely the difficulty citizens would ordinarily have in
monitoring policy on technical issues that makes it desirable to create institutional
settings where they might have a better chance of doing so. The complexity of the
modern state has resulted in the removal of entire policy areas from the meaningful
scrutiny of the democratic public on the pretext that the issues are technical or
complex. Using citizen juries in science courts would be a step toward mitigating this
problem. Justifications of jury trials in the law have historically followed the same
logic. Bringing ordinary citizens into the esoteric domain of law was seen to be
necessary to ensuring democratic scrutiny in a crucial but technical branch of
government that would otherwise be left to the power of experts such as judges,
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lawyers and prosecutors. That the law seems relatively more accessible today than
science should not obscure this important fact.
A second justification for jury trials is that juries inject local knowledge and
community values into legal procedures.133 Scholars have pointed out that the
meaning and content of this has changed dramatically over time.134 Medieval juries
were meant to have familiarity with the events and people of the case and to bring
personal knowledge of the character of the defendant, the setting of the crime or the
events that took place. The medieval juror was a peer and neighbor, effectively
fulfilling the role of a modern day witness. Over the centuries, the expectation from
jurors became quite the opposite: they were selected from among citizens with little
knowledge of or opinion about the case to ensure that they would be impartial and
make their judgments solely on the basis of evidence presented at the trial.135 Jurors
are now expected to bring “community norms and values” to the decision, rather than
actual knowledge of the events or people. Community norms and values typically
refer to interpretations about what counts as reasonable, credible, negligent or
obscene, as well as beliefs and standards about values such as fairness, equity, justice
or desert.
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This justification of jury trials can also be transferred to the science court.
Both the medieval and the modern ideals would be applicable in the science court
context; they would not be mutually exclusive. A citizen jury would bring both local
knowledge and community norms and values to issues requiring scientific expertise.
Local knowledge would be particularly relevant on area-specific or group-specific
issues, for instance in environmental disputes, or medical research on specific patient
populations. In these cases, citizens might possess experiential or observational
knowledge that experts would have difficulty acquiring.
The argument for community values follows a different logic. The point is not
that citizens would be expected to bring pre-defined community values that they
would somehow be expected to know better than experts. They would rather be asked
to examine the values and purposes driving scientific claims in light of their personal
values, perspectives, interests and purposes. What would make citizen-jurors
preferable to a panel of experts is that the former would be representative of public
opinion in a descriptive sense because they would be selected from the population
through random sampling. Ordinary citizens would bring different purposes and
priorities than scientist-judges, who would be more likely to share the professional
concerns of the testifying experts. Moreover, the jurors might show greater diversity
in background and opinion, whereas experts tend to be a relatively homogenous
group. These differences would be important in the evaluation of the purposes and
assumptions driving scientific claims, as well as for the decision about whether the
evidence is sufficient to accept a scientific claim as the basis of policy. The latter
judgment is directly parallel to the legal decision about whether the evidence meets
the burden of proof required in a particular kind of trial.
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A third justification for the jury system is that it gives citizens the opportunity
to understand the workings of the legal system and increases their assurance that it is
functioning properly (if indeed it is). Firsthand experience with the system is more
effective than secondhand accounts in allowing citizens to appreciate how and how
well the system works. Making the system intelligible to citizens is a crucial step for
allowing them to feel that the forces that determine their fate are not beyond their
control. Jury trials ensure that the application of the law goes through the
comprehension of ordinary citizens: If ordinary citizens cannot understand why an act
is a crime, the defendant cannot be ruled guilty in a jury trial.
This point is crucial in the context of scientific issues – far more important
than in the case of political disagreements driven by value conflicts. Intelligibility for
citizens takes on greater importance in policy areas that are more opaque. The
complexity of science and technology makes it particularly difficult for citizens to
understand and control policy on these issues, which can lead to the feeling of
alienation that is one of the central concerns about technocracy. An institution that
allows citizens to get directly involved on issues requiring expertise, and to listen to
firsthand accounts from the experts would serve an important demystifying purpose.
This would make citizens feel less removed and more powerful in technical areas of
policy.

C. Juror Questioning of Experts
Another key feature of my proposal is the questioning of expert witnesses by
the jurors. There is currently some debate in the literature on jury trials over the
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advantages and disadvantages of allowing jurors to ask question during trials.136
Proponents of the idea argue that jurors would become more engaged with the
proceedings and would understand the arguments better if they were allowed to ask
questions. The main argument against juror questions in the trial context is that jurors
might ask questions that go against rules of evidence. This could bias members of the
jury and jeopardize the requirement of impartiality. For instance, if a juror asks
whether the defendant has a criminal record, the defense lawyer might want to object
to the question for fear that an affirmative answer might prejudice the jury, while the
jury might interpret the objection as an affirmative or be displeased by the refusal to
answer. Jurors might also take over the role of advocate if they begin asking pointed
questions, which would compromise their neutrality and interfere with the counsels’
presentation of their case. Although juror questioning is left to the discretion of courts
in almost all states, worries over jurors’ unfamiliarity with trial rules have meant that
most juries sit silently as the two sides examine each other.137
There are important differences between the legal setting and a science court
oriented toward policy, however, and the relevant considerations for allowing juror
questions are different in the two contexts. The most important difference concerns
the role of impartiality. Justice requires impartial judges, who stand at an equal
distance to both sides and judge solely based on the evidence. This has been
interpreted in modern jury trials as requiring that jurors come to the trial with no
knowledge or opinion on the case they are about to judge since familiarity with the
events and people might give rise to prejudices and passions that could distort the
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jurors’ assessment of the evidence. Abramson argues that this interpretation of the
requirement of impartiality exposes a tension between the justification of the jury as
an instrument of justice, removed from the pressures of popular opinion, and its
justification as a democratic institution that instills the values and commitments of the
public into the justice system.
How this tension could be resolved within the justice system and whether the
empty-minded-juror model is a reasonable interpretation of the requirement of
impartiality are beyond the scope of this chapter. What matters here is that the strict
constraints of impartiality could be relaxed in a science court. Since the science court
is a political institution rather than a scientific one, it does not require jurors to bracket
their values, perspectives and knowledge in order to participate. Citizen jurors are
desirable precisely because they bring their values and knowledge to the process of
decision-making over science. The court’s goal of enabling citizens to scrutinize the
claims of scientists as well as the grounds of their own opinions does not require
starting the process from a blank state. To the contrary, the court is designed with the
assumption that the confrontation between the partial and contradictory perspectives
of competing experts and citizens could be instrumental in leading participants
collectively to better views.138
Relaxing the requirement of impartiality would permit jurors to participate
more actively in the courtroom drama instead of being a passive audience to a duel
between experts. Jurors would have the opportunity to challenge the claims of experts
in order to expose background assumptions and values, probe the implications of the
findings, discover the priorities driving the research and determine the strength and
certainty of the evidence presented. The questioning period would be essential for
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allowing citizens to contribute to the process by directly engaging with the content of
expert claims.
Deliberative democrats have not focused enough on the role of questions in
deliberation. They have prioritized reason-giving, justification and the presentation of
evidence as the main speech acts driving rational discussion aimed at reaching
mutually acceptable decisions. As critics have pointed out, this privileging of
reasoned argumentation can be problematic if some people do not have the skills to
make good arguments, and the distribution of these skills tracks objectionable
background inequalities.139 This problem is exacerbated on issues requiring expertise
since laypeople by definition will not have the knowledge and evidence to be able to
construct their own scientific arguments. This asymmetry makes it difficult for
interactions between experts and laypersons to resemble a conversation among equals,
which is held up as the ideal for deliberative democracy.
Shifting the focus from argumentation to question-and-answer could mitigate
this problem. Questioning has several advantages for enabling citizen participation on
issues requiring expertise. The person asking questions need not possess much
background knowledge on the topic to ask good questions and can bring out the
knowledge possessed by others by selecting the right questions. Once acquired, this
skill can be carried over to many different contexts. Moreover, the questioner has the
power to suggest or assert a particular interpretation of the facts through her choice of
questions. Criminal trials revolve around the progressive unfolding of two competing
narratives of the crime, and the attorney’s selection of questions is crucial for the
construction of a compelling and coherent story around the facts provided by
witnesses. Although citizen participants in a science court need not have constructed
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narratives in advance, they would have the opportunity to develop and articulate their
own interpretations in the questioning period.
There is already some research on the democratic potential of citizen
questioning. In a study exploring why parents in low-income communities did not
participate in decisions about public education, Rothstein and Santana found that the
answer parents gave most often was that they did not know what questions to ask the
authorities.140 The problem persisted even after the researchers provided the parents
with a list of issues to ask about; what the parents needed was not a list of issues, but
the skills for developing and asking their own questions. Once the researchers focused
on helping parents acquire these skills, parents were able to participate more
effectively and also said they felt more empowered. The authors claim that it is easier
to make people acquire good questioning skills than to teach them about the
intricacies of the public education system. This suggests that quick strategies for
helping citizens develop questioning skills may be a more important contribution to
participatory democracy than having experts instruct them on the science. Focusing
solely on instruction is unlikely to dissolve the comparative advantage of experts in
deliberation, whereas attention to questioning skills could empower non-experts to
interact as equals with experts, while actively seeking out the information they need.
This is partly because the question-answer format allows a meaningful debate
over the substance of claims despite the asymmetry of knowledge between
participants. Equally important, however, is the fact that such an arrangement
artificially reverses the authority relationship by putting those who possess less
knowledge in the more powerful position of asking questions. The power to ask
questions gives the questioner the chance to control the direction of the conversation,
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and imposes limits on what the person being interrogated can talk about. The
dominant role of the questioner is evident in the highly structured conversations
between police interrogators and suspects, interviewers and interviewees or therapists
and patients. In each of these examples, the party who knows less nonetheless has
greater control over the interaction. Setting up expert-layperson interactions within a
science court on this model would counterbalance the asymmetry in knowledge, and
neutralize a potential source of inequality in influence over the outcome.
The last chapter highlighted the points at which values and assumptions are
likely to play a role in scientific research. Juror question could be targeted toward
these points and jurors could be instructed to devote special attention to these areas.
Below is a rough categorization of the different types of questions that jurors could
ask on a scientific issue during the questioning period.
1) Questions for clarification
2) Questions probing underlying assumptions
3) Questions about the values or purposes that drive the choice of theories or models
4) Questions about the strength of the evidence and the uncertainty of findings
5) Questions about alternative perspectives and opposing views
6) Questions about the implications of findings
A science court that gives jurors broad questioning powers would closely
resemble another historic institution that has almost completely disappeared today: the
coroner’s jury. Coroner’s juries were convened to conduct investigations into the
cause of accidental, suspicious or violent deaths.141 They typically involved an
examination of the body by the coroner and a jury of ordinary citizens, followed by
testimony from the finder of the body, other witnesses and medical experts. The
distinguishing feature of the coroner’s jury was that jurors were free to interject with
questions to the witnesses and were encouraged to take an active role in the
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proceedings. When they were satisfied with their examination, they made a public
declaration of the cause of death. They were also allowed to add riders to the verdict,
expressing praise or blame, making recommendations for reform and even
commenting on the operation of the inquest itself.142
Aside from juror questioning of witnesses, what made this institution
particularly interesting for the relationship between science and politics was its
precarious but well-maintained balance of power between medical experts and citizen
jurors. Burney’s historical study of the evolution of the institution in nineteenth- and
early twentieth-century England reveals how the coroner’s juries became sites of
contestation between the rapidly increasing scientific authority of medical experts and
citizens’ political demands for information and participation.143 Burney challenges the
standard reformist narrative that saw the evolution of the institution in terms of the
rise of the scientific expert at the cost of the gradual displacement of popular
judgment. He argues instead that juries preserved their control over and interest in the
inquest despite the injection of increasingly sophisticated and professionalized
expertise into the process. The coroner’s jury paradoxically succeeded in legitimating
the status and influence of experts, while simultaneously remaining a “people’s court”
where citizens retained significant power to check the potential abuses of authority by
legal and medical experts. This makes it a particularly relevant model for a new
science court.
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D. Admissibility of Expert Evidence
Relaxing the requirement of impartiality may allow more flexibility in court
proceedings, but constraints will nonetheless be necessary to ensure that the trial stays
on topic. Both expert arguments and juror questions must be relevant to the purpose
of determining the truth and settling the policy question under consideration. Federal
rules of evidence offer the following test for judging the relevance of a piece of
evidence: “Evidence is relevant if it has any tendency to make a fact more or less
probable than it would be without the evidence; and the fact is of consequence.” 144
Moreover, “the court may exclude relevant evidence if its probative value is
substantially outweighed by a danger of one or more of the following: unfair
prejudice, confusing the issues, misleading the jury, undue delay, wasting time, or
needlessly presenting cumulative evidence.”145 Except for the prejudice restriction,
both of these rules are highly relevant for the science court as well. The institution
would therefore benefit from a moderator responsible for judging the relevance of
expert evidence and juror questions and making sure the court does not veer off
course.
The application of legal rules of evidence in a science court also raises a
question about the determination of admissibility standards for expert testimony.
Should all purportedly scientific views be accepted in a science court, or should there
be a filtering process to determine which views should be admitted? The standard for
admissibility in the legal context changed dramatically after the Supreme Court’s
decision in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc.146 Previously, judges were
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asked to determine admissibility based on whether the scientific principles underlying
the evidence were widely accepted in the scientific community.147 The Daubert ruling
gave judges broader gatekeeping powers by asking them to engage with the content of
expert evidence. The decision specified four different dimensions on which judges
could assess scientific views to determine its admissibility: 1) acceptance in the
scientific community (the old standard) 2) peer review and publication 3) testability 4)
rate of error. Legal scholars have been debating whether the Daubert standard serves
the purposes of the law, whether the philosophy of science presupposed by the
standard is coherent and whether judges have the competence to evaluate expert
evidence.148 My goal here is not to contribute to these debates, but to argue that
applying a Daubert-like standard to filter the expert views to be admitted in a science
court would undermine the purpose of the institution.
The underlying purpose of the Daubert standard is to shield jurors from
pseudoscience and direct them toward evidence that is more likely to help them arrive
at the truth on disputed matters of fact.149 But the determination of what counts as
pseudoscience is often one of the contested issues in a trial. The decision about
whether to delegate scientific gatekeeping powers ahead of the trial is therefore a
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decision about who should have the authority to determine what counts as bad science
in this context. To suggest that this should be anyone but the jury is to undermine the
justification of the institution, which is precisely to give ordinary citizens the
authority to examine available views as thoroughly as possible before determining
which would be acceptable as the basis of a decision, whether political or judicial. A
prior review for admissibility would take away a significant amount of the power of
the jury and hand it to the person responsible for doing the shielding. In the legal
context, scholars have justified this practice through empirically unsupported claims
about the judge’s superior ability to tell good science from bad,150 but this undermines
the justification of entrusting a jury with the decision on a technical matter in the first
place.
Moreover, the practice would also be problematic on epistemic grounds. One
of the arguments for a science court is that adversary proceedings are an effective way
of examining alternative views and exposing the weaknesses of each. The adversary
process is particularly well suited to exposing the defects of different views. It is part
of the logic of this institutional arrangement that false views should also be admitted
to the conversation. This ensures that the better, more scientific views are publicly
tested against the strongest criticism that could be made against them, and also that
the jury and the audience have a chance to examine and understand the grounds of
good and bad science alike. The scientific community has its own filtering
mechanisms to avoid dealing with pseudoscience at science at every turn, but since
peer review is not a precondition for expressing purportedly scientific opinions in the
public sphere, the only way to enable the acceptance of good science for political
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purposes is by testing it against contrary views that have influential in the public
sphere, even if they are based on pseudoscience.

E. Democratic Status and Legitimacy of a Science Court
Science courts could be initiated by concerned citizens or by elected
representatives. Initiating a science court would give citizens the opportunity to
contest the expertise behind controversial measures without possessing expertise of
their own or having to hire their own experts, as interest groups and corporations
might do. This would also increase the political agenda setting power of citizens and
make it easier for them to hold politicians accountable in more complex policy areas.
Elected officials could use the power to initiate a science court to share the political
and cognitive burden of dealing with issues involving complex science that go beyond
their own expertise. Alternatively, calling a science court could be a strategic move
for officials to avoid the entrenched party line on a scientific question and shift the
responsibility onto a jury of ordinary citizens. Officials would still retain the right to
ignore the recommendations of the science court, but this could become a costly move
if the science court acquired significant public authority. Initiating a science court
would be a way of changing the political costs and benefits of decisions on scientific
issues, as well as legitimating and improving the use of expertise on contested issues.
The science court would end result in a decision made by the jurors on the
policy question under consideration. This decision would be advisory; the legislature,
the president or the relevant local representatives would need to adopt its
recommendation before it could be enacted as policy. The court would not replace
processes of representative policy-making, but would complement and hopefully
improve them. Still, various measures could be taken to increase the political
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influence of the court proceedings and to make it more difficult for officials to ignore
its outcome. For instance, the conveners could seek an advance public commitment
from policymakers to following the court’s decision. The Minnesota Governor’s
commitment to the science court on the power line case was crucial in giving the
project its public momentum, at least in the beginning. Alternatively, officials could
be required to initiate a second science court on the same question if they rejected the
recommendations of a first one. Only after a second court delivered a decision would
they be allowed to disregard recommendations. The court could also acquire influence
with policymakers by gathering significant public support. This is not difficult to
imagine if it focused on a national level scientific question such as climate change and
the proceedings were televised. The arguments and counter-arguments presented at
the court might sway public opinion, or the court’s final decision might simply
acquire independent authority if the event were widely perceived to be fair,
democratic and well organized.
Two important features about the status of the science court are worth
clarifying: the source of its legitimacy and the scope of its influence. The procedural
legitimacy of the science court would be straightforward: The official status of a
science court would be similar to the status of a scientific advisory board. Since the
science court would not possess the authority to make decisions that would be binding
on other citizens, there would be no need to explain how an institution lacking an
official mandate could possess such authority.151
The more interesting question concerns the substantive legitimacy that an
organization authorized this way could come to enjoy based on the content of its
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activities, rather than only on the basis of its authorization procedure. A standard
account of advisory bodies authorized by representatives is that they are expected to
act as agents of the representative by fulfilling its wishes and purposes.152 However,
this account falls short both in theory and in practice. The independence required for
the proper functioning of some of these bodies, such as scientific advisory boards,
central banks, bureaus of statistics or government auditors, belies the claim that they
are expected simply to do as the representative wishes. Moreover, these bodies can
end up acquiring a significant amount of autonomy and power such that
representatives may have to defer to them even when they may have preferred not to
do so.153 When and how unelected bodies acquire this kind of power is an empirical
question of course; the salient normative question here is whether and how the power
of these unelected bodies could be justified, given that the purely procedural
principle-agent account is not enough to explain their role and function.
Some scholars have argued that unelected bodies such as scientific advisory
boards enjoy a different form of democratic legitimacy that is rooted in their
expertise.154 The logic of this argument is that the independence of these bodies
allows them to serve the general public interest rather than partisan goals, and that
their expertise allows them to do this well. These two features together are supposed
to supply expert bodies with democratic credentials in their own right, beyond the
credentials they have due to their mode of authorization. While it may be true that
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independent bodies that are effective in furthering the public interest acquire
legitimacy in the sense of acceptance by the public, normatively this legitimacy is no
different than the legitimacy that may be enjoyed by a benevolent dictatorship. There
is nothing specifically democratic about this; this legitimacy rests on things done for
the public rather than by the public.
This analysis reveals a paradox in the democratic legitimation of independent
bodies of experts in government: on the one hand their democratic legitimacy is
supposed to be derived from their authorization by and answerability to elected
representatives; on the other hand their success and acceptance depends on the degree
to which they can be independent and use their expertise to further the public interest
as they conceive of it. Even when their policy recommendations ultimately go through
the approval of the elected body that authorizes them, successful expert bodies can
acquire significant leverage that representatives cannot overlook. And in cases where
these bodies are weak and easy to ignore, they will have failed in fulfilling their
function. In other words, these expert institutions are successful to the extent that they
go beyond what legitimates them democratically.
This paradox could be resolved in a couple of different ways. One obvious
way would be to argue against the creation of such bodies altogether, or to suggest
that they should only be used in cases where a strict separation of facts and values is
possible, such that the representative can be very clear in defining the public interest
and these bodies could simply find technical ways to fulfill it. Both, however, are
dissatisfactory: Eliminating independent bodies would be neither feasible nor
desirable in a complex society that needs expertise and it would also reduce the
possibilities of what a modern state can accomplish through a carefully constructed
balance of democratic institutions. The second solution may work in some cases, but
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the difficulty of separating facts from values might mean that only a very narrow set
of tasks would pass this test.
A more promising approach would be to devise ways to expose expertise to
democratic contestation so that expert claims could be examined and expert advice
legitimated democratically before being used in the policymaking process. This is
where the science court comes in. An institutional setting where competing experts
are scrutinized directly by a group of citizens, who then go on to reach a decision on
the basis of the experts’ views, would provide a way to instill democratic legitimacy
into a process that would otherwise depend only on the so-called legitimacy of
expertise. The science court would also go some way toward reducing the inherent
tension of the role of experts in the policymaking process – namely, that
policymaking would lose its democratic legitimacy if experts acquired a lot of power
over representatives, and would lose the benefits of expertise if they had no influence
at all. If a citizen jury scrutinized expertise, then it would be both desirable and
legitimate for these bodies to acquire more authority to shape the representative’s
decisions.
In a political climate where experts enjoy high degrees of deference, the
science court would act as a check on their activities, whereas in cases where there is
a high degree of mistrust toward expertise, the democratic legitimation of citizen
scrutiny might strengthen the social credibility and political influence of science,
insofar as the science court manages to gain influence and publicity for itself. Either
way, the result would be to strengthen the influence of citizens on technical issues,
both over unelected expert bodies and elected representatives, thus contributing to the
healthy functioning of representative government.
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I have discussed the main institutional features of the science court, but have
left some of the more micro-level design issues unaddressed. These include whether
the jury selection process would allow peremptory challenge; whether jury
deliberations would be open or secret; whether decisions would be made unanimously
or by majority rule; and whether the verdict would only announce a decision or
whether it would also involve an explanation or justifications. I mention these only to
set them aside to be considered if and when this proposal is implemented.

IV. Objections
A. Scientific Truth Up for Vote?
One objection I anticipate to this proposal is that it amounts to putting
scientific truth to a popular vote. A version of this objection was directed at the
Kantrowitz proposal: Critics argued that adversary proceedings prioritize winning the
agreement of the judges (or jurors) over the truth of their claims, whereas science
does not depend on the assent of others for its truth.155 The science court would
therefore not be an appropriate setting for resolving scientific disputes.
The implied contrast between adversary and scientific methods of fact-finding
is correct, but this does not constitute an objection to the science court because it
misunderstands the purpose of the institution. The objection misses the distinction
between the truth of a scientific theory and its acceptance in a science court discussed
in Chapter 2. The decision about what facts to accept in this context is not a decision
about what is true; it is a decision about what can be reliably assumed or accepted for
the particular purposes of politics, given that the truth is unknown and there is
disagreement about what it is. This is a core point about the use of a science court in
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democracies. Scientific claims must gain the assent of citizens or their representatives
to become the basis of democratic policy. Any institution designed for the
incorporation of science into politics cannot but have this orientation toward
persuasion.
This does not preclude the search for the truth, and I have argued that
adversarial proceedings are well suited to enabling a thorough examination of
competing truth claims. But the professional community of scientists will have
different methods for settling controversies, given their shared methods and
orientation toward the long-term discovery of truth. The science court does not claim
settle controversies for the scientific community or to contribute to peer review. It is a
political institution designed to open truth claims to citizen input and scrutiny on
political questions requiring expertise.

B. Competence
Another serious objection is that this institution overestimates citizen
competence. Would citizens be able to understand and question expert claims? Would
not such an institution result in arbitrary decisions, divorced from scientific reality?
There are two ways to respond to this. The first is to argue that this proposal would be
an improvement over alternatives, given normative democratic constraints on which
alternatives would be acceptable. The second is to give reasons to believe that citizens
do in fact have the capacity to perform this task.
An important part of my argument is that it is necessary on democratic
grounds for citizens and their representatives to determine the direction of political
decisions on scientific issues, and that this cannot be realized by leaving the scientific
part to experts. Once the option of leaving things entirely to experts is rejected on
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normative grounds, the challenge is to come up with institutions in which citizens
could contribute most effectively. The institutional arrangements proposed here are
designed precisely to overcome the obstacles posed for democratic debate over
science by citizens’ lack of expertise.
The obstacles are twofold: first, ordinary citizens will not have the specialist’s
knowledge to contest expert claims. Secondly, the rational ignorance thesis states that
it will be irrational for citizens to invest time trying to acquire the knowledge that
would allow them to better evaluate complex technical issues since the likelihood of
influencing the outcome is slim and time is scarce.156 The science court addresses the
worry about rational ignorance by modifying two of the key variables that make
information gathering irrational: time and the small likelihood of influencing the
outcome. The proposal makes it mandatory for selected citizens to attend hearings and
to listen to all presentations of evidence. This allows (or forces) participants to
dedicate a serious amount of time to listening to experts; they effectively form a
captive audience. Moreover, the requirement that the jury must reach a decision that
will advise the policy-making process changes the stakes for participants: since this
decision will have more influence over policy than the opinion of an ordinary citizen
sitting at home, it is rational for jurors to invest mental energy to understanding the
scientific components of the problem.
This responds to the worry about citizen ignorance. However, the competence
objection consists of both a knowledge component and a capacity component. The
worry about capacity is that citizens will simply not be able to understand expert
claims, no matter how hard they try. A good way to test this claim is to look at
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evidence from jury trials, particularly civil cases, where juries have to evaluate
complex scientific testimony from a wide range of experts before reaching a verdict.
The charge that juries are confused by scientific testimony and reach arbitrary verdicts
based on the emotional appeals of lawyers and expert witnesses is widespread,157 but
empirical research indicates that juries in fact perform their task very well: They
evaluate experts based on the merits of their testimony rather than on their likeability
or credentials, and understand the purpose and effects of the adversary process.158
Of course researchers who set out to assess the competence of jurors face the
difficulty of positing some kind of external standard of correctness by which the
evaluate the jurors. Since trial verdicts are never simply judgments about the truth or
falsity of scientific claims, and since even the truth or falsity of competing scientific
claims is often contested even among experts, finding such an evaluative standard
poses a significant, perhaps insurmountable, methodological limit to these studies.
Still, existing studies have used a variety of different methods, which together present
a consistent picture of good performance. These methods include asking the presiding
judge what verdict they would have given and comparing it to the jury’s verdict,
asking external and independent experts to evaluate competing expert testimony
presented at the trial, interviewing jurors about their decision-making process to
understand how much they engaged with the content of expert testimony, and
observing actual or mock jury deliberations.
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Let me briefly summarize the findings in the literature. Kalven and Zeisel’s
well-known study of jury trials in the 1950s found that in 80 percent of the 6000 cases
studied, the presiding judges said they would have given the same verdict as the
jury.159 In the 20 percent where judges disagreed with juries, the disagreement was
found to be unrelated to the complexity of the case. More recent studies, motivated by
the possibility that a study from the 1950s would not capture the effects of increased
complexity, followed the same methodology and found similar results both in
criminal and civil cases, with complexity remaining irrelevant for explaining cases of
disagreement.160 Three studies asking physicians to examine jury decisions in cases of
medical malpractice, and another study that closely examined thirteen “complex”
cases found no evidence of jury irrationality.161 One study that interviewed jurors in
five cases involving scientific testimony found that a significant number of jurors
could articulate the main scientific issues, and understood the basic points made by
competing experts.162 Another study interviewed 55 jurors who served on a range of
cases including medical malpractice, workplace injury, product liability, asbestos or
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motor vehicles, and found that the majority of the jurors could critically evaluate the
testimony of experts and gave nuanced responses to questions about the evidence.163
Particularly interesting for my purposes here are the findings from the Arizona
Jury Project’s videotaping of 50 jury trials, where jurors were allowed to question
expert witnesses – a rare practice in most states due to concerns about compromising
juror impartiality.164 What is striking in this study is how detailed and probing some
of the juror questions about science turn out to be. Here is a set of jury questions from
a case involving a knee injury:
“Why no medical records beyond the two years prior to the accident? What tests or
determination besides subjective patient’s say so determined [your diagnosis of] a
migraine? What exact symptoms did he have regarding a migraine? Why no other
tests to rule out other neurological problems? Is there a measurement for the amount
of serotonin in his brain? What causes serotonin not to work properly? Is surgery a
last resort? What is indothomiacin? Can it cause problems if you have prostate
problems?”165
Here are some questions from an automobile injury case:
“Not knowing how she was sitting or her weight how can you be sure she hit her
knee? Would these factors change your estimate of 15 ft/sec travel speed? If a body in
motion stays in motion, and she was continuing motion from prior to the impact, how
did this motion begin and what do you base this on? How tall is the person who sat in
your exemplar car to reconstruct the accident and how heavy was he? What is the
error in your 10 mph estimate? Is the time of 50-70 milliseconds based on an estimate
of the size of the dent? Do you conclude that the Olds was slowed and pushed to the
left by the Lincoln and [if so] how would the plaintiff move to the right and
forward?”166
Although these are cherry-picked examples, they are meant to illustrate the
Arizona Jury Project’s broader conclusion that jurors were able to engage closely with
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the content of expert testimony. Overall, the empirical evidence refutes the claim that
juries are incapable of understanding expert testimony and making sensible decisions
in cases involving complex technical knowledge. The competence objection against
the science court is not backed by long-standing evidence from the analogous
institution of the civil jury trial.
One last thing I want to add on the question of competence is that it is
important not to essentialize the concept by assuming that a person either has or does
not have competence on an issue. Competence can be developed over time through
practice and participation, or it can be acquired if and when an issue becomes
particularly salient – for instance if one is called to jury duty on a scientific issue.
Jurors can also be given training before the court proceedings on key scientific
concepts, evidentiary standards and measures of uncertainty, as well as on the types of
questions they could ask, as listed earlier. Furthermore, public comprehension and
competence can be improved through more effective communication strategies and
more intelligible presentations of complex information. The literature on jury
competence not only evaluates how well juries perform, but also examines
communicative strategies that improve the understanding of jurors. Research on the
public communication of science can also prove helpful on this point.

V. The Science Court and Other Mini-Publics
Direct citizen involvement in political decision-making through small,
organized, participatory settings is obviously not a new idea for democratic theory.
There is a large and rapidly growing literature on small-scale participatory
experiments such as citizen juries, deliberative polls, consensus conferences and
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planning cells.167 These deliberative mini-publics are all meant to enhance citizen
participation, increase the legitimacy of democratic decisions, allow citizens to hold
decision-makers accountable, improve the quality and effectiveness of policies,
bolster civic engagement and improve the education of the citizenry, although
different institutional designs prioritize different goals. In this section, I will clarify
how the proposal I have developed fits into this literature and improves upon existing
models’ treatment of expertise.
A serious shortcoming of the literature on deliberative democracy has been its
neglect of the complexities of citizen deliberation on issues requiring expertise. This
was perhaps inevitable for epistemic democrats, who maintain that large groups of
ordinary citizens are superior to small groups of experts in arriving at certain kinds of
truth. It would be difficult, if not entirely unreasonable, to maintain that randomly
selected citizens would do better than a group of scientists in discovering scientific
truths. The mechanisms by which the epistemic advantages of large groups are meant
to be realized – cognitive diversity, dispersed private or local knowledge, deliberation,
Condorcetian aggregation – could supplement expert knowledge, but they could not
replace it. This is why Estlund defines the scope of his argument as issues of moral
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truth,168 and Landemore defines it slightly more vaguely as political decisions, while
conceding that it is likely not to include complex issues such as climate change.169
The neglect is more difficult to explain in other strands of deliberative
democracy, and especially in the literature on mini-publics, which has given a central
role to expert advice from its early beginnings.170 The practice of bringing experts and
citizens together to discuss policy questions about new technology can be traced back
the Danish Board of Technology’s first consensus conference, which was held in
1987.171 Consensus conferences involve fifteen to twenty citizens who listen to expert
testimony and then deliberate about the social and ethical issues raised by proposed
technological innovations. The purpose is to make sure that the development of new
technologies addresses the concerns of citizens. Citizen input is oriented toward
agenda setting and information gathering, rather than decision-making about policy.
Fishkin’s deliberative poll is another well-known example of a deliberative
setting that brings together citizens and experts. Deliberative polls differ from
consensus conferences in selecting a much larger number of citizens through random
sampling. This ensures that the composition of participants is truly representative of
public opinion. Although deliberative polls are not designed specifically for issues
involving science or technology, the involvement of experts and briefing materials are
key features of the institution. Kitcher has recently proposed a very similar model
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designed exclusively for the discussion of scientific issues. His ideal of “well-ordered
science” involves scientists tutoring selected citizen participants about the technical
aspects of an issue so that they can go on to deliberate in a more informed fashion.172
The aim is to transform citizen preferences by exposure to scientific facts, and to
prevent “vulgar democracy,” which Kitcher defines as the shaping of government
policy on scientific issues by the “untutored” preferences of citizens, formed in
ignorance of science.
The general problem with the scholarship on deliberative bodies with expert
participants is that they conceptualize the relationship between experts and citizens as
a primarily educative one. The information provided by the experts is meant to
improve the quality of deliberation and help citizens develop “considered” or
“tutored” opinions and preferences. The implicit expectation is that citizens will
accept the expert views more or less at face value and deliberate on the basis of these
facts, rather than examining the facts themselves.
This educational orientation is reflected in the institutional design of existing
models. Their expert panels typically consists of one expert from each relevant field,
which makes it difficult for citizens to see the weaknesses of expert views or to get a
sense of possible alternatives. Fishkin’s stipulation that “carefully balanced briefing
materials” should be provided ignores the challenges of providing a fair
representation of different expert views through such materials. Furthermore, the
effectiveness of these institutions are measured through before-and-after surveys that
use the degree of citizen uptake of information provided by experts as an indicator of
success.173
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All of these features support the view that these mini-public are designed with
the expectation that citizens should absorb information, rather than contest it.
Although these proposals have the appearance of democratizing expertise by bringing
experts and citizens together, the expert-layperson interaction seems designed to
prioritize concerns about citizen ignorance. The roles assigned to experts and citizens
ironically replicate the conventional division of labor in which experts supply the
facts and laypeople debate about the values. Some commentators have even called the
role of citizens “value consultants.”174 These proposals have paid virtually no
attention to the potential limitations of expertise and the need to critically evaluate
expert claims.
Fung offers a different model that lies between the educational model and
epistemic democracy.175 He argues that citizens often possess local knowledge and
problem-solving ability on issues that defy experts and that citizens and experts
deliberating together could generate better solutions to seemingly intractable technical
problems that neither could address satisfactorily on their own. Although this does not
see the experts’ role as purely educational, it shares the educational model’s primary
orientation toward increased quality of decisions. The competence, knowledge or
creativity that citizens can bring becomes the justification for their participation. This
in turn implies that if citizens possessed no advantage over experts, the issue would
not require their participation. Fung writes: “Some areas would beneﬁt very little from
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deliberation because they require highly specialized kinds of knowledge or training or
because citizens have no distinctive insight or information.”176
Despite their democratic aims, both of these influential approaches serve to
reinforce different varieties of a technocratic logic. While the first approach insists
that public opinion must be educated before it influences policy, the second idealizes
the managerial partnership of ordinary citizens and experts for “performancebased”177 policy that can make up for the shortcomings of centralized expert
policymaking, such as its ignorance of crucial local details. These models take
scientific expertise at face value in assuming that inviting experts to participate in a
forum is straightforwardly equivalent to instilling wisdom into the decision-making
process. They do not take into account the obstacles caused by expert disagreement,
the biases and unexamined assumptions involved in knowledge claims, or the
difficulty of dealing with uncertain science for political purposes. Moreover, neither
model pays attention to the difficulties of non-experts deliberating on technical issues
with those who possess more knowledge and authority.
These models thus miss the opportunity to use mini-publics for the purpose of
enabling more contestation of expert claims. They fail to take advantage of the full
potential of these institutions for giving more direct power to citizens in areas where
citizens are particularly far removed from their government. But even if we adopted
their view that improving the education of citizens and the quality of decisions should
be the priorities for mini-publics, the potential limitations of expert claims and the
difficulties of deliberation between experts and non-experts raise doubts about
whether the hoped-for improvements in quality could be realized under existing
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models. If the deliberation process is coopted by experts, the epistemic benefits that
could be expected from the interaction of experts and laypeople would disappear
since citizens would not have had a meaningful opportunity to shape the outcome of
the debate in light of their own knowledge, values and diverse perspectives.
Empirical studies of mixed juries of professional judges and lay citizens
provide support for this view: mixed tribunals are widely criticized for reducing
laypersons to “nodders” with a tendency to follow the lead of the professional
judges.178 If the expert views that inform deliberation were problematic in some way,
for instance because they make assumptions that are not shared by citizens, then the
resulting deliberation would proceed on the basis of these problematic views. The
legitimating role of citizen participation would effectively become a rubber stamp of
the expert views that are made available. Under these circumstances, the mini-publics
would fall short even on their own terms.
A major contribution of my proposal to this literature is that it develops
institutional rules with an eye to overcoming these particular difficulties. I argue for
an adversarial set-up to facilitate lay scrutiny over expert claims and a questionanswer format designed to allow laypeople to examine the assumptions behind expert
claims, rather than just to seek clarification or more information. This orientation
toward the contestation of experts focuses on the potential value of these participatory
institutions for opening up expertise to more meaningful democratic scrutiny. All
scholars in this genre maintain that mini-publics are meant to enhance both quality
and democratic accountability. But I raise doubts about the possibility of realizing
either of these desired benefits without addressing the difficulties specific to expert-
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layperson interactions and changing the orientation of these institutional settings
toward contestation rather than deliberation.
Concern with the quality of political decisions on technical issues is not a bad
thing, of course, but it can become problematic if a trade-off must be made between
quality and other democratic values. As Lafont has recently pointed out, the emphasis
on quality may create a democratic legitimacy problem for the use of Fishkin-Kitcher
style mini-publics to inform policy.179 Although Lafont’s criticism does not focus on
expertise in particular, attention to the role of experts in these bodies brings her
critique into sharper relief. Lafont notes (as I have) that Fishkin’s mini-publics are
meant to improve both the democratic legitimacy and quality of policy decisions. The
former is achieved by the selection of participants by random sampling, which results
in the descriptive representation of public opinion at a micro level. The deliberation
process then improves the quality of this public opinion and produces the
“considered” opinion of the citizenry.
But Lafont argues that precisely this transformation of the opinions of
participants through the filter of deliberation means that the micro-public is no longer
representative of the public as a whole in the descriptive sense crucial for Fishkin’s
conception of legitimacy. By becoming better informed and having reasoned about
the issues at hand they have become more like experts on those issues than ordinary
citizens.180
“Why should their judgments have any more recommending force that those of
experts that may be substantively superior on their merits? Why should these
judgments be particularly authoritative? The answer cannot be that these judgments
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are those of “the people,” because they no longer are. And since they are not, why
should they have any recommending force for the citizenry at large? Precisely
because they have not participated in the deliberative process of becoming informed,
weighing the evidence, testing their arguments in light of counterarguments of
opponents, and so on, non-participants have no specific reason or justification to
endorse the recommendations of the deliberative poll. If this is correct, then on what
basis would it be legitimate to ask them to blindly endorse these
recommendations?”181
This point is most salient in cases where selected citizens are simply tutored
by experts. If participating citizens wholly absorb the views of experts, then the
democratic legitimacy that comes from the direct involvement of ordinary citizens in
policy-making loses its force. It becomes unclear why policymakers should not
simply defer to experts and ignore the mini-public altogether. But if the mini-public
involves an exchange in which citizens critically evaluate expert claims rather than
simply deferring to them, then the objection loses its force. The deference of
policymakers and other citizens to the recommendations of the science court would be
justified on the grounds that a group of ordinary citizens have spent a significant
amount of time carefully examining different scientific views on an issue. Any
representative institution, and especially one that considers complex issues, will
involve a gap between the views of representatives and those of the represented.182
The advantage of a science court is that this gap is likely to be smaller with citizenjurors than with scientist-judges. The fact that jurors are descriptively representative
of the general population allows non-participants to infer that they could have reached
a similar conclusion if they had participated in a similar process.
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Chapter 4: Rethinking Public Funding for Science

“Was Duck Penis Study Appropriate Use of Taxpayer Money?” 183 ran a Fox
News headline from 2013. The article attacked an NSF-funded animal behavior study
on duck genitalia conducted at Yale University as a wasteful use of federal money.
Two years before, another scientific study had been held up for ridicule: “Your Tax
Dollars at Work: Shrimp on Treadmills.”184 Although the immediate target of the
attack was different, the main goal was the same: To criticize the NSF for wasting
hundreds of thousands of taxpayer dollars in support of scientific projects that were
supposed to seem obviously trivial to a layperson. To make the point more vivid, the
earlier story also included a rather fascinating video from the study, featuring – you
guessed it – a shrimp exercising on a miniature treadmill.
Mocking randomly selected examples of “silly” science has become a standard
rhetorical tool for Republicans who want to cut spending on science and complain
about the federal government’s wastefulness.185 The scientists responsible for the
studies on duck genitalia and shrimp on treadmills were the recent victims, but this
popular strategy has been used by Republican politicians and media against many
unsuspecting scientists over the years. Since these attacks on science have become
both more frequent and more vocal, we must take seriously the theoretical questions
they raise about the role of politics in determining funding for science. Should
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Congress and politicians interfere with how scientists distribute public funds among
scientific projects? This chapter addresses this question.
Science funding lies at the intersection of two areas political theorists have had
surprisingly little to say about. The first is the provision of public goods. The vast
literature on equality and distributive justice has focused mostly on principles and
institutions governing the distribution of private goods to individuals.186 Stateproduced goods such as social security, health and income support have been the
focus of distributive justice only insofar as they are distributed to individuals. At first,
it might seem to make sense that public goods are not the concern of theories of
distribution: since no one can be excluded from benefiting once public goods are
produced, there is nothing to be distributed. However, that people cannot be excluded
from using public goods does not mean that all will use them equally, nor does it
mean that all users will value them equally. This, coupled with the fact that the
provision of public goods depends on funds collected coercively through taxation,
raises questions about what justifies the provision of public goods, which goods can
justifiably be supplied by the state, and what procedures must regulate the decision
process. Scientific knowledge is a paradigm example of a public good: it is nonexcludable – no one can be excluded from benefiting from knowledge once it is
disseminated, and it is non-rivalrous – use by one person does not diminish the
amount of knowledge left for others. It is therefore essential to consider public
funding of science against the backdrop of broader normative concerns raised by the
provision of public goods.
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The other area political theorists have neglected is the study of the relationship
between democracy, justice and the creation of knowledge. While theorists readily
admit that the production of material goods is of primary concern for theories of both
justice and democracy, they have not paid enough attention to the concerns specific to
decisions about the production and diffusion of knowledge. This, too, is a mistake
since both the production and non-production of knowledge has implications for the
possibilities for politics. The close connection between scientific inquiry and truth,
and the special link between science and policy in the modern state create a set of
additional concerns for the public funding of science that go beyond the
considerations that apply to the public provision of roads, bridges, infrastructure, or
even of art. It becomes essential to consider the conditions under which reliable
scientific knowledge can be generated and how the knowledge produced will affect
democratic decision-making.
To determine the proper role of political input over science funding decisions,
we must therefore consider the following cluster of related normative questions about
public goods and the creation of knowledge: 1) What justifies government spending
on public goods broadly understood; 2) What justifies public support for science; 3)
What is the relationship between an autonomous scientific community and scientific
progress; and 4) What is the relationship between political decision-making on
scientific issues and decisions on science funding. Each of these will be addressed in a
section of this chapter. While the first three sections focus mainly on funding for basic
research, the last will turn to funding for scientific issues that have already become
politically salient. The distinction will not always be clear in practice, but it is
theoretically useful for clarifying how the degree of uncertainty about the political
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stakes in funding decisions should affect the appropriate level of political input and
the proper distributive principles guiding the decision.

I. Political Theory and Public Goods
In A Theory of Justice, Rawls divides expenditures by the state into two
categories: those required by justice and those that are not.187 The former are
governed by his two principles of justice and apply to the background institutions in a
society, including legal definitions of property rights and a scheme of taxation.188
These are expenditures necessary for the sustenance of a just basic structure in which
all resulting distributions of income and wealth would also be just. There can be
different views on the particular expenditures required for just basic institutions, but
Rawls suggests that fair equality of opportunity for education and training, basic
healthcare and a decent income will be part of any liberal conception of justice.189
These expenditures are not subject to a popular vote. What justifies their imposition
on all citizens is the fact that they are a necessary cost of living in a just, mutually
advantageous cooperative venture. This contentious claim gave rise to the famous
debate between Rawls and Nozick on whether the benefits derived from a cooperative
enterprise could ground an obligation to share its burdens.190 I mention this
foundational debate about the basis of political obligation only to bracket it; what is of
interest here is Rawls’ second category of public goods: those not required by justice.
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Rawls points out that the requirements of justice might not cover all public
expenditures that citizens might wish to make. “If a sufficiently large number of them
find the marginal benefits of public goods greater than that of goods available through
the market, it is appropriate that ways should be found for government to provide
them.”191 Since justice does not require the provision of these additional public goods,
the principle regulating their provision will be solely that of benefit. Rawls then
specifies how benefit should be understood in this context by appealing to Wicksell’s
unanimity principle. In his 1896 article “A New Principle of Just Taxation,” Wicksell
had argued that if a public good is an efficient use of social resources, there must be a
distribution of tax burdens that would gain unanimous approval.192 Decision-makers
should consider proposals for public goods together with alternative schemes for the
distribution of their tax burdens. Only those tax schemes that gained unanimous
approval should be provided. This approach would ensure that those who would
derive no benefit from the good would not be forced to pay, and the distribution of
burdens across individuals would track the value of the good for each.
Rawls adopts this principle and proposes the creation of a separate branch of
government – the exchange branch – to deal with the evaluation of interests and
preferences necessary for the application of this principle to particular decisions.193
Interestingly, the only specific class of goods he mentioned as an illustration for the
functions of the exchange branch is public funds for the arts and sciences.194
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As others have pointed out, Wicksell’s unanimity principle is problematic as a
theory of public goods.195 For one thing, it ignores the possibility of strategic behavior
or bargaining by individuals to secure better deals for themselves. Under this system,
individuals will have incentives to misrepresent their preferences in order to secure a
lower tax rate for goods that they would like to have provided. Since everyone has
this incentive, the unanimity principle will result in the under provision of public
goods: this is a version of the classic free rider problem. Wicksell wrote with the
assumption that individuals would simply state their true preferences in order to bring
about a desired communal outcome; he did not consider the possibility of strategic
behavior. This was not an unusual assumption for someone writing at that time, but it
is puzzling that Rawls could endorse unanimity principle as a reasonable theory of
public goods, given that he must have been aware of economists’ critiques of its
neglect of strategic behavior.
Even if we bracket the difficulties posed to the application of this principles by
strategic actors, the Wicksell rule still allows for an extremely narrow scope for state
provision of non-justice goods. Specifically, it only allows the provision of goods that
represent a Pareto improvement. Under this rule, the state could not make anyone
subsidize goods she would not benefit from, or pay more for a good than its value to
her. Only those taxation packages under which no one would be a net loser would
pass the unanimity requirement. The principle rests on a narrow understanding of
economic efficiency; it simply institutes an alternative trading mechanism for cases
where the market mechanism breaks down.
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Rawls justifies his adoption of this principle on the grounds that it would
prevent the state from imposing unwanted burdens on people by appealing to
perfectionist justifications that they do not share.196 While expenditures required by
justice could be justified on the basis that just basic structures are necessary for all,
this logic cannot be applied to discretionary goods, which are justified by appeal to
particular conceptions of the good. “The principles of justice do not permit
subsidizing universities and institutes, or opera and the theater on the grounds that
these institutions are intrinsically valuable and those who engage in them are to be
supported even at some expense to others who do not receive compensating
benefits.”197 This, he argues, would be equivalent to forcing people to subsidize the
private expenses of others.198
Is it possible to avoid the imposition of burdens on citizens on the basis of
intrinsic-value justifications, while allowing the state to provide a wider range of
public goods? An obvious alternative would be to replace the economic efficiency
approach with political decision-making. Decisions about public goods are no
different than other political situations where people with different and incompatible
196
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preferences must reach an agreement about what to do. The unanimity principle uses
the logic of the market to settle the decision: The transaction will take place only if
everyone agrees to it. The alternative method is to institute a fair decision procedure
to select among competing preferences and values. This is what democratic decisionmaking is does: in cases where people hold competing conceptions of the good, the
decision about what to do is reached through a fair procedure, such as majority rule,
that is agreed upon in advance.
Of course, replacing unanimity with a fair decision procedure to settle
decisions about the provision of public goods will mean that some people will be
forced to subsidize goods that they do not want and will not benefit from.
Nonetheless, the justification for this will not be that these goods are intrinsically
valuable or beneficial. Those who want the good can justify their preference in terms
of their own conception of the good and they can try to persuade others to support this
with appeals to intrinsic value. Once the decision is made, however, what would
justify the state’s imposing burdens on the minority is not the intrinsic value of the
good, but that it has been selected through a fair decision procedure.
What is attractive about this approach is that it allows everyone to have more
of the public goods that they want, even if they may lose out on individual decisions
and be forced to subsidize others. Most people who want some public goods therefore
have reason to prefer this system to the Rawlsian one. If a society is divided between
those who want to fund science and those who want to fund the arts, for instance, then
forcing each to subsidize the projects of others will lead to a mutually beneficial
outcome, even though each will have been coerced to pay for something they did not
want. The system allows groups to cross subsidize each other, so that they take turns
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in having their preferred goods provided. If the system works well, most people might
be net winners.

II. Justifying Public Funding for Basic Research
The most significant change to scientific research in the last century was the
rise of an extensive system of public funding for science. The dramatic increase in
public funds for science after World War II transformed the scale and power of
science, while rendering most new scientific research dependent on the continuation
of public support.199 Since funding for science represents a non-trivial portion of the
federal budget, and since this level of public support for science is unprecedented in
history, it is worth analyzing the normative arguments that support it. The last section
provided an argument for justifying the provision of public goods broadly speaking.
This section will turn to the specific question of how public funding for science can
be and has been justified. I will then examine the implications of these justifications
for the distribution of funds among different scientific projects.
Following the framework set by Rawls, there could be two normative
strategies for justifying science funding. The first would show that some level of
science funding is a requirement of justice. Although Rawls mentions science and art
subsidies as paradigm cases of public goods not required by justice, his discussion is
meant to apply to a society with just background institutions and a just distribution of
income and wealth. He does not discuss subsidies for science in a non-just society. If
the assumption of background justice is relaxed, it becomes easier to make the case
that subsidies for science can be necessary for justice, especially if their allocation is
also guided by justice-enhancing principles. In fact, one possible reason why Rawls’s
199
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rather strange discussion of the provision of non-justice public goods through the
exchange branch has been largely neglected might be the fact that a very broad scope
of state expenditures could be justified simply by appealing to his principles of
justice.
How might spending on scientific research be a requirement of justice? If we
stay within the Rawlsian framework, the answer would link scientific research to the
two principles of justice: securing equal liberties and promoting the long-term
interests of the least advantaged. Scientific research can be shown to be related to the
production and distribution of some of the primary goods necessary for free and equal
citizenship. For instance, science can help strengthen national defense, fight disease,
improve healthcare and ensure better environmental quality. Science can also
stimulate downstream technological innovation and accelerate economic growth, thus
creating more wealth for society as a whole. If these economic benefits can be
coupled with a system of fair distribution, science could be an important long-term
resource for improving the lot of the least advantaged. But we need not be committed
to the Rawlsian theory of justice. As long as it is accepted that justice can require the
provision of certain goods by the state, it should be possible to fill in the details of the
link between science and these goods according to the requirements of different
theories of justice, while keeping the same basic structure for the argument.
Although this line of argument is plausible, it runs into a serious obstacle: the
problem of indeterminacy.200 It is almost impossible to predict the social impact and
benefits from particular lines of basic scientific research. The indeterminacy operates
at multiple levels: We cannot tell which research projects will deliver a significant
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breakthrough; what the social implications and uses of new knowledge will be;
whether the costs of a project will be worth the eventual benefits; or whether in the
end there will be net benefits on issues that can be plausibly tied to the requirements
of justice.201 The ever-present hazard is that large investments will turn out to be a
waste of resources; or worse, that the harm and injustice that results from the
application of some new research will outweigh any potential improvements to
justice.
Those in favor of large amounts of public support for science typically cite
examples of scientific research that has led to advances beyond anything the
researchers or the funders could possibly envision at the early stages. The history of
the research that eventually led to the development of the Internet is a typical
illustration of this happy scenario.202 The Department of Defense’s Department of
Advanced Research Projects Agency generously funded cutting edge research into
two budding theoretical concepts that were at the forefront of computing science at
the time: “packet-switching” and “a network of networks.” Although the hope was
that this might lead to the design of a communications network for the military,
nobody had any idea what form this would take. The research was carried out by a
group of innovators separated from the ordinary operations of the military and
removed from the pressures of delivering an end product at a specific time. Neither
the funders nor the scientists envisioned that this research would lead to a product
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with non-military applicability or commercial potential – let alone one that would be
so transformative.
But for every project that delivers such transformative results, many others
will fail to deliver even the benefits that are reasonable to expect and will result in a
waste of resources. The Superconducting Super Collider project and the big push to
eradicate cancer in the 90s are both examples of expensive disappointments. The
problem is that it remains difficult to predict in advance which projects will deliver –
and when.203
That the results of scientific research are unpredictable is not an argument for
or against public funding for science – although it is can be used to support both – but
it poses a significant obstacle to justice-based justifications of funding. If the outcome
of a particular funding decision cannot be predicted with any degree of confidence, it
is difficult to maintain that it is nonetheless required by justice. Policies that are
required by justice must be justifiable to those who will be bound by them and their
justification must involve some evidence that the intended justice-enhancing results
are likely to be attained through the proposed policy. Certainty cannot be expected of
course, but it must be possible to give reasons about what outcomes can be expect
from the policy. I argued in earlier chapters that the uncertainty of scientific research
raises significant challenges to justifying policies on technical issues on purely on the
basis of expertise. The uncertainty in funding decisions for basic science far exceeds
the uncertainty in these specific policy proposals.
When the uncertainty is so great, it no longer makes sense to ask whether
justice might require it; the relevant questions are how much risk a society would be
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willing to take to produce justice-enhancing outcomes and how much confidence
citizens have in the policy’s likelihood of delivering the desired results. These are
effectively questions about how much faith citizens have in scientific research. Once
the issue is framed in terms of collective risk-taking, it seems clear that the provision
of less risky public goods that are more likely to produce intended justice-related
outcomes should be prioritized over risky investments that may or may not even turn
out to serve justice, insofar as justice is the goal. It can’t be a requirement of justice
that citizens take risky bets over safe ones – or that they have put their faith in
science. This also suggests that the justice argument would be more likely to lend
support for applied research with more certain short-term benefits over basic research
that is uncertain and might only deliver results in the long run. It is very difficult for
funding for basic research to overcome the indeterminacy objection.
The alternative to justifying funding for basic scientific research as a
requirement of justice is to justify it as a discretionary public good: not required by
justice, but desired or valued by citizens. There are several different grounds on which
the value of science can be defended; some are instrumental and some intrinsic. First,
there are the material benefits mentioned above: the trickle-down from abstract
scientific research can lead to improvements in all areas of life, from improved health
to agricultural productivity, better air quality to more efficient transportation, to
breakthroughs in computing that can improve the living standards for everyone
around the world. Although the indeterminacy problem persists, it does not pose the
same kind of obstacle for the justification of discretionary goods as it does for goods
required by justice. That a majority of citizens want a good and believe a policy will
deliver it is enough to justify the provision of discretionary goods. This, after all, is a
key feature that distinguishes the two categories: discretionary goods are justified
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exclusively on the basis of the preferences and values of the majority of citizens,
whereas goods required by justice must meet a higher standard of justification
grounded in a theory of justice.
A second line of argument for scientific research would focus on the political
benefits. Scientific knowledge can improve the quality of policy-making, help create a
more informed citizenry and raise the quality of public discourse.204 Science can bring
new issues or problems to the attention of the public, either by pointing out a problem
people didn’t know they were facing, such as in the case of climate change, or by
making new discoveries that demand attention because of the political or moral issues
they raise, as in the disputes over stem cell research and biomedical technologies. It
can also improve the quality of policies by providing useful information on
complicated technical matters, such as on issues of public health or environmental
quality. A shared interest in the quality and effectiveness of policies can be another
way to defend the value of public funding for science.
Finally, citizens might value scientific knowledge for its own sake. Satisfying
our curiosity and deepening our understanding of the world around us is valuable in
itself. A society might be a better one simply because its citizens have a deeper
understanding of the world and dedication to freely pursuing the unknown.
Furthermore, the cultivation of curious individuals who are dedicated to the pursuit of
truth may be necessary for the realization of all of the practical benefits of science
mentioned above. The free pursuit of knowledge develops the cognitive powers of
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individuals and sustains a vibrant intellectual atmosphere of discovery and
experimentation in which further research can continue and flourish.
These are some of the possible justifications for supporting science with
taxpayer money. The next section turns to the historical reasons given to justify the
vast system of public funding for science put in place in the United States after World
War II and examines their philosophical basis.

III. Autonomy, Dissent and Scientific Progress
At the end of World War II, President Roosevelt asked Vannevar Bush to
produce a report outlining a new vision for how the government might support
scientific research in the postwar period.205 The report that Bush produced in response
– Science: The Endless Frontier – became the single most influential document
imagining the role of science in a large modern democracy.206 Bush’s argument and
the structure of public support for science erected largely following its
recommendations had two key features. The first was the justification of public
support for science almost entirely on the basis of instrumental benefits. “Advances in
science when put to practical use mean more jobs, higher wages, shorter hours, more
abundant crops, more leisure for recreation, for study, for learning how to live without
the deadening drudgery which has been the burden of the common man for ages
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past,”207 Bush wrote. “Advances in science will also bring higher standards of living,
will lead to the prevention or cure of diseases, will promote conservation of our
limited national resources, and will assure means of defense against aggression.”
This was a clever strategy to address the dilemma facing science at the end of
the war. The American public appreciated the role that science and scientists had
played in wining the war, but lacked a clear non-military vision that could justify
continuing to spend large amounts of public funds on abstract scientific research. At
the same time, the continuation of large amounts of public funding had become more
crucial than ever for scientists because military investment in basic research during
the war had rendered cutting edge science dependent on large amounts of money.
Bush’s challenge was to come up with a persuasive narrative for what science could
do to improve the lives of ordinary citizens that would ensure continued investment in
basic research.
The second key tenet of the report was the necessity of granting scientists a
high degree of autonomy from political processes, including giving them control over
the distribution of public funds for science.208 Bush claimed that the public would
benefit most from science if scientists were left free to pursue abstract research into
areas that interested them. “Scientific progress on a broad front results from the free
play of free intellects, working on subjects of their own choice, in the manner dictated
by their curiosity for exploration of the unknown,”209 Bush wrote. Politicians might
decide on broad issue areas to be given priority based on the interests and needs of the
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public, but scientists would determine the allocation of funds among particular
research topics, without political considerations.
The report did not provide much evidence of the link between basic research
and improvements in the quality of life for ordinary citizens, nor did it spell out why
the greatest public benefits would be realized this way. Citizens were asked to take
these on faith. Given the high levels of trust in science and scientists after the war, this
did not prove difficult. But since this report effectively shaped the structure of science
funding for the next half century and since public trust in science has fluctuated over
the course of this period, it is worth looking beyond its persuasiveness at the time and
analyzing the argument on its merits. This will require imagining what might fill in
the blanks in Bush’s argument.
What could justify giving scientists a high degree of autonomy over the
allocation of public funds for research projects? The answer depends on the specific
goals that will guide decisions for allocation and the principles that should be used to
realize them. One possibility is to aim for public benefit as the ultimate goal and give
funds to projects more likely to realize it. Under this approach, giving autonomy to
scientists over funding decisions would have to be justified at least in part on the
grounds that scientists are the best judges of what kind of research is most likely to
benefit the public. Scientists will be more qualified to determine areas of inquiry that
are likely to prove more fruitful and the benefits that can be expected from different
projects, so this justification is partly right. But scientific qualification alone cannot be
enough to fully justify autonomy because scientists making funding decisions will
also need to make assumptions about what the public interest is in order to decide
what research would serve it best. The superior knowledge of experts will not be
sufficient to give them the authority to decide on what the public interest is. This line
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of argument would have to conclude that funding decisions must involve at least some
democratic input from those with a legitimate claim to representing the public
interest.
The second possible approach to allocating funding is to focus solely on the
scientific merits of competing proposals without even considering public benefit as a
factor at the stage of funding decisions. Scientists would evaluate projects on the
likelihood of solving an important puzzle, contributing to scientific progress,
stimulating further research or opening up new possibilities for future inquiry. The
underlying assumption of this approach is that public benefits would follow if
scientists pursued the most important scientific advances. While the first model
awards funds to projects that can demonstrate how they might advance the interests of
society, the second mimics Adam Smith’s invisible hand argument: scientists
pursuing their interests and curiosity produce the most important breakthroughs,
which in turn, produce the greatest public benefits downstream.
In practice, the motives of pursuing scientific success and pursuing public
benefit may not be sharply distinguishable at the level of individual scientists or
projects, but the two models have different implications for the amount of autonomy
the scientific community should be given over funding decisions if the goal is to
produce public benefit. While the first model requires some democratic input into
funding decisions to ensure that public funds are not distributed solely on the basis of
the political or moral values of the scientists on funding committees, the invisible
hand model justifies leaving funding decisions entirely to scientists.
It seems clear that Bush had the second scenario in mind, but it is not clear
what evidence there was to support the claim that the invisible hand argument would
be valid for science. It was impossible for Bush to provide empirical support since no
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system of public funding for basic research of a comparable scale had ever been tried
before. Scholars of innovation policy today point out that it remains extremely
difficult to measure the value and impact of basic research on society.210 Many of the
benefits from science are quite abstract, difficult to quantify and valued differently by
different people. It is also difficult to trace spillover effects to their origin in particular
research projects, especially since most scientific advances that benefit the public are
the result of multiple discoveries and innovations. Finally, even if it were possible to
measure the benefits under this system, it would be impossible to say whether public
funds would have been used more productively in a more targeted scheme of public
funding, given the lack of a counterfactual history of the development of scientific
research in the past decades.211
There may not have been systematic evidence about the progress of science
under different funding schemes, but there were influential philosophical arguments
about scientific progress that had clear implications for the distribution of funds.
Bush’s claim that the greatest scientific progress would be made if scientists were free
to pursue their interests closely followed a theory of scientific progress developed by
the scientist-turned-philosopher Michael Polanyi.
In a series of papers in the 1940s, Polanyi traced scientific progress to the
activities of a community of scientists sharing methods and standards, left free from
political interference.212 He developed the argument in later work through an implied
analogy between scientists and actors in a free market economy.
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“[The] self-co-ordination of independent initiatives leads to a joint result which is
unpremeditated by any of those who bring it about. Their co-ordination is guided as
by 'an invisible hand' towards the joint discovery of a hidden system of things. Since
Its end-result is unknown, this kind of co-operation can only advance stepwise, and
the total performance will be the best possible if each consecutive step is decided
upon by the person most competent to do so.”213
There were two key epistemic points supporting this argument. The first was
the indeterminacy argument mentioned earlier. Polanyi maintained that it was
impossible to predict where the most significant scientific advances would come
from. Any attempt by a funding committee to direct the course of science toward a
specific purpose would fail because of this limitation. Note the striking similarity
between this argument and Hayek’s argument against central planning on the basis of
informational limitations.214 Just as Hayek argued that the insurmountable information
problem facing central planning showed the futility of government interventions with
the economy, Polanyi argued that the indeterminacy of science meant that government
interference with funding decisions would be pointless. His alternative was to leave it
all to experts: “So long as each allocation follows the guidance of scientific opinion,
by giving preference to the most promising scientists and subjects, the distribution of
grants will automatically yield the maximum advantage for the advancement of
science as a whole.”215
The second point that held up the argument was a cumulative view of
scientific progress. Polanyi subscribed to the traditional view of science moving
incrementally toward a complete picture of the truth. He compared the scientific
later works such as Polanyi, The Logic of Liberty: Reflections and Rejoinders. Chicago, IL:
University of Chicago Press, 1951; and Polanyi, “The Republic of Science: Its Political and
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enterprise to a giant jigsaw puzzle, with each scientist carefully watching the moves
of others in order to make the new moves that became possible as a result of earlier
ones.216 This account assumes a fundamental unity in science, such that all research
fits together to form a coherent whole, which corresponds to the truth about the laws
of the universe. The scientist’s selection of research questions is thus not really an
open choice: many of the scientist’s problems are given by earlier work in the area
and the gaps in existing knowledge. The significance of a research agenda comes
from the role of the particular finding in filling out the missing pieces in the puzzle
and contributing to its completion.217 Science benefits society simply by making rapid
progress in completing the puzzle.
The indeterminacy argument is hard to dispute. But the view of scientific
change as a linear and cumulative progress toward truth was radically challenged by
Kuhn. In The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Kuhn developed an alternative
model that replaced the single unified picture of truth with multiple competing
paradigms that offer different and incommensurable descriptions of the world.218 The
scientist chooses what counts as significant based on considerations about what best
advances a particular scientific paradigm. The puzzles of scientists are significant
only relative to the methods, standards and accumulated knowledge of the paradigm,
rather than to an external standard of truth.
The important consequence of this move was to undermine the intrinsic
significance of the puzzles of scientists. The esoteric puzzle-solving activity of
scientists is still essential to significant scientific discoveries, but the relationship
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between ordinary puzzles and big discoveries is more complicated. Polanyi provided a
linear account of scientific progress, in which each problem solved was a small step
toward the truth. Kuhn replaced this with a view of scientific progress marked by
alternating periods of stability and rupture. The periods of stability, which Kuhn
called normal science, closely resemble Polanyi’s image of scientific activity.
However, the most radical and significant discoveries take place in periods of
breakdown and instability, when a paradigm fails to solve important puzzles and is
replaced by a new one in a scientific revolution. Normal science prepares the
conditions that make the revolution possible, but the revolution itself is unintended
and strongly resisted by practitioners of the old paradigm.
Although Kuhn challenged Polanyi’s account of scientific progress, he
nonetheless supported Polanyi’s view that scientists must be left to pursue their
interests, rather than encouraged to address social and political priorities.
“The insulation of the scientific community from society permits the individual
scientist to concentrate his attention upon problems that he has good reason to believe
he will be able to solve. Unlike the engineer, and many doctors, and most theologians,
the scientist need not choose problems because they urgently need solution and
without regard for the tools available to solve them,” Kuhn wrote.219
Science moves forward from revolution to revolution when scientists are left alone to
pursue their seemingly unimportant problems without interference. Paradoxically, the
necessary condition for radical and creative novelty was a hierarchical, elitist and
fairly conservative scientific community.
The problem with this argument was that it took for granted the continued
emergence of alternative views capable of precipitating a revolution, but did not
provide any reason to believe this would be true. Normal science is structured
precisely to extinguish this possibility: Kuhn claimed that scientists working in a
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paradigm would do everything in their power to resist threats to their paradigm. It is
therefore curious that he did not consider the possibility that they might succeed only
too well and end up extinguishing radical innovation. The risk that normal science
might stifle innovation is even more serious under a system of scientific research that
depends heavily on the availability of funding. If scientists working in paradigm have
a high degree of autonomy over the distribution of funds, then the easiest way to
defend a paradigm is by funding projects that develop the paradigm and not funding
those that challenge it radically.
One of the most original contributions of Kuhn’s Structure was to shift
attention away from the lone individual following the scientific method and onto the
dynamics of a community of scientists working with shared and unquestioned
standards, norms and assumptions. Yet Kuhn’s famous examples of scientific
revolutions were all drawn from periods that preceded the emergence of a highly
professionalized community of scientists with shared and strongly enforced norms.
Innovators such as Galileo, Lavoisier and Einstein, who overturned established
scientific consensus emerged in scientific contexts without a professional community
with institutional tools for resisting new ideas.
This mismatch between his examples and his conclusions makes it difficult to
share Kuhn’s faith that a closed community of specialists entrusted with complete
control over funding decisions will continue to produce radical ideas that undermine
their own shared assumptions and findings. The argument for giving autonomy to
scientists over funding decisions runs into difficulty when we consider the possibility
that the process might develop in ways that would prevent rather than encourage the
free pursuit of ideas and the emergence of significant discoveries. This was a key
point of Feyerabend’s critique of Kuhn. Feyerabend worried that Kuhn’s theory tried
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to excuse and encourage the most dogmatic new trends in postwar science.220 He
argued instead that the dogmatic tendencies of normal science had to be countered
actively by encouraging – that is, funding – new and imaginative alternatives in order
to ensure the continuation of innovative discoveries. If a highly autonomous scientific
community uses control over funding to resist new ideas that might threaten existing
paradigms, outside intervention may be necessary to ensure the continued possibility
of radical challenges to dominant paradigms. To make another analogy with
economics, this can be thought of as antitrust for science funding.

IV. Politicized Science
I have so far focused on arguments for public funding of basic research, which
typically does not have social, political or economic impact in the short run. I
suggested that outside intervention with funding could be necessary to ensure the
continuation of important discoveries, given the difficulty of radical dissent under a
funding structure that favors dominant paradigms. In this section, I will focus on
funding for scientific research on issues that have already become the subject of
political controversy. Some recent examples of such politicized scientific issues
include research into stem cells, genetic enhancement, AIDS, climate change or
nuclear weapons. In all of these cases, the results of earlier research are widely known
and further expertise will be directly relevant to political debates and decisionmaking.221
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Funding for these issues merits separate treatment for a couple of reasons.
First, there will be less uncertainty about what new research can produce, which
means that these funding decisions can be more goal-directed. These decisions will be
about what kinds of knowledge a society needs or wants the most for policy purposes
in the short-term, rather than aiming for long-term scientific progress. Secondly, there
will already be a high level of public interest and discourse around these issues, which
means that the stakes for different groups will be both clearer and higher. These issues
are typically marked by widespread coverage in the media, lobbying efforts by
interest groups and NGOs, activism and even social movements. New scientific
research will be heard by a wider audience and will provoke a reaction from the
public. People will be interested, concerned, hopeful, fearful, anxious or relieved as
new knowledge becomes available. I cannot provide a theory of which issues end up
becoming politicized and why, but the most vivid recent issues have involved science
that has threatened long-held worldviews or ways of life, demanded a significant
transformation of habits, practices and values, or required sacrifices from a large
number of people.222
In the case of basic research, it is important to ensure that public funding
continues to produce significant discoveries that fulfill the promise of benefiting the
public. Since a closed community of scientists sharing a paradigm may end up
extinguishing truly radical views if they also control the allocation of funding, outside
intervention may be necessary to ensure support for dissenting views. Beyond this
general point, the choice among competing projects could be left to scientists working
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in the same area, both because of their superior knowledge of the scientific merits of
proposals and because the public will not be particularly affected by or interested in
the details of basic science until it begins to have social consequences. Politicized
scientific issues are different: the public is directly and often significantly affected by
further scientific developments and it is more informed about the science. The
question I will address in this section is how much autonomy for scientists is
appropriate on these funding decisions and on what grounds arguments for political
intervention might be justified.
Funding strategies for policy-relevant issues must also be justified on the
grounds of public benefit, much like basic research, but what constitutes public
benefit will be different here. Section II listed three main categories of benefit from
scientific research: material benefits from spillover effects, political benefits from
more informed policy-making and intrinsic benefits – knowledge for the sake of
knowledge. While basic research has historically been justified almost exclusively on
the basis of the first of these, funding for politicized scientific issues must be justified
at least in part on the grounds of political benefits.
A standard argument about the role of scientific expertise in politics is that
knowledge will enhance the quality of democracy. Although the claim is ubiquitous,
people are not always precise about what they mean by this.223 One possibility is
simply that more expertise leads to better outcomes, such as higher quality of life,
increased wealth and prosperity, better environmental quality, less inequality and so
on, which are inherently desirable. But this is not enough to explain why we should
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say that democracy is enhanced when these benefits are realized. After all, if we hand
over all decision-making power to experts for the sake of better results, we would not
call this democracy enhancing, although it might lead to even better results. Not just
any good results that take place in a democracy can be called democracy enhancing;
how the results come about is also crucial. The claim that expertise can be democracy
enhancing is more meaningful if we focus on the ways in which expertise enhances
the possibility for democratic self-rule. This will be related to good results, but not
reducible entirely to them. Good results that come about by handing over decisionmaking power fully to experts or those that come about through luck would not
qualify as democracy enhancing.
Democratic governance requires both that decisions be made through the
appropriate political channels and also that these decisions lead to a reasonable degree
of effective control over the results. Neither a society where crucial decisions are left
to experts, nor one where decisions persistently fail to bring about the intended
consequences can meaningfully be called self-governing. Good quality knowledge is
important because it allows a society to make decisions that have a higher chance of
producing the desired results. But it is equally important that the knowledge available
furthers collectively established goals. Expertise will enhance democracy to the extent
that it strengthens a society’s ability to determine its future through its own decisions
and will constrain it insofar as new knowledge thwarts democratic goals and
aspirations. Whether the relationship between expertise and democracy will be a
productive one depends as much on the kind of expertise that becomes available as it
does on the quality and reliability of the knowledge. It cannot simply be assumed that
more knowledge will always mean better democracy.
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This observation has direct implications for how decisions about science
funding on policy-relevant issues should be made. If the quality of expertise were the
only relevant consideration, it would be acceptable to leave decisions about science
funding entirely to experts. But since the kinds of knowledge that become available is
also important, we need to think about how the distribution of funds could be
structured to produce expertise that is democracy-enhancing, rather than democracyconstraining. In the rest of this chapter, I will propose three guiding principles for how
democratic considerations should shape funding decisions for science in cases where
the political implications have become clearer: The first should be rather
uncontroversial; the second follows directly from arguments about democratic
engagement over science developed in Chapters 1 and Chapter 3, while the third
introduces a new and more provocative possibility.
First, given the scarcity of resources, trade-offs between different areas of
science will be inevitable. Even if there are many scientific issues that are highly
salient for policy purposes, it will be necessary to set priorities. More funding for one
kind of scientific knowledge will mean less of another. Priority-setting questions,
such as whether more funds should be dedicated to biomedical research or
environmental studies, space exploration or oceanography, are closely tied to the
values and preferences of a society. They are analogous to fundamentally political
questions about how to distribute funds between education and healthcare, national
defense and national parks. Since science is supported by public funds for the purpose
of public benefit, and since the force of the indeterminacy argument is weaker in the
case of policy-relevant science, the claim that the priorities of the scientific research
agenda should be set democratically should not be controversial. Expert opinion on
the likelihood of making significant progress in these scientific areas will be relevant
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to the decision, of course, but in the end, the ordering of priorities must be made with
democratic input. And indeed, the current practice is to shape priorities for science
funding on the basis of national political priorities.
It is common to draw the line for political input into science funding at this
general level of priority setting, leaving the distribution of funds within each area to
scientists. This is inadequate because it leaves the determination of how a particular
issue will be considered in the public sphere and the alternatives that will be available
to decision-makers entirely to experts. While formal decision-making power may still
lie with political actors, their options are constrained by the funding decisions made
earlier by scientists. As Schattschneider famously pointed out, “The definition of
alternatives is the supreme instrument of power.”224 Those who make funding
decisions can intentionally or unintentionally rule out certain courses of action.
The distribution of funds within an area has different political implications
than priority setting at a more general level. While priority setting determines which
problems will gain more traction, the distribution of funds within an area determines
the range of possible answers to a particular problem. At the decision stage, laypeople
can either accept one of the available scientific options, or they can reject them all,
but they cannot produce new science. They have to work with the options available.
This is the serious limitation of studying the relationship between science and politics
by focusing only at the decision stage. In Chapters 1 and 3, I argued that public
contestation between a wide range of competing alternative views is crucial for
enabling citizens and politicians to examine the assumptions and weaknesses of
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different alternatives. This argument presupposes the availability of sufficiently
different alternative view on the same question.
Under a system where most scientific research depends on large amounts of
funding, such diversity cannot be taken for granted. Its possibility will depend not
only on the absence of constraints on free inquiry, but also on an active strategy of
funding that supports dissenting views and diversifies the distribution of funds among
a wide variety of approaches. To leave the decision entirely to scientists’ assessment
of quality can deprive us of the new ideas that can challenge accepted ways of
thinking and expose the errors of widely accepted views. A science court where
experts defending different views examine each other will not work well unless a
sufficient number of alternative approaches have enjoyed comparable levels of
funding. Feyerabend’s dilettantes cannot compete with organized scientific research
that is backed with large amounts of funds. A commitment to robust public debate
about science requires a funding strategy of supporting dissenting views and
encouraging different approaches.
Priority setting and supporting dissent are two possible ways science funding
decisions can be used to ensure that expertise will further democratic goals. Neither of
these, however, challenges the “more knowledge, better democracy” assumption
mentioned above. A more profound challenge to the conventional way of thinking
about the relationship between expertise and democracy is to suggest that we might be
better off by having less of certain kinds of knowledge.
We cannot assume that new knowledge is always beneficial for us. As anyone
who has received bad news from the doctor, or who has been deceived by a trusted
friend knows, there are many pieces of knowledge that are unpleasant and painful. It
is a common view that we are always better off facing the truth rather than living in
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illusion, regardless of how painful the truth might be, but it is not clear why this
should be true. One possible answer is that we are always better off having the truth
because of the intrinsic value of truth, or of the intrinsic value of being the sort of
person who courageously faces up to the truth, however painful it may be. But not
everyone will place such a high value on truth or on the virtue of facing it. Perhaps
more persuasive is the answer that truth is also valuable instrumentally: true beliefs
help us get on better with our lives and enable us to attain other things that we value.
But if we value truth instrumentally, then in cases where the truth does not enable us
to get on better with our lives, where it turns out to be a burden or a threat and to
cause more harm than benefit, we have to admit that we will be better off not having
the truth.
The instrumental approach allows us to accept that the truth is valuable as a
rule, while denying that we are better off with any and all truths. We need not be and
often are not truth maximizers in all circumstances. The moral and psychological
costs of having the truth may sometimes outweigh any instrumental value of having it.
If a certain kind of knowledge creates great fear or anxiety, if it renders a person
unable to act, or if it dramatically changes the ways in which it is possible for her to
live, the person may be better off not seeking out this truth. There is an important
difference between having false beliefs, which are likely to make us run into
difficulties in attaining our goals in life and lead to a series of other false beliefs, and
simply not investigating certain matters, or not asking certain questions. As Bernard
Williams has put it, “While every belief I have ought ideally to be true, it is not the
case that every truth ought ideally to be something I believe. Belief aims at truth,
knowledge does not aim at completeness.”225
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The possibility that controlling what knowledge is produced may be just as
important for a democracy as simply having more knowledge is rarely considered, but
that a similar kind of control over knowledge can enhance individual autonomy is
now widely accepted in the medical in the medical case, so it is worth taking a closer
look at this case.
There is now a widely recognized right to for patients to refuse certain kinds
of genetic tests or to decline being informed about incidental findings that physicians
may discover while testing for other things.226 One way to justify this right is based
purely on the right to personal self-determination or autonomy. An individual has the
right to make her own choice about the information she receives, regardless of what
the physician advises and whether doing so would be in her interest. If there are easy
and available treatment options, the exercise of the right not to know a diagnosis can
effectively be the same thing as a right to harm oneself. Although it might be
important to recognize this right, this is not the most useful or compelling line of
argument.
More important is the possibility that there would be little benefit from
knowledge, at least on some conception of what constitutes benefit. Respecting
autonomy requires that the assessment of whether knowing or not knowing should be
considered a benefit be left to the patient herself. Many people think there isn’t much
benefit from knowing the results of genetic tests for diseases such as Huntington’s or
dementia for which there is no known cure. Similarly, a person already battling a
serious disease might think that knowledge of yet another disease would just be a
burden to themselves and their relatives. In such cases, not knowing, or at least,
having the right to choose whether to acquire the information or not, can be
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autonomy-enhancing because it allows the person the possibility of carrying on with
her life without being weighed down by painful knowledge. The “right not to know”
recognizes that knowledge may not always be beneficial for an individual, especially
in cases where there isn’t much to be done to improve the situation and there is
significant psychological burden from the knowledge.227
The other point is that regardless of how someone else – e.g. a physician –
may assess the benefit to the patient of having the truth based on whatever standard of
well-being, the patient knows best what will in fact be good for her. Of course, the
physician can give the patient advice about the matter and try to persuade the patient
of the benefits of the knowledge if she thinks knowledge is in the patient’s interest,
but the ultimate decision about whether or not to receive the information in question
should be left to the patient.
These reflect two different kinds of reasons why we value autonomy.228 The
first is that it is valuable for a person to live by choices that she makes for herself,
regardless of whether they are good or bad choices. The second is that an individual is
often best placed to know what is good for her, including the standards by which
goodness should be judged. A subjectivist would go further to claim that what a
person thinks is best for her constitutes what’s best for her, but even if we think that
goes too far and that there are some objective criteria, we can still plausibly maintain
that an agent will generally know what is conducive to her well-being.
These arguments are typically taken to ground a right to decline treatment or
to follow a treatment different than the one suggested by a physician. But the more
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interesting and novel idea here is that controlling the information one receives is
another choice that can be essential to autonomy. New knowledge alters the options
available to an agent. If this knowledge dramatically restricts the agent’s options, the
fact that she retains the right to make a choice may not be very significant because the
decision may be forced by the new knowledge and its transformation of the option set.
Some kinds of new knowledge can render a person incapable of pursuing projects
very important to her. If an autonomous agent is defined as one who controls her own
destiny and pursues projects of her own choosing,229 then the kinds of knowledge that
render an agent incapable of pursuing her projects will not be autonomy enhancing.
Autonomy should therefore be understood as requiring not that a person has as much
information as possible, but that she can exert some control over the kinds of
knowledge that become available to her.
I want to suggest that democracies sometimes face very similar situations, at
least in some extraordinary cases, where new scientific knowledge dramatically
affects the lives of people, threatens the way they live and causes widespread worry,
fear and anxiety. This can be because new findings threaten a deeply held belief or
because they literally threaten physical destruction. These kinds of scientific findings
can render certain choices impossible and shake the fundamental existence and selfunderstanding of a society. They can therefore be very difficult to accept, create a lot
of pain and may even render the society unable to act, causing a sort of paralysis.
In such cases, it would be difficult to insist that expert knowledge nonetheless
enhances democracy because democratic action is obviously hindered rather than
enabled by the new knowledge. Democratic publics and politicians may respond to
229
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these cases by outright denial or by trying to find alternative, false experts that they
can believe. Since it is not possible to undo or take back knowledge once it becomes
known, these may appear to be the only viable alternatives to accepting the painful
new knowledge.
Kari Norgaard’s fascinating ethnography of climate change denial in a village
in Norway documents this phenomenon. Norgaard demonstrates how the residents
exhibited widespread denial of climate change, even as they witnessed its visible
signs in the form of lost snow-cover and unseasonable plant growth.230 Interestingly,
they were not literally denying the science as many in the United States do; they
demonstrated a clear grasp of the basic facts. Norgaard claims that they failed to
respond to the information in an appropriate way, often refusing to talk about it, or
resorting to humor or changing the subject when the conversation turned to it. They
took no political action and did not even complain to officials. All of this was
especially puzzling since the effects of climate change hurt the residents
economically: the tourist ski season, which was an important source of income for the
village, got shorter and shorter each year. Norgaard explains the villagers’ strange
response as a combination of four kinds of emotions caused by the new knowledge:
fear, guilt, helplessness, and a crisis of identity. The residents did not see a feasible
course of positive action on the basis of this knowledge; the bleak predictions of
science that they had heard led only to these paralyzing emotions, which blocked their
capacity for action. This case study provides support for the view that more
information is not always empowering, even where there are clear incentives for
taking action.
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A conventional rationalist response is to dismiss these psychological reactions
as irrational and to treat them as failings that must be corrected or overridden for the
sake of rational policymaking. Even if a democracy can’t be forced to hand over
decision-making power to experts, the argument goes, it must be educated to accept
their findings. Some go further and argue that precisely in cases like this, where the
public becomes upset and emotional, allowing experts more authority based on their
scientific analyses of risk is the way to overcome public irrationality.231 This presents
expert knowledge as a useful corrective to the irrationality of democracy.
There are two possible objections to this argument: the first is that even if
these are signs of irrationality and ignorance, the public has a right to be as irrational
and ignorant as it likes. This is analogous to saying that an autonomous individual has
a right to harm herself. This may be true, but again, it is not the most appealing
argument because most citizens do want the benefits from expertise, just as most
patients want to be treated by their doctors and villagers in Norway want the snowcover to last longer. There isn’t much to be said in favor of a right to live in denial
because sooner or later the illusion will collide with reality, with worse results for
everyone.
The more interesting answer focuses on the argument that we value autonomy
because an individual is better placed to know what is best for her. Democracy rests
on the idea that a public may understand better what serves its needs and interests. A
society will not consider it in its interest to have scientific knowledge that only brings
them fear and paralysis. It is a mistake to treat the fear or paralysis of the public
simply as a form of ignorance or weakness. Fear and resistance can be the symptoms
of a need to protect things that are deeply important, such as values, identities and
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ways of understanding the world. To dismiss these as irrationality is to wish away a
real and difficult dilemma instead of trying to resolve it.232 If democracy holds out the
promise that people can live in light of their values and shape the world according to
their needs and desires, then threats to these values, needs and desires cannot be
dismissed; it is important to try make these compatible with new knowledge. This
may not always be possible, but some level of control over the kinds of knowledge
produced – and not produced – might at least reduce the tension. The argument in
favor of expert knowledge is that it will allow a democracy to make better decisions.
If new knowledge prevents democracy from being able to make decisions at all or
force it into decisions it does not want, it would be counterproductive rather than
enabling.
There is of course the possibility that the public will overcome its fear and
manage to mobilize. Experts who think a certain kind of approach to the problem is
best are free to try to persuade others that this is the best approach and must be
pursued. This is similar to a physician’s telling a patient her opinion about whether
the patient should take a certain genetic test. The key point here is that the physician’s
opinion on this particular matter is no longer within the realm of his superior
knowledge, but rather just another opinion about what would be good for the patient,
just as a scientist’s view about whether a certain approach to a problem would best
enable democratic action is simply one opinion in public discourse among others.
I have argued that democracies should have some control over the production
of knowledge and pointed out that an important reason for this is that new knowledge
may not always be beneficial. Accepting this latter point raises another possibility: if
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knowledge does in fact appear likely to be harmful, for instance in cases where it is
likely to cause widespread fear and panic, might it not be permissible, or even
desirable, for experts to withhold the information from the public?
The answer requires distinguishing between two different dimensions of the
issue: the harm dimension and the democratic dimension. We could accept that
experts can reliably predict the harm, but reject that they have the right to make such a
decision because it would be paternalistic.233 Respecting democracy requires that no
one make such an important decision about the well being of the public without its
knowledge. As argued earlier, however, we can go further and also contest the claim
that experts can determine when knowledge will be harmful because this falls outside
their area of their superior knowledge and depends on the public’s own assessment of
what constitutes its interest. In short, experts withholding information would be
problematic on both dimensions.
Although I have focused on a democracy’s right to direct new research away
from potentially harmful knowledge to more beneficial ones, this is not meant to
suggest that we should remain ignorant simply because the truth seems likely to be
uncomfortable or unpleasant. On the whole, ignorance might lead to more harm and
worse consequences for everyone. Democracies do have the right to ignore
knowledge and expertise, but this will not prove wise in the long run. What is
important is to allow some democratic control over the kinds of knowledge that will
be pursued, especially on high-stakes issues.
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The democratic input into scientific research that I have in mind is not a right
to legislate truth, nor is it about censorship or the complete rejection of expertise. It
consists in more direct input into which approaches should be investigated further,
what kinds of solutions should be prioritized, where research effort is directed and
generally what kinds of new knowledge we want more of and of what less. For
instance, in the case of climate change, it can involve a decision about whether we
want to focus research efforts on adaptation strategies rather than mitigation. In the
case of cancer, it might mean deciding how much to spend on finding out more about
prevention vs. on treatment or adaptation. An example of this sort of input was seen
during the AIDS epidemic, when activists insisted on directing funding toward
research that would prioritize quick drug production over more rigorous controlled
experiments that might generate better data and help with the long-term scientific
understanding of the disease, but fail to give many sick patients access to potentially
helpful treatments in the short run.234
These kinds of interventions are essential to a democracy’s right to shape the
world around it through its own decisions, while acknowledging its dependence on
expert knowledge. More democratic input into science would allow a democracy to
use knowledge to enhance its control over the world around it, thus enabling
democratic action, rather than overriding the public’s preferences, needs, emotions
and values in the name of truth and knowledge.

Conclusion
There are many ways to defend studies of duck genitalia or exercising shrimp
against those who mock them as useless. One could argue that basic science can have
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benefits in the future that are impossible to predict in advance and that these benefits
will only be realized if scientists pursue seemingly esoteric puzzles; or one could
point to the concrete material benefits that are likely to accrue from these particular
studies. The scientists responsible for these studies followed different strategies to
defend their work. Patricia Brennan, author of the duck study, emphasized the
importance of basic research,235 while David Scholnick, who conducted the shrimp
study, focused on the links between the health of marine organisms and the safety of
the seafood that humans consume.236
But there was another widespread response to these attacks, which was to
denounce political interference with science and call for Congress to leave science
alone. 237 This chapter rejects the view that politics must not interfere with decisions
about science funding. I have argued instead that science funding is necessarily
political from the general decision to support science with public funds, to specific
decisions about what kinds of science to support. This does not mean that majority
vote should replace peer review; my goal in this chapter was to develop a specific
view about what room there is for political input into funding decisions, building on a
particular conception of the justification of state funding for science, a Kuhnian view
of the role of autonomy and dissent in scientific progress, and a specific account of
the relationship between expertise and democratic decision-making.
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Since the beginning of the twenty-first century, there has been a significant
increase in the share of scientific research funded by corporations, philanthropists and
private foundations.238 While this may increase the benefits from science and expand
its possibilities, it also gives rise to serious worries. Perhaps most significant is the
worry that the interests, needs and political agendas of wealthy corporations and
private donors will shape the knowledge landscape. This chapter has considered the
possibility that the direction of knowledge could be determined either by experts or
more democratically, but private funders also play an increasingly important role in
determining what we know and which areas of knowledge become salient for society
as whole. This also threatens to narrow the domain for political action and result in
the circumvention of political decision-making on an increasing number of issues. If
scientific research is conducted more and more at private institutions and with private
money, then the people or organizations funding science can put into effect their own
vision of the common good without having to go through the process of seeking the
agreement of others and getting majority support.
The increasing role of private funding makes science one more area where a
familiar set of concerns about the influence of money in an unequal society become
relevant. Although the wealthy are free to fund their own science, which kinds of
science gets funded privately will have implications for the distribution of public
funding for science. If science that benefits a small segment of society is supported
disproportionately through private funds, then it might be necessary to counterbalance
the effects of private science through forms of redistributive public funding for
science.
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Chapter 5: The Limits of Free Inquiry
“You seek for knowledge and wisdom, as I once did; and I ardently hope
that the gratification of your wishes may not be a serpent to sting you, as
mine has been.”
Mary Shelley, Frankenstein
In the last chapter, I argued that democracies should have more control over
new scientific knowledge produced with public funding. In this chapter, I turn to the
question of whether a democracy may restrict certain lines of inquiry altogether on the
basis that they pose a serious risk of harm to society. It is widely accepted today that
research projects may be restricted if they pose harm to human subjects participating
in the research process. Far more controversial is the suggestion that a project may be
restricted on the grounds that the findings pose a risk of harm to society, even if the
research is ethically conducted and the findings are true.
Two claims justify drawing a moral distinction between harm to subjects
during the research and harm to society from the findings. The first is that knowledge
is never intrinsically harmful and that harm only results when knowledge is used or
abused by people with bad intentions. The second is that it is not permissible to
restrict the activities of scientists for harms that other people inflict using their
findings. We can hold scientists responsible for the harms that they intentionally
inflict on participating subjects, but nothing more.
I will argue that even if we grant the first claim, we should reject the second.
In the first section, I will defend a more robust understanding of responsibility that is
sensitive to the context in which scientific research takes place and that involves
assigning scientists some responsibility for the foreseeable consequences of their
research, even if they themselves neither inflict nor intend harm. I will argue that in
cases where scientific research is likely to lead to significant harm to a large of
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number of people, a democratic society would be justified in preventing the research
from going forward. In the second section, I will shift the focus from the magnitude of
the harm to the specific people affected. I will argue that in cases where a line of
research is likely to disproportionately harm marginalized groups and reinforce
existing inequalities and discrimination, a democracy’s commitment to ensuring the
equal standing of citizens would justify limiting scientific inquiry. I will focus on the
example of research in sociobiology on the differences in intelligence between races
and genders to make this case.
The most serious objection to the argument that a democracy may place some
limits on scientific research based on considerations of harm is on the grounds of
freedom of inquiry. In the third and last section, I will consider two different
justfications for protecting freedom of inquiry and show that both can accommodate
the argument that we might sometimes limit inquiry if it poses a significant risk of
harm.
The purpose of this chapter is not to develop a full ethical theory that can
settle which scientific projects may or must be restricted in a democratic society. It is,
rather, to deveop philosophical support for some principles that can guide democratic
deliberation in situations where the benefits from scientific knowledge and the value
of freedom of inquiry must be weighed against the need to protect society from
potential harms that may come from scientific findings in non-ideal social and
political contexts.

I.
There are two different instruments that a state might use to constrain
scientific research: the first is outright prohibition, the second is withdrawal of public
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funding. Although the first appears to be a more serious constraint on liberty, the two
can come to the same thing in practice in a society where most or all scientific
research is publicly funded. If a significant portion of research is privately funded, on
the other hand, the withdrawal of public funds without a prohibition will mean that
those who have money or those who can find wealthy sponsors are free to pursue
research, while the rest are not. This inequality is difficult to justify,239 except when
what is objectionable is specifically the public supporting a certain line of research,
perhaps due to a concern about the expressive meaning of the act of public support,
rather than the research being undertaken at all. Since private funding for science is
still a relatively small part of the total funding for scientific research and an even
smaller part of the funding for basic research,240 I will assume for the rest of this
chapter that the withdrawal of public funds from a research project will have a
similarly coercive effect as an outright ban.
The idea of a democracy limiting science may sound problematic at first, but
in reality, there are already significant constraints on what scientists can and cannot
do. The most important constraint is on the grounds of harm: it is widely accepted that
it is permissible to limit the freedom of science to prevent harm to others. The
problem, of course, is in clarifying what consitutes harm and what kinds of harms can
be grounds for interference.
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The rule in place today is simple: scientific projects that pose harm to human
subjects during the research process are not allowed.241 In order to prevent potentially
harmful research before it happens, rather than punishing offenders after the fact, all
research conducted at research institutions receiving federal funding that proposes to
use human subjects must be approved in advance by an Institutional Review Board.242
This is no trivial restriction of the kinds of things we may know: Many areas of
potentially beneficial medical research, for instance, are off the table because they are
impossible to conduct without testing dangerous experimental treatments on human
subjects. This rule was put in place in the 1960s explicitly in response to the atrocities
of the Nazi experiments and the Tuskegee syphilis experiments in order to prevent
anything similar from happening again.243 Although these restrictions on science have
not always been in place, they have come to seem obvious today.
The way the boundary for impermissible research is drawn under the current
structure focuses almost exclusively on harms during the research process, rather than
possible harms from findings.244 It is much more controversial to suggest that science
might be restricted on the basis of harms that might result from its findings, rather
than harms inflicted during the research process. The question is, what makes the
distinction between harms to research subjects and harms to the general public from
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findings morally relevant, such that the former provides sufficient ground for
preventing research from going forward, while the latter does not?
Two possible answers – that the harms inflicted on subjects are more certain
or that they are of greater magnitude – fail to explain the distinction. We are reluctant
to prohibit science even where it is clear that findings are likely to create a risk of
harm greater in scale than any possible harm during the research process. IRBs are not
asked to consider the impact that the results might have in a social context; they only
consider risks associated with the process. And while the level of uncertainty about
the risk is a relevant consideration to whether a project ought to be prevented, it
applies equally to harm that might occur during and after the research and so does not
distinguish between the two.
A better explanation of drawing the line this way can be found in the
following line of reasoning: Knowledge itself cannot harm and harm results only from
people using knowledge for harmful purposes. This makes it impermissible to prevent
potential harms by interfering with the freedom of researchers rather than trying to
restrain those who would use it to cause harm. It is permissible to prevent scientists
only where they will directly harm others, but not otherwise. In the rest of this section,
I will challenge this latter claim.
The view that knowledge cannot be intrinsically harmful does not deny that
scientific discoveries may sometimes cause significant harm to the well-being and
safety of human beings. There are many examples of science causing great harm,
from the development of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons to the production
of highly contagious viruses and novel pathogens.245 The point is rather that in all of
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these cases, it is not science that causes the harm; it is the people who use or misuse
the science, most often in its application in technology. There is no such thing as a
harmful piece of knowledge, but there are many possible harmful applications. Here is
one clear statement of this position by a scientist: “Science tells us how the world is.
That we are not at the centre of the universe is neither good nor bad, nor is the
possibility that genes can influence our intelligence or our behavior. Dangers and
ethical issues only arise when science is applied in technology.”246
Let’s assume that this view is correct. This by itself does not determine what
should be done to prevent the harms that result from the applications of science. We
need a further argument about what constitutes acceptable ways of dealing with
harms, or more specifically, what makes it unacceptable to limit scientific research to
deal with harms from its applications.
There are two important arguments that aim to do this, one about
responsibility, the other about freedom of speech. The argument from responsibility is
that a person cannot be held responsible for the harms that come about from how
other people respond to their actions and that a person’s actions cannot be limited to
prevent others’ wrongdoing. The argument from freedom is that the overriding value
of freedom of speech and expression makes it undesirable or perhaps even
impermissible to prevent inquiry on the grounds of harm, as long as scientists are not
directly harming anyone. It is acceptable to interfere with harmful actions, but not
with “harmful” speech, assuming that scientific research can be treated the same way
as speech. I will leave this second claim to the last section.
The view that scientists cannot be held responsible for the harms that result
from their findings, but can be held responsible for harms that they inflict themselves
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stems from a particular view on moral responsibility, which holds that people are
responsible for directly inflicting harm, but not for the foreseeable harm that results
from others responding to their actions. What anyone else does as a result of their
actions is irrelevant to the rightness or wrongness of their actions.
Kant provides the purest expression of this position. His famous example is of
a man who has given refuge to a friend hiding from a murderer.247 Kant argues that if
the murderer comes to the door looking for the friend, the man has a duty to tell the
truth and reveal his friend. If the murderer then predictably goes ahead and kills the
friend, Kant argues that the man cannot be held responsible for what has happened:
“accident causes this harm,” he writes.
This strikes most people as an extreme disregard for the consequences of one’s
actions. It is no accident that caused the harm, but the bad intentions of the murderer –
intentions that were entirely foreseeable. What is problematic about this position is its
inability to adjust a person’s moral obligations in response to or in anticipation of the
known or predictable bad intentions of others. It is insensitive to the fact that moral
action takes place in a context, in which there are people with all sorts of intentions,
whose subsequent actions will change the impact of our own actions, regardless of
what we may have intended. Of course, we cannot control the actions of others and
we cannot be expected to foresee their intentions in all cases. But in some cases, we
can reasonably be expected to foresee that our actions will lead to a harmful chain of
events, and it is possible for us to prevent the harm by acting differently. In these
cases, it is indefensible not to take these foreseeable and preventable consequences
into account when deciding what to do.
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The dilemmas that arise when scientists propose to undertake research
projects that will predictably cause harm in the hands of others have some of the same
features as the Kant’s case of the murderer at the door. In both cases, harms are
foreseeable, though not intended, and they can often be prevented by not pursuing the
inquiry. Think, for example, of scientific research into the painfulness and long-term
effects of torture techniques. Even if the findings are not intentionally biased to serve
ideological purposes, and even if the scientists themselves do not participate in
torturing anyone or harm anyone in the process, any scientist can foresee that this type
of knowledge will most likely be used to torture people.248
Ignoring foreseeable consequences of scientific research disregards the fact
that science is produced in and for a specific context – a context in which there will
inevitably be murderers and terrorists and many other kinds of people.249 That
scientists should be assigned some responsibility for the harmful uses of their research
that can be foreseen does not mean that they should be held equally responsible as
those who actually use the research for harm, nor does it mean that those who do the
harm become any less responsible for the harm simply because the scientist could
have foreseen that it would happen. Responsibility is not zero-sum in this way.250
What it does require is some consideration of the social consequences, including the
possibility that results will be used to inflict harm, before the research project goes
forward.
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These arguments will probably fail to persuade someone who holds the view
that individuals cannot be held responsible for the unintended consequences of their
actions; the disagreement runs deep and my purpose here is not to settle this particular
question. I am less concerned with providing an account of individual morality for
scientists and more with drawing the boundaries of legitimate political interference in
science. No matter which account of individual morality we accept, politics cannot be
insensitive to consequences because it is fundamentally concerned with the welfare
and protection of society. Even theories that do not assign moral responsibility for the
unintended consequences of one’s actions would accept that in the realm of politics
and law, it is justifiable to hold people responsible for foreseeable consequences of
their actions. Since harm-prevention is one of the important purposes of politics,
restricting certain kinds of actions can be justified on the grounds that they will
foreseeably lead to harmful results or create a high risk of harm, even where the
person has not intended the harm.
Of course, what the state may legitimately prevent an individual from doing is
not entirely independent from questions about individual responsibility: for the state
to be justified in preventing someone from doing something, it often needs to be the
case both that there be some harm to others and also that the individual whose actions
are prevented be in some way responsible for the harm. But responsibility can be
interpreted differently in a political context and need not map onto responsibility
according to any particular theory of individual morality. Some sort of causal link to
the harm will be a necessary minimum, but beyond that, the law can assign
responsibility to individuals even where it acknowledges that they have been involved
in causing the harm without any fault.251
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I have argued that an individual may be prevented from doing something if it
will result in harm to others and that this is true even where the harm results from the
foreseeable actions of others in response to it. It would be permissible to restrict some
kinds of high-risk research based on this argument. This would require the usual
considerations about whether the harm in question is substantial enough, whether the
risk of harm outweighs possible benefits and whether this would require an unduly
great restriction of individual liberty and so on. The point is that the assumption that
knowledge cannot harm is not enough to argue against interference with science.
Those who agree that scientists should be attentive to the potential social
consequences of their actions typically argue on the basis of the special
responsibilities of scientists in their professional role.252 Scientists are in a better
position to appreciate the risks and potential social consequences of their research
because of their superior knowledge and close engagement with the subject, which
creates additional responsibilities for them beyond those they have as ordinary
citizens. The objection to this is that it asks too much of scientists, who may just want
to focus on their research without being involved in politics. I have argued here that
we do not need to rely on arguments from special responsibilities to show that it
might sometimes be permissible to prevent scientists from doing certain kinds of
research if it involves creating risks for others that are deemed too great. Such
restrictions simply follow from the general responsibility not to create a high risk of
foreseeable harm.
An alternative view maintains that the special role of scientists gives reason to
narrow, rather than expand, their responsibilities in their professional capacity. The
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knowledge produced by scientists is so valuable, the argument goes, that it is best for
everyone if scientists are exempted from the responsibility that other people have to
consider the foreseeable harms that might result from their actions.
That scientific research is valuable, however, is not enough to explain why we
should assign scientists fewer responsibilities. After all, it can’t be that the value of
the knowledge produced requires giving scientists an unrelated gift of reduced
responsibilities. There has to be a link between the reduction in responsibility and the
expected benefits from knowledge. The argument typically used to provide this link is
that we cannot know what kinds of research might prove to be the most beneficial and
that worries about harmful consequences might prevent research that would otherwise
be of great benefit to humanity.
The problem with this argument is that it requires giving disproportionate
weight to an unknown but often small possibility of great benefit, compared to a
foreseen risk of significant harm. The argument that it would be better for scientists
not to be held responsible for considering the consequences of their research assumes
that we are always better off betting on the small probability that there will be great
benefits regardless of what information we might possess about the possibility of
harm. This is an inexplicable attitude toward decision-making under uncertainty,
especially given that we typically prioritize the prevention of harm over the creation
of benefits.
The argument here is not that scientists should weigh all the possible benefits
and harms before undertaking research: We take the general value of science for
society to provide pro tanto reason for all kinds of research to be freely undertaken.
The point is simply that we need to consider the possibility that there might be
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significant harm and that we can make an exception in these cases to the general rule
for allowing all scientific research to be undertaken.

II.
I argued in the last section that the risk of significant harm could justify
restrictions on scientific research. Although the decision about how significant the
harm should be to justify restriction is one that will be determined politically, cases
that fall under this category would likely involve serious physical damage to large
numbers of people. To give a few examples, research on nuclear and chemical
weapons, virulent viruses, genetic engineering and cloning might fall in this category.
In this section, I will focus on a different kind of case, where it is not the magnitude of
the possible harm, but the particular group of people who might be harmed that
justifies restricting certain kinds of science. I will argue that in cases where scientific
research is likely to harm groups that are systematically marginalized or
underprivileged, with the result that their equal standing as members of society would
be further jeopardized, a democratic society might justifiably restrict this line of
research. I will develop the argument by focusing on one example: research in
sociobiology that studies the biological basis of differences in ability and intelligence
between races, ethnicities and genders.253
Although the scientists involved in this kind of research have tried to distance
themselves from the many disturbing interpretations of their findings, most people
have taken this area of research to imply that differences in native ability make some
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groups inherently more suited than others for certain roles and activities. It has also
been the case historically that the groups found to have lower abilities have been those
that have also been historically subordinated: blacks and women, for instance.
Potential harms from this line of research therefore fall disproportionately upon these
groups, and do so in a way that reinforces existing stereotypes about the inferiority of
these groups.
There are many possible harms from these kinds of findings; I will roughly
sketch a few. The argument does not depend on these particular claims being true, but
requires some empirical support for the possibility of harm along these lines. First of
all, such research might strengthen existing prejudices and discrimination against
certain groups and spread negative social attitudes based on their inferiority. This can
damage the self-esteem and happiness of members of groups claimed to have lower
intelligence and can create feelings of inferiority and humiliation. This would make it
difficult for individuals to perform well educationally or professionally, even beyond
the supposed biological inferiority claimed by the data, thus making the scientific
claims self-fulfilling. Such scientific findings can also be used as a basis for changing
institutional structures, for instance in the education and welfare systems, in ways that
compound the disadvantage of these groups. Members of these groups may face
diminished employment opportunities and lower expected income. All of these would
result in increased difficulties in participation in the public and political sphere, as
well as leading to lower quality of life, reduced life expectancy and negative effects
on health. The overall result would be the further marginalization of the oppressed,
making it even more difficult for members of some groups to be regarded and treated
equal citizens with full standing in the social and political realm.
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As this description of potential harms should make clear, the claim is not that
some questions are inherently harmful, such that they should never be pursued in any
society at any time, which I think would be difficult to justify, but rather that some
issues might be harmful to raise in a particular context. It is important to take into
account the prejudices and background injustices of the society in which scientific
inquiry will be undertaken. Against the background of a long history of racism and
sexism, we have good reason to think that claims about IQ differences between
groups that have the authority of science behind them might simply serve to amplify
the discrimination against these groups, making it even more difficult for them to be
treated as equal citizens. In a society with no problem with racism or sexism, on the
other hand, research into IQ differences between races and genders may be
unproblematic, whatever the results turn out be. For instance, a scientific claim that
right-handed people are more intelligent than left-handed ones may not result in the
mentioned psychological, economic or political harms in our society today, given that
handedness is not of particular social or political salience, whereas the situation would
be different in a society where left-handed people are burned at the stake for being
witches. Background conditions play an important role in how new scientific claims
will be interpreted in a society and can shape the attitudinal and institutional
responses to the findings.
It is important to note that the argument does not rest on the certainty of the
harms. In all such cases, there will be uncertainty both about what the truth will turn
out to be and whether the harmful effects that we might be worried about ex ante will
in fact be realized. It is always possible that things will turn out to be fine, or better:
for instance, research might reveal that there is no biological basis for differences in
ability between groups, thus supporting the democratic commitment to the equality of
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citizens, or even if it turns out that there are indeed inherent differences, this
knowledge might not have the feared negative impact on society. Society might adjust
well to the new findings, for instance by creating educational opportunities that enable
those with lower intelligence to do better in life, thereby leading to better outcomes. It
is not on the basis of the certainty of harm that the right to make a decision about
restricting science is justified, but rather on the basis that where there is such a risk of
harm, then the decision about whether to take it or not should be made democratically
by those who are properly authorized to make these kinds of judgments in the name of
the affected.
It is also important to note that the argument depends importantly on the worry
that scientific research might contribute to the perpetuation of inequality. It is the
fundamental role that equality plays in the legitimacy of a democratic society that
justifies foregoing the possible social benefits from research. This is important for
marking the boundaries of the argument: not just any kind of harm that significantly
and disproportionately affects members of one group could be the grounds for
restricting science. For instance, even if it could be shown that climate change
research seriously harmed the owners of oil companies or research on the health
effects of smoking harmed the interests of tobacco companies, these would not
constitute legitimate reason to restrict science. Scientific findings almost always
benefit some and harm others, but that truths about the world may harm some of our
interests is not a legitimate reason to give up the pursuit of truth.
In the case of research into IQ differences between races, it is not the fact that
the truth would harm people of a certain group that justifies restricting science, but
that truths of this sort are likely to be misused in a particular social context, in ways
that will heighten discrimination against some groups and reinforce their unequal
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status. The argument relies on a similar principle as the one in the last section: it is the
foreseeable misuse of science in the hands of racists and others that justifies the
restriction, even if scientists themselves have nothing but good intentions in studying
the question. This suggests that in a perfectly just society, there would be no need –
and no justification – for restricting the pursuit of knowledge.
One possible objection is that no matter what, it is always better to know more
and to make our social arrangements and political decisions based on as much
knowledge as possible. Even if we expect findings about IQ differences to harm the
standing of some groups, we are better off allowing the research and then dealing with
the consequences as best we can. But must we really know all there is to be known?
To remove some of the complexities of the situation due to the special features of
science, let’s assume that there is an oracle on a mountain that is guaranteed to give
the correct answer to any question without fail. Must we ask the oracle whether there
are innate differences in intelligence between races and sexes? I think not.
An important reason why we value the truth is that it makes it easier for us to
pursue and achieve the things we value. If certain truths have the effect of rendering
some members of society incapable of pursuing the things that are important to them,
of participating in the life of the community as equals and leading fulfilling lives, then
we might think that the cost of pursuing these kinds of truths is simply too high.
Especially if the benefits seem questionable as well, then it would be reasonable to
decide that we would be better off not raising the question at all. As I argued in the
last chapter, we should reject the blanket assumption that more knowledge is always
beneficial. It would be wrong to claim, contrary to the evidence, that we have
knowledge that all races and genders have equal IQ, but it would be permissible to
decide not to investigate.
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So far I have assumed a collective “we” deciding whether to ask a certain
question, rather than individuals consulting the oracle on their own, which might not
be how things work in practice. The oracle example can be made more similar to
scientific research if we stipulate that it takes a very expensive journey to get to the
mountain where the oracle lives and that any individual wishing to consult the oracle
must receive subsidy from the state to make the trip. In this case, it makes sense to
imagine a “we” deciding that our money is better spent on questions that promise to
deliver more benefit, rather than on questions whose benefits are dubious and which
involve a significant risk of harm. While this way of prioritizing questions in
distributing scarce resources is entirely reasonable, it evades the more difficult
problem of whether we can, as a rule, refuse to fund all trips that propose to consult
the oracle about IQ differences.
This second question is more difficult because it involves an infringement of
freedom. I leave the discussion of the objection from freedom for the next section. But
even if we set aside worries about freedom, there is a further concern that a policy not
to have certain questions asked could be taken as a sign that the answer to the
question is indeed the one that would cause all the harm that we feared. In this case,
preventing the question from being asked might appear to be an attempt to suppress
an inconvenient truth rather than a decision not to know the answer on the subject
because the value of the truth would not be worth the high risk of harm. This might
have worse results for everyone. If this were likely to be the case, then preventing
individuals from consulting the oracle would not be a good idea. The point of the
argument here is not that we should deny uncomfortable truths, but simply that we
might decide not to raise certain questions at all if we think knowing the answer
would not be worth the risk of harm.
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Scientific research, however, is unlike the oracle in important ways. The
assumption about the oracle was that it would always give the right answer; this
cannot be said about science. This can be a problem in two different ways. First, and
more obvious, is the possibility of error in scientific research. If past studies and other
empirical evidence provide good reason to think that a particular line of inquiry is
fairly likely to be biased or wrong or pseudoscience, and if there is reason to think
that erroneous conclusions will cause even more harm than true findings, this would
weigh in favor of deciding not to fund such projects.254
Less obvious, though perhaps more important, is that it might be difficult to
pose the question in a way that leaves out the scientist’s practical judgments, thus
rendering the task of reaching an objective answer impossible from the start.255 The
need to define controversial concepts such as race and gender in a way that can be
called purely scientific may not be possible, even if we set aside the prejudices and
implicit biases among the scientists studying the issue.256 Both race and gender are
contested and, to a great extent, socially constructed concepts. Many have argued that
there is no true natural or genetic essence of race and most of the classifications in
place today were developed through historic contingencies and the administrative
need to classify people into simple categories for various purposes.257 Gender is a
similarly contested concept, which many today think should be treated as a spectrum
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rather than a binary. Finally, IQ tests themselves involve decisions about how the
different components of intelligence should be weighed, which inevitably requires
value judgments from scientists.258 All of these suggest that these kinds of studies
might be impossible to conduct without substituting controversial value judgments in
place of neutral biological ones, even in the design of the research question. These are
additional considerations that would support a decision to restrict kinds of studies. If
we would be justified in not consulting an oracle, on the grounds that we live in a
society in which the answer is likely to be misused to perpetuate the unequal
treatment of some groups, then, a fortiori, the same question asked by fallible human
scientists with a reasonable likelihood of resulting in biased findings could also be
restricted.
None of this is intended to suggest that seeking the truth would not be more
beneficial in most situations we face in life than remaining in ignorance. But even if
we accept this as a rule, we can still identify some exceptions where undertaking the
research might have the consequence of threatening the equality of some citizens. We
may not know for sure that this will be the case, since we can never know unless we
go ahead and investigate. There will always be arguments for and against, depending
on how different people interpret the social context and the status of different groups.
Still, democracies always make these kinds of decisions about the common good or
the good of specific groups under conditions of uncertainty. It is necessary to make
these decisions, rather than assuming that all new knowledge is inherently valuable.
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III.
The main objection to the argument that a democracy may in some cases
restrict science on the grounds of harm is based on considerations from freedom of
inquiry. Even if we accept that scientists bear responsibility for the foreseeable harms
that others cause with the findings of their research, and even if we accept that
scientific research that might harm the standing of marginalized groups in society
should be given special consideration, we might still conclude that the overriding
value of freedom of inquiry should rule out any possible restrictions on science. The
purpose of this section is to analyze the main justifications for freedom of inquiry and
show why the arguments in the last two sections would not be defeated by this
objection.
There is a vast literature on freedom of speech and, rightly or wrongly, many
theorists assume that arguments about speech can be applied to the justification of
freedom of inquiry. Although courts have not directly addressed the issue of whether
freedom of inquiry is protected under the First Amendment,259 scholars often turn to
the First Amendment to discuss the appropriateness of any proposed limitations on
scientific research.260 Since this is the accepted practice, I will also start with
justifications of freedom of speech and ask whether scientific inquiry shares the
salient features of speech that are taken to justify its special sphere of protection. I
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will argue that scientific research and speech are different in important ways and these
differences justify giving a narrower sphere of protection to inquiry than to speech.
There are two major theories that aim to explain the special status given to
speech, the first epistemic, the second political.261 The epistemic theory rests on
Millian grounds: freedom of speech is necessary for the advancement of knowledge
and the discovery of truth. It is always possible, given the fallibility of humans, that
what we think is true will turn out to be false and that the truth will be contained in a
view compelled to silence. Only by allowing all views to be debated, all hypotheses
tested, all lines of research explored can we correct false beliefs or be assured of the
truth of true ones.
This argument is often taken to apply in the context of science, but there are
some problems with this assumption. First of all, Mill’s argument presupposes a
marketplace of ideas262 in which everyone is equally free to participate. Scientific
research is not like this: only those who have funding can truly participate in the
production of science and the possibility of receiving funding depends on having the
right qualifications. It is therefore not a conversation open to all. This makes it
uncertain that the truth will emerge from free discussion and that all lines of research
will be subject to scrutiny.
Science might become more Millian through active efforts to diversify funding
and support different viewpoints, especially on issues where this seems unlikely to
happen naturally, but freedom from interference alone will not be enough to achieve
this result. Furthermore, if certain areas of research are undertaken and funded
disproportionately by those with biases, then we cannot expect that the truth will
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emerge from this discussion. For instance, it might be the case that scientists who
believe that it would be harmful or pointless to raise questions about differences in
intelligence between races or genders do not pursue these lines of inquiry, thus
effectively leaving IQ research on race and gender to the racists and sexists.263
Funding or incentivizing others to undertake such research, despite their
disinclination, may be one way to deal with this problem, withdrawing funding from
the area altogether may be another. If we don’t do anything at all, however, we cannot
count on the truth emerging in Millian fashion.
Secondly, Mill never considers the possibility that the pursuit and discovery of
truth might have harmful effects in some contexts.264 The argument for placing
restrictions on certain lines of research, on the other hand, applies precisely in cases
where there are such harms and where the harms involved override the value of
discovering the truth. This is different than preventing research because a particular
viewpoint is considered dangerous, because it goes against majority beliefs, because
we assume that the truth has been reached already or because religious or political
authority imposes what counts as truth. The decision not to want to pursue certain
lines of inquiry is not a decision to suppress the truth because its content might be
objectionable, but rather a decision that considerations from possible harm override
the value of truth on a particular question.
Perhaps the main reason why Mill did not consider the possible harms from
the pursuit of truth is that he was concerned with a different kind of truth: religious
263
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truth, rather than scientific. He was interested primarily in the importance of seeking
the truth about one’s beliefs. This, he thought, could never be harmful, whatever the
truth turned out to be. Of course, Mill was perfectly aware that people would be
offended by others’ words; the kinds of cases he was interested in often involved
challenges, or worse, insults and ridicule to people’s deeply held convictions. His
point was that we should take a broader view of benefit and harm: in the long-run we
are all better off allowing these challenges to our beliefs since this is how we can
progress toward the truth and abandon our false beliefs, even if it necessarily involves
some pain and distress in the short-run.265
Nothing in this chapter is meant to challenge Mill on these points: my
argument that certain truths can be harmful in context uses a definition of harm that
Mill would accept. Like Mill, I do not extend harm to include harms to morality,
religion, tradition, offenses to people’s sensibilities or other things that threaten the
way things are. Harm is defined as either physical or safety harm, or harm to people’s
interests, especially of those who are already disadvantaged, for instance from
discrimination.266 That groups who are revealed by science to be biologically inferior
might be offended by this claim is not what justifies interfering with the science. The
argument is rather on the grounds that these scientific claims will lead to or amplify
other sorts of harms – ones that Mill would also recognize as harms – in a society
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with background injustice. As a utilitarian, Mill himself argued that interference with
individual liberty would be justified if (and only if) it would predictably lead to harm.
An alternative theory of freedom of speech takes the purpose of protecting
freedom of speech to be primarily political, rather than epistemic.267 On this view,
free speech has overriding value because of its necessity to the communicative
practices that enable democratic self-rule.268 Only if each person has the opportunity
to participate in processes of opinion formation and render public opinion responsive
to their own views can they possibly regard themselves as equal authors of democratic
decisions. They may not, in the end, have equal influence on public opinion, but the
legitimacy of democratic decisions rests on each person having had the chance to do
so.269 This view does not necessarily preclude the Millian argument that free
discussion is the best way to discover truth, but it does not require it.
If we take this to be the main purpose of protecting freedom of speech, then it
is even clearer that freedom of inquiry does not share the relevant features of speech
and need not have the same level of protection. On this theory, the most important
purpose of protecting free speech is to provide equal opportunity for citizens to
participate in political discourse, independently from the epistemic claim that this will
lead to truth. This view derives its normative power from the equality of citizens that
is fundamental to democracy. Freedom of inquiry cannot be justified this way because
it is neither inclusive, nor egalitarian. The freedom to undertake inquiry depends on
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meeting certain requirements of quality and merit, at least the way science is practiced
today.
Of course, freedom of inquiry is also essential for a democracy and can be
justified on political grounds, but the logic of the argument has to be different than in
the case of speech. While speech is important because of its connection to equality,
inquiry is important because of its role in the production of knowledge. It is through
the necessity of knowledge for democracy that freedom of inquiry can be justified on
political grounds. This argument follows the familiar Deweyan line that democracy
needs a realm of free and organized inquiry to be able to make intelligent policies.270
But once we recognize that the value of inquiry is through knowledge, then the
argument that it might sometimes be necessary to give up some of the benefits from
knowledge where there is significant risk of harm applies. The case of speech is
different because of its intrinsic connection to the equality that legitimates democracy.
The equal right of citizens to participate is not a benefit, like knowledge, that might be
foregone if there is great harm. Because equality is fundamental to democracy in a
way that knowledge is not – even though knowledge, too, is very important – it makes
sense for speech to have a broader sphere of protection, whereas inquiry can be
subjected to some scrutiny on grounds of harm.
In fact, taking this line could even require restricting certain kinds of inquiry
precisely on the grounds that they might endanger the ability of marginalized groups
to participate as equals in the public sphere. By stigmatizing them as inferior and
reinforcing existing prejudices, some scientific findings may have the effect of
silencing citizens. In such cases, this theory provides clear grounds for prioritizing the
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equality of citizens over the freedom of scientists to pursue inquiry because the
former is fundamental to the legitimacy of democracy.
What are the implications of choosing the epistemic theory of speech over the
political, or vice versa?271 Although both can support the conclusion that we may
sometimes give up certain kinds of knowledge if they will lead to harm, an important
difference between the two is that the epistemic view is not sensitive to some crucial
differences between speech and inquiry. Both speech and inquiry are regarded as
valuable because of their instrumental role in the discovery of the truth. A good test
case for bringing out the differences between the epistemic and political view is the
difference between scientists proposing to research the hypothesis that certain races
have inferior intelligence and an ordinary individual claiming the same on a television
talk show. The epistemic view provides no grounds for treating the two differently.
On the political view, however, we can argue that the latter should be protected even
if it is offensive and potentially harmful because of the importance of protecting all
citizens’ right to influence public opinion, whereas the former need not enjoy this
protection for the arguments listed above.
This assumes that scientific research should not be interpreted as the
scientist’s opinion, on equal footing with any other opinion trying to influence
political decisions. This seems right, since scientists are paid large amounts of public
funds on the grounds that they produce knowledge. If we treated scientific knowledge
as the scientist’s opinion, it would be difficult to see how we could justify funding
them and not the opinions of other citizens. Of course, scientists as individuals go
between the sphere of public opinion, in which they participate as citizens, and the
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sphere of inquiry, in which they participate as experts. A scientist can freely
pronounce that the moon is made of blue cheese on television, in front of millions of
viewers, but cannot make the same claim on the pages of a scientific journal unless
she can demonstrate it using the methods of the discipline of lunar geology.

Conclusion
It is more common for moral philosophers and scientists to argue that
scientists have an obligation to consider the social consequences of their research than
to argue that it would be permissible for a democracy to restrict science based on
considerations about its harmful consequences.272 Although the goal in both cases is
to make scientific research more sensitive to the broader context in which it takes
place and to prevent potentially harmful research from going forward, it is less
controversial to leave things to the moral judgment of the individual scientists or of a
committee of scientists because state interference raises worries about infringements
of freedom and the political control of science.
I chose to argue for the more controversial position because the question of
what constitutes significant harm for a society and what kinds of harms are worth the
benefits from science are fundamentally political and contested issues that require
judgments about what a society takes to be in its best interest. These cannot be settled
through the internal deliberation of individual scientists considering whether to pursue
a line of inquiry in light of their own beliefs about the right thing to do and the benefit
of society. Individual scientists may well have a moral obligation not to pursue certain
kinds of research, but the question of significant harm for society as a whole should
not be left to the determination of individual moral judgment alone. Of course, any
272
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democratic decision to withdraw funding from an area of scientific research will
inevitably depend a great deal on the information and analysis provided by scientists.
Scientists cannot be left out of the decision, but the ultimate decision should involve
democratic input.
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Conclusion

There is a scene in Stanley Kubrick’s Dr. Strangelove or How I Learned to
Love the Bomb in which the paranoid General Jack D. Ripper, who has just ordered a
nuclear attack on the Soviet Union, asks Peter Sellers’ Captain Lionel Mandrake if he
has ever wondered why Russians only drink vodka and never water.
Ripper: Have you ever heard of a thing called fluoridation? Fluoridation of water?
Mandrake: Ah, yes, I have heard of that, Jack. Yes, yes.
Ripper: Well, do you know what it is?
Mandrake: No. No, I don’t know what it is. No.
Ripper: Do you realize that fluoridation is the most monstrously conceived and
dangerous communist plot we have ever had to face? 273
This parody of the 1960s controversy over the science of water fluoridation
seems more relevant than ever today. The President of the United States has recently
claimed that climate change is a hoax “created by and for the Chinese to make U.S.
manufacturing non-competitive.”274 Mistrust of science and scientists has become
widespread in the United States. Many people resist or outright deny scientific claims
on issues such as climate change, vaccines and genetically modified organisms. This
situation is exasperating for those who believe in the importance of conducting public
debates and making policy decisions on the basis of reliable scientific evidence. Calls
for removing technical issues from the vagaries of public opinion are on the rise. At a
recent conference on climate change, the author of a study on public opinion on
climate change argued that the best way forward would be to remove climate policy
from the influence of public opinion and address it in the domain of insulated expert
273
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policymaking so that the facts about costs and benefits would not be open to
negotiation by non-experts. It cannot be a coincidence that books about the
incompetence and ignorance of the public, and arguments in favor of expert rule have
also gained popularity.275 Google searches for the word “epistocracy” peaked on the
three days after the 2016 presidential election.276
Democratic responses to failures on scientific issues have mostly taken the
shape of efforts to rethink how scientific findings could be communicated better to the
public. That is important, to be sure, but it does not provide a robust defense of why
we must remain committed to democracy on these issues instead of considering
technocratic alternatives. My goal in this dissertation was to provide a more vigorous
theoretical defense of the necessity of democratic scrutiny over expert claims, making
an argument on both epistemic and normative political grounds. Drawing on a wide
range of work in the philosophy of science, I identified the specific ways in which the
judgments and purposes of experts shape the production scientific knowledge and
argued that the failure to question knowledge claims publicly would result in
democratic policy being guided by the judgments and values of the experts. I also
gave serious thought to how democratic engagement on scientific issues could be
organized to improve upon the current state of affairs. I developed an institutional
proposal to facilitate interactions between experts and laypeople, focusing on how to
mitigate the difficulty of non-experts examining complex knowledge in a distortive
public sphere, and how to overcome the challenges of deliberation among those with
asymmetric knowledge. Finally, I highlighted scientific funding decisions as the site
275
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for long-term and more foundational democratic influence over the direction and
political impact of new scientific research, going as far as to argue that democracies
might withdraw funding from certain areas of research if they posed a serious risk of
harm.
If recent arguments for epistocracy have been strikingly reminiscent of the
views of Walter Lippmann, who argued almost a century ago for the need to remove
the influence of public opinion over the substantive judgments required for
governance,277 this project has in turn followed the example of John Dewey, who
argued for more democratic engagement over technical issues precisely at a political
moment when trust in science and trust in democracy both ran low.278 As this mention
of the famous Dewey-Lippmann debate suggests, however, one of the things I have
left undone is to trace the relationship between my arguments for democratic input on
scientific issues and early twentieth century pragmatist arguments for the same.
The early pragmatists Peirce, James and Dewey witnessed and resisted the rise
of value neutrality as an ideal for science, and they did so by developing a distinctive
theory of inquiry that challenged three traditional dichotomies defining the
relationship between scientific inquiry and practical action: between experience and
knowledge, fact and value, and belief and action. These challenges opened up the
conceptual space for citizen participation in deliberation on technical issues. I have
shown how the ideal of value neutrality came under attack in the decades after Kuhn,
but pragmatist arguments were quite different than these recent ones. Studying the
difference between the pragmatist critique and the later twentieth century critique in
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light of the arguments of my thesis and with the experience of half a century of
organized science would be productive.
My focus on scientists and the public as the two main actors in use of science
in democracies has also left the role of other the key political actors unexamined. I
have emphasized the importance of face-to-face interactions between scientists and
ordinary citizens, but equally important is the role of elites –– politicians, legislative
staff, bureaucrats and the media. How does scientific information get translated for
the consumption of legislators? Who determines the framing of scientific issues
before they reach the stage of public political debate? How is expert opinion and
public opinion on science used in actual policy processes? These questions must be
answered for a better understanding of the role of science in a democracy. This would
allow a normative account of the institutional structures in which scientists interact
with legislators and would also contribute to improving democratic decision-making
and accountability at different levels of representative government.
Finally, this project has taken the nation-state to be the relevant unit of
analysis for the relationship between science and democracy. I think this is defensible
since most decisions about science are still made at the domestic level and most
scientific research today still depends on funds provided by states. Nonetheless, in the
age of climate change – a global scientific problem, if there ever was one – the
international dimension of the politics of science cannot be ignored. Many decisions
on cross-border scientific issues are made through international agreements, which
raises additional concerns about unelected and unaccountable experts making policy
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decisions that affect citizens of democracies without providing clear avenues for
public influence.279
Moreover, science itself is increasingly international. Scientific discoveries
made anywhere in the world are immediately accessible everywhere else. The
emergence of international scientific bodies such as the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change is a testament to the existence of a well-connected global scientific
community. These developments complicate my arguments about science funding. On
the one hand, political strategies such as withdrawing funding for research or
changing research priorities may be less effective if the same research is likely to be
conducted in another country. On the other hand, considering the potentially harmful
consequences of science may become even more crucial once we consider the
international context. We might be confident that findings about differences in
intelligence between races or genders will not be used to deprive anyone of their
rights in our country, but can we be equally confident that the same knowledge will
not lead to disastrous consequences in other places? These are further questions raised
by this dissertation. The answers must wait for another project.
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